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Abstract	
Engaging in loss making jobs for fixed fees is a major problem in consulting, particularly in the 
competitive construction industry. This thesis investigates whether machine learning techniques 
applied to a company's passively collected internal data could help avoid loss making jobs or 
help tactfully choose when to enforce stricter contracts. It was found that in a model-informed 
decision framework, a case study's profits could be improved 9% by avoiding approximately 4% 
of projects. Alternative decision frameworks are also proposed and evaluated. The internal data 
collected by the case study company described each of their projects in terms of employee 
positions, fraction of project time completed by each employee, client characteristics, project 
characteristics (time span, hours, technical details) and invoicing history. Algorithmic methods 
such as Logistic Regression, Random Forests, Boosted Trees, Naive Bayes, and Bayesian 
Networks were applied as well as blended combinations of these methods. A decision scenario 
that rejected projects above a sequence of tested thresholds was run in order to find the optimal 
threshold for profit improvements. This process was repeated on hundreds of models built from 
different training subsets of the data in order to obtain a 95% statistical confidence interval of 
profit improvements. The blended Logistic Regression model outperformed other methods and 
produced a 95% confidence interval of 6.5 - 11.5% improvement in profit. Further work is 
recommended to test user input estimation and user interface designs. The findings from this 
research have the potential to assist managers in reducing losses by highlighting risky projects 
and guiding project-based changes to fee structures. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
“It’s tough to make predictions, especially about the future” – Danish Proverb 
Predicting how long it will take a person to do something is a notoriously tricky task. People 
make mental calculations of this sort every day - estimating how long it will take to drive to 
meet someone on time, how many tasks you can check off in a day, or how long it will take to 
cook a dish. As most people have experienced, time estimates can be particularly inaccurate if 
the task is new and difficult. These errors are trivial in everyday activities, but for consulting 
businesses that solve complex problems, similar estimation errors determine their financial 
wellbeing.  
Consulting businesses give expert advice to other professionals in exchange for a fee based on 
the amount of time their consulting staff spends on the project. The deliverable 'expert advice' is 
generally in the form of a document or a package of documents. A document could range from a 
5-page report written by a single person to a sequence of hundreds of drawings assembled by a 
team of 10 over many years. Despite the range of possible deliverables, before any project 
commences, the client and consultant must agree on a fee, or at least a fee structure. The fee 
structure can be as creative as the engaged parties wish, but in fact tend to fit a few common 
models (Malhotra & Morris, 2009). Two examples are: 
1. The client agrees to pay for the consultants' time by the hour until the task is complete 
(referred to as hourly rate) or 
2. The consultant offers a fixed fee to complete the project in full, regardless of time spent 
(referred to as fixed price or fixed fee). 
In each of these contract models, financial risk is assigned to one of the parties. In model 1, the 
client must pay for an unknown quantity of consultants' billable hours and in model 2 the 
consultants must complete the project for a fixed price while not knowing how much of their 
own time will be spent (Malhotra & Morris, 2009). 
This thesis focuses on the risk taken by a consulting company when offering a fixed fee. Clients 
commonly seek fixed price quotes from several consultants before selecting one or negotiating 
further. Hence, quoted fees must be competitive. 
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The way a consulting manager calculates a fixed price varies from industry to industry and even 
company to company. Typically a consulting manager has experience in the type of project they 
are quoting and, after reviewing the project details, can use a combination of intuition, 
comparison to past projects, and rules of thumb (such as a set fraction of the entire client budget 
for a large project). Such qualitative methods can impact profit margins, which ultimately 
depend on the skill (or luck) of the manager in predicting the amount of time a project demands. 
This thesis focuses on a single case study consulting company in the construction industry that 
has persevered through many fixed price projects that resulted in losses. A source of insight 
could be identified from twelve years of passively collected data that described each project in 
terms of their clients, invoice history, employee hours and technical details. Was it possible to 
find trends in what makes a project loss making and can these characteristics be identified 
before a fixed price is offered? Can these trends be modeled into a predictive algorithm, and if 
so, how could the outcomes become integrated into business decisions? Finally, if the predictive 
outcomes were integrated into decision-making, would they definitely improve the business' 
bottom line? These questions are explored in depth and answered over the course of this 
dissertation. 
In this chapter the research motivations are explained along with the goals of the project and the 
specific research hypotheses. Finally the contributions of this body of work are outlined along 
with the structure of the thesis. Due to the commercially sensitive nature of the data used, the 
source is not disclosed. Variables have been de-identified to ensure confidentiality is 
maintained. 
1.1 Research Motivation 
1.1.1 Problem Description 
Project managers across many industries have always struggled with forecasting project costs. A 
study on large-scale infrastructure projects over the past seventy years revealed that cost 
forecasts consistently underestimated the cost of rail projects by an average of 44.7%, the cost of 
bridge and tunnel projects by 33.8% and the cost of road projects by 20.4% (Flyvbjerg, 2007). A 
study across 1471 IT projects showed that 27% of projects ran over budget, and one in 6 of 
those projects were more than 200% over budget (Flyvbjerg, 2011). Another review of 6 IT 
project surveys between 1984 and 1994 by Moløkken & Jørgensen (2003) revealed that 60-80% 
of IT projects encountered effort and/or schedule overruns, where the average overrun was by 
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30 to 40%. These statistics describe difficult conditions that can result in job losses, business 
bankruptcies, and government budget blowouts. A survey from Moores & Edwards (1992) 
asked software managers whether they saw effort estimation as a problem, and 91% responded 
'yes'. 
Smaller consulting companies in competitive industries, such as the construction industry, 
experience similar difficulties in forecasting their project costs. They must offer appealing fixed 
prices in order to remain competitive and win projects. However, when these projects go over 
budget it negatively impacts the business in many ways. Employee morale deteriorates and 
employees may view themselves incompetent if they are responsible for the project's delivery. 
Employees also experience elevated stress attempting to complete underestimated projects 
within a disappearing budget and may compromise quality of work in exchange for speed. This 
is unfortunate if the only issue with the project was an under-estimated fee. Unprofitable 
projects also limit a business financially, hindering investment into marketing, training, and 
business development. The financial risk taken on fixed price projects may also discourage 
businesses from taking other, more calculated risks, such as expanding the business into a new 
area. Clearly, improving the prediction of project profitability would improve business growth 
and staff morale. 
1.1.2 A Wicked Problem 
The challenge for consultants to reduce budget blowouts, in terms of hours spent, is not easily 
solved. Complex projects always differ from one another - even similar projects may end up 
demanding significantly different amounts of time. Although this is known, clients often request 
a fixed price before a project is awarded. If an hourly rate fee structure is proposed, clients in 
many industries can simply turn to another consultant willing to take the financial risks involved 
with fixed prices (Pai, McFall, & Subramanian, 2013). Two strategies to guard against fixed 
price budget blowouts are detailed below along with their limitations. 
A compromise between the hourly rate and fixed price structure is to track employee hours, and 
stop work once the fixed consulting fee has been exhausted. Then, negotiate further fees, or 
variations, with the client. This can either be agreed upon with the client beforehand or the 
consultant's internal strategy. If this strategy is proposed to the client up front, it is likely the 
client would again turn to another consultant who is willing to offer a fixed price. If this 
approach is the consultant's internal strategy, their financial risk may satisfactorily be reduced. 
However, the behaviour may cause friction between the client and the consultant, therefore 
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reducing the potential for repeat business. In the event of hours inflating beyond expectation, 
consultants may choose to wear losses or endure marginal profits to preserve their client 
relationship. They may reason it is in their best interest to maintain a reliable, trustworthy 
reputation in their industry above creating financial friction. 
Another strategy for managing this risk is by stipulating a specific one-off variation opportunity 
in the contract. This applies to consulting work that falls under the client's larger project budget. 
The variation would specify a percentage fee of the overall project cost that can overrule the 
original fixed price. The purpose of this rule is to guard against the case where the project creeps 
in size, and the consultant finds themselves gradually undertaking more work and more work for 
the same price even though the client was happy to spend more on the overall project. This may 
account for some, or in the best case all, of their overspent time, although again a savvy client 
may turn to other consultants that agree to omit variation opportunities. 
Clearly, there is not a straightforward contractual solution to reducing the financial risk taken on 
by consultant's who offer fixed prices in complex projects. In many industries, the reality of 
fixed price fee structures is unavoidable and businesses conform to survive. 
1.1.3 Current Fixed Price Estimation Methods 
It has been established that estimating fixed price fees in consulting is a difficult task with 
unfortunate consequences if the price is estimated too conservatively. This project aims to 
mobilise a consultant's historic data describing profitable and loss making jobs in order to 
improve their fixed price setting practices. But what is the current method for estimating fixed 
prices or project costs? Is past data currently used in other cost estimation practices and to what 
degree of success? 
Unfortunately, limited research is available that documents the methods industry uses for 
complex-projects. However, two surveys are available: one from 2000 that covers construction 
project cost estimation, the other from 1992 and focuses on IT project effort estimation (which 
can be likened to fixed price estimation for consultants). The construction cost estimation study 
by Akintoye & Fitzgerald (2000) surveyed 84 UK construction contractors, ranging from small 
to medium to large, about their estimating practices. They found that the main method was 
breaking the project into detailed parts and summing up the cost of each item. The next two 
most popular methods were 'comparison with similar projects based on documented facts', and 
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'comparison with similar projects based on personal experience'. These can all be classified as 
experience based models (Akintoye & Fitzgerald, 2000). 
A survey by Moores & Edwards (1992) of 54 software developing companies found that 
detailed project planning tools were used by most companies as opposed to cost estimation 
tools, suggesting that projects were priced based on an analysis of a detailed breakdown of tasks 
within a project. In the same survey, 91% of software companies cited cost estimation as a 
problem. 
Both surveys indicated cost and effort estimation were performed via a detailed breakdown of 
the tasks required. Analysis of past project data was alluded to (comparison of similar projects) 
but a rigorous data analysis process was not common. Therefore it is worth investigating if a 
predictive model based on past data could improve the fixed price setting practice. 
1.1.4 Cost Estimation and Human Nature 
Although the surveys indicated industry did not analyse past project cost data, the idea of using 
this data in the same way has been studied before. Previous research tested people's estimation 
accuracy with and without comparative historic data with interesting results. This is summarised 
below along with the resulting data-driven models. 
Lovallo & Kahneman (2003) delved into the psychology behind why executives so often 
severely underestimate costs of larger projects such as manufacturing plant construction, 
mergers and acquisitions, large infrastructure and software development. Their theory stemmed 
from Kahneman's work on decision-making that won him the Nobel Prize for economics in 
2002. His research argued that a person's natural optimistic view of their own skills leads to 
consistent underestimation of the time and risks involved in a project. A manager optimistically 
sees challenges in a project as something that can be overcome by the team's high skill level, and 
downplays or ignores the risk of problems that are out of the team's control. This is why it does 
not matter if the project is broken down to the highest level of detail for cost prediction; all 
complex projects are at risk of encountering a multitude of problems that the manager could 
never foresee. Each problem has a low chance of occurring, but in combination the risk is much 
greater (Lovallo & Kahneman, 2003). 
Lovallo & Kahneman (2003) called the practice of analysing a project based on project details 
without considering unforeseen risks the 'inside view'. A survey by Moores & Edwards (1992) 
aligned with this theory and found the most popular response for the supposed reason for cost 
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overruns was over-optimistic estimates (51%). This contrasts with an 'outside view' where a 
subject is analysed by comparing it to other subjects and disregarding specific subject details. 
For example, research has shown that if people make predictions about their skills after being 
exposed to an 'outside view' (a summary of other people's skills), their predictions are 
significantly more accurate (Lovallo & Kahneman, 2003). This 'outside view' can be applied to 
complex projects, and stipulates that the details of the current project should be ignored in 
favour of analysing outcomes of several similar projects. Mobilising the outside view in this 
way is called reference class forecasting (Lovallo & Kahneman, 2003). One method Lovallo & 
Kahneman (2003) recommended was to obtain correlation statistics from past similar projects - 
the correlation between the forecast cost and the actual cost. The correlation for the current 
project can then be estimated via a statistical model, which is then used to adjust the forecast 
cost made by detailed analysis (the 'inside view') (Flyvbjerg, 2011). As demonstrated in the 
surveys, Flyvbjerg (2011) found that managers rarely analysed data from similar projects even 
though it could significantly improve cost predictions. This discovery led the team to formally 
introduce 'outside view' methods into some institutions. 
The implementation of reference class forecasting began in project management for the first 
time in 2004. It was endorsed by the American Planning Association in 2005, and is now used in 
some governments and private companies in Europe, South Africa, and Australia. An example 
of the type of output from a reference class statistical model is a plot showing the relationship 
between the acceptable chance of cost overrun and the required uplift to the original forecast 
cost (Flyvbjerg, 2011). An example reading from the chart is as follows: "If the chance of a cost 
overrun of 20% is acceptable, the estimated cost should be increased by 55% from original 
calculations.” This builds past experiences of cost overruns into the initial cost estimation. 
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Figure 1 This model was implemented by the British government for a rail project that was 
under completion at the time of publication (Flyvbjerg, 2011) 
The visualisation presents a powerful communication tool for influencing decision makers and 
improving forecast cost accuracy, however, access to credible data for a sufficient number of 
projects can be a challenge (Flyvbjerg, 2011). Overall, the optimism bias theory credibly helps 
to explain the persistent problem of project cost underestimation. 
1.1.5 Further Reference Class Forecasting Models and Industry 
Uptake 
Although Flyvbjerg's (2011) reference class forecasting theory and the psychology behind it was 
first published in 2003, predicting project costs using previous data has been researched for 
many preceding years and continues to this day. In this section, a brief overview of other 
reference class forecasting models is presented (they are reviewed in greater detail in the 
literature review) followed by an analysis of why industry has not yet adopted them. 
Most cost estimation or reference forecasting analytic models focused on software development 
and construction projects, along with some work on film projects. These analyses generally used 
information from 15 to 20 large projects and the data set summarised projects from around the 
world with different clients and teams. Applied mathematical methods varied from statistical 
Regressions to deep-learning Neural Networks (Kim, An, & Kang, 2004; Love, Raymond, & 
Edwards, 2005). Most studies reported that their predictive models performed well and that 
Neural Networks were generally more accurate than Linear Regression. 
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1.1.5.1 Industry Uptake of Existing Models 
Despite the predictive success in statistical and machine learning cost estimation models as well 
as the revealing outcomes from 'inside' and 'outside' view studies, there has been a lack of 
industry uptake of these models. Two reports reviewing cost estimation in the software industry 
investigated reasons why data-driven forecasting models have not been translated to industry. 
The key causes were: 
• A lack of a decision framework to support manager's use of the 'outside view' model 
(Moores & Edwards, 1992) 
• A failure in marketing of the potential for the models to improve business outcomes 
(Moores & Edwards, 1992) 
• The products of the research were not comprehensive enough to be used in industry (M. 
Jorgensen, Jorgensen, Shepperd, & Shepperd, 2007) 
• Expert judgment was not mobilised enough in the process of developing the tools and the 
resulting product felt disconnected to actual requirements (M. Jorgensen et al., 2007). 
Reports on other industries were unavailable, however the insights are general and may explain 
the lack of adoption in other industries (such as the construction industry). 
In the software industry it is also possible the problem of fixed price contract blowouts has been 
solved by an alternative contract structure, which has made cost estimation models unnecessary. 
In contrast to construction, IT projects are a relatively new practice and the industry has had 
success in trialing alternative contractual arrangements. Through experimentation, the Agile 
movement was developed. The method treats both cost and time as fixed quantities for a project, 
and any change or additional work can only be accommodated if another, less important 
requirement is excluded (Badenfelt, 2011). Furthermore, the project outcomes are continually 
adjusted and revised based on frequent progress review points that assess unexpected problems. 
The flexible upfront arrangement with clients has often been found to forge better long-term 
relationships [Cockburn2001]. This agile methodology suits the nature of software development 
work, where curtailing the scope of work is relatively straightforward. Also, since the industry is 
relatively young, the new methodology was able to sweep across the field and was shown to 
deliver better budget and product outcomes to clients (Rasmusson, 2010). 
Unfortunately, in other industries such as the construction industry, infrastructure and building 
projects are steeped in a traditional process, where contractual norms have developed over a 
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much longer time period (Badenfelt, 2011). The industry is so large, broad and well established 
that it has inertia in the way projects are estimated, and contractually bound. Furthermore, the 
industry would struggle to take on an agile approach as the scope cannot be easily reduced as the 
project unfolds - the project must result in construction and building certification which implies 
a high-level of time, legal responsibility, and due diligence. 
This project aims to assist a company in the construction industry in managing problematic fixed 
price projects, since fixed price contracts can seem unavoidable. The blocks preventing industry 
adoption, such as providing a clear decision framework for how to implement the model will be 
carefully addressed. 
1.1.6 Case Study 
The case study company is an engineering consulting company in the construction industry. In 
their profession, labour is the chief cost and the long traditional history of this industry mandates 
fixed price projects as the norm. In recent years, the size of losses from unprofitable projects 
equaled 25-30% of their profits from profitable projects. This demonstrates the magnitude of 
their cost estimation problem and the substantial room for improvement that a data-driven model 
may facilitate. 
Cost estimation is currently performed in the case study company by first carefully reviewing 
preliminary drawings where time costs for each task are estimated and summed by an 
experienced manager (the 'inside view'). This is often crosschecked with a value that is based off 
a percentage of the estimated final cost of construction (generally the client budget). No formal 
mathematical method of comparison to similar projects is performed. This is the case for a 
number of possible reasons: 
• Lack of time to interrogate past project data 
• Clunky data availability offered by their database software 
• Lack of awareness of similar projects performed by other managers 
A Customer Relationship Management software package (CRM) is currently employed to 
collect and store project data. A CRM is a popular type of software used by businesses to record 
client and project details as well as employee time sheet records. In the case study business, the 
CRM is available to all employees over the company intranet, and each employee completes 
daily time sheets allotting their hours to certain projects. Additionally, technical information is 
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recorded against each project as well and the CRM data stood as an untapped source of 
information within the case study organisation. It stores a rich variety of data including: 
• Employee time sheet hours with dates 
• Other project costs (taxis, printing) 
• Client information/characteristics 
• Client identification code 
• Invoiced amounts for each project and dates 
• Employee costs 
• Employee charge out rates 
• Project description 
The CRM software readily provides simple output statistics, however, analytic capabilities were 
limited to: 
• Simple scatter plots and bar charts of the raw data 
• Summaries such as overall hours spent vs. the invoiced amount for each project 
The company had a wealth of data but limited means to extract insight. This study exploits the 
CRM data by performing more sophisticated statistical analysis with the intention of building a 
predictive model to improve cost estimation. Thousands of past projects are available for 
analysis, as opposed to previous studies that used on average 15-20 cases and at most 300 
(Finnie, Wittig, & Desharnais, 1997; Pai et al., 2013; Shin, 2015). This improves the potential 
for accurate predictions. If successful, the model also has higher potential for managerial uptake 
as the algorithm will be directly built and trained on internal company data. Managers could 
interrogate how the model outputs were calculated and relate to the actual projects used in the 
model or speak to a colleague that was involved. This may make the presented 'outside view' 
more relatable and have more potential to influence the final fee proposal. 
1.1.7 Case Study Limitations 
The case study provides an opportunity to test whether passively collected CRM data can be 
mobilised into a predictive model to improve fixed price cost estimation. However, there are 
some limitations in the study including the size of the study, missing data, and errors in data 
entry. This section addresses how the limitations can be addressed either in future work or 
within the research framework. 
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The most obvious limitation is that the work focuses on a single company in a specific industry, 
which limits the application of conclusions to a broader range of companies. First determining 
the optimum method and variables for this case and then testing them on future case study 
companies can overcome this. 
Another limitation is the type of unavailable data. Information on overall costs of construction 
projects was scarce. This is relevant because managers sometimes price jobs based on the 
budget for the entire project, of which the consultant is a minor part. For example, engineers 
may moderate their fee by 1% of the entire project cost. Another piece of data not recorded was 
the external factors influencing the fixed price quote including known competition from similar 
firms. 
The database also excludes detailed technical information about each project. Such details are 
found in the preliminary drawings describing the project (square meterage, number of storeys), 
as well as project summary documents provided by the client to enable a quote. However, this 
level of information actually contradicts the purpose of the 'outside view', the intention of which 
is to present similar projects without being over-influenced by finer details. Given the lack of 
detailed information describing the physical size of projects, it was not reasonable for an 
algorithm to predict the numeric fee. Instead, it was more logical to predict the profitability of a 
project i.e. 'return per dollar'. This measure represents the ratio of the project profit to business 
costs, and can easily be compared between projects of different sizes. 
Finally, employees enter all CRM data manually. Because the data is input by people, it is 
susceptible to some error. Many errors were detectable during data cleaning, however it is 
possible that a low number of undetectable human errors exist in the data and marginally 
influence predictions. 
1.1.8 Research Problem Statement 
A significant proportion of projects completed by consulting companies in the construction 
industry result in losses. This occurs despite managers’ continual best efforts to price and 
execute projects profitably. Managers are generally required to offer fixed prices for complex 
projects, which if performed inaccurately, can cause substantial financial losses to the business. 
Studies have explored the link between managerial project estimates (with respect to time and 
cost) and human nature’s tendency to optimistically assess our capabilities. In the case of cost 
estimation, initial optimism can result in negative business consequences affecting employee 
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morale and the capacity of a company to flourish and grow. Over the past few decades, 
significant research has been dedicated to creating predictive models that present the 'outside 
view' of a project. This was done by statistically comparing a new project to a collection of 
similar projects and their characteristics. It has been shown that these models improve cost 
estimation accuracy, however industry has not adopted them. Managers still tend to predict costs 
based on intricate details of a project in favour of reference class forecasting. This may be due to 
poor marketing of the cost estimation tools, a lack of a decision framework in relation to the 
tools, and a lack of collaboration with industry during model development. 
1.2 Thesis aims 
For the reasons explained above, the aim of this research is as follows: 
General Aim Predict profitability of consulting projects before engagement to influence a 
manager’s ability to better price and if necessary, reject, unprofitable projects. Profitability was 
investigated in terms of the amount of profit (regression) or whether a project is profitable or not 
(classification). Several statistical and machine learning techniques were applied, compared and 
tested on this problem using a case study company’s internal CRM data. The case study 
company is an engineering consulting business that offers their expert advice (in the currency of 
time) to clients. 
 
Hypothesis 1 A statistical or machine learning model based on historical project data can 
predict the profitability of a new project with greater accuracy than a baseline predictor. A 
baseline predictor for this project is one that predicts the average of a numeric response variable 
for all cases or, if the response variable is categorical, randomly assigned categories for each 
case, where the proportion of assigned categories matches the true categorical proportions. 
Hypothesis 2 The predictive model built from Hypothesis 1 can be shown to have a positive 
impact on the overall profit earned by the case study business. The overall profit is represented 
by the following equation: !"#$%&& !"#$%& = !"#"$%" !"#$ !"#$%&' !"#$%&'(  − (!"#$%&'' !"#$# + !"#$%&## !"#$#) 
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1.3 Thesis Contributions 
In comparison to previous studies, this project advances the body of work on cost estimation in 
three ways: the data set is larger than other studies and sourced from a single company's CRM 
database, ensemble tree methods and model blending were tested, and the prediction results 
were integrated into a decision framework for the business. These points are outlined in detail 
below. 
In past research, cost estimation data sets generally consisted of dozens of projects from a range 
of companies and even countries. This thesis case study had access to a company's internal data, 
which contained over 2,000 past jobs - far more than the usual cost estimation study and with 
many more variables. Furthermore, the problem of cost estimation is applied to a consulting 
company in the construction industry, which differs from other studies in the construction 
industry that estimate actual construction costs. Consulting in the construction industry can be 
likened more to software development effort estimation although the nature of the work differs 
considerably.  
In addition to addressing cost estimation with a different kind of data set, ensemble tree methods 
are applied which have been minimally tested on this problem. Ensemble tree methods combine 
hundreds or thousands of decision trees to make predictions. A single decision tree is a non-
parametric machine-learned model built by progressively determining the best binary split to 
partition the data according to the response variable. For further explanation of the method 
behind decision trees and ensemble trees, three excellent sources are Hastie, Tibshirani, & 
Friedman (2009), Elith, Leathwick, & Hastie (2008), and Breiman & Cutler (2005). To date, 
Linear Regression, Neural Networks, Case Based Reasoning (CBR), and Support Vector 
Machines (SVM's) have been used to predict cost/effort even though ensemble tree methods can 
perform as well as Neural Networks and generally outperform Linear Regression (Caruana & 
Niculescu-Mizil, 2006). Another benefit of ensemble trees is the output types available, such as 
partial dependency plots and variable importance plots that provide insight into the model's 
calculations. This contrasts Neural Networks and SVM's, which are 'black-box' predictors. 
Providing insight to a user is a major benefit as past research has demonstrated issues with user 
trust and uptake of models, even if the models predicted well. It is anticipated that using internal 
data will also improve trust and create tangible meaning for the user. Blending multiple machine 
learning and statistical models has also not yet been applied to the cost estimation problem and 
may improve predictions. 
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Finally, this study propels the predictive model one step further than other studies by analysing 
bottom-line profit improvements that could result from the research. A few possible ways to 
integrate model results into business decision-making scenarios are presented, and where 
possible, final profit increases are evaluated. This kind of thought experiment is designed to 
present a clear case for industry when evaluating if and how to adopt cost estimation models. 
Overall this thesis furthers the body of literature by building a profitability estimation model 
using data from thousands of projects from one company, instead of a couple of hundred 
projects from a variety of sources. The thesis develops a novel application of ensemble trees and 
blended models to the cost estimation problem, and a new method for assessing business impact 
of using such models. These three research contributions progress the mathematical approach to 
cost estimation as well as business implementation methods. 
1.4 Thesis Structure 
The next chapter, Chapter 3, is a thorough review of the literature to date that relates to this 
thesis. This covers work solving the cost-estimation problem, studies on statistical and machine-
learning models in business applications, and a review of potential statistical and machine 
learning methods. 
Chapter 4 describes the method followed throughout the research process. It includes first how 
the data was obtained, the lengthy cleaning process, followed by variable importance analysis, 
variable selection, trials of selected predictive algorithms and problem constructs. The cost 
estimation problem was attempted first as a regression problem predicting 'return per dollar', 
followed by a simpler binary classification problem predicting profit or loss. Once the best 
methods were selected, they were blended in numerous ways, using both simple averaging 
techniques and sophisticated machine-learning algorithms. These were compared against 
individual models and the best constructs were selected. Finally the impact of the algorithm on 
the overall profits of the case study company was analysed via decision-making scenarios. 
Further applications were also considered. 
The research outlined in the method was divided into four stages, each of which was assigned a 
chapter containing the results and discussion of that portion. Chapter 5 describes the variable 
selection process. Chapter 6 and 7 cover the results of the two ways of framing the cost 
estimation problem: using regression models and binary classification models. Chapter 8 shows 
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the outcomes of model blending, and then Chapter 9 extends the predictive analyses into an 
overall profit analysis, as well as describing research limitations and future work. 
The results section in each of the chapters listed above presents key charts and tables that 
progressively answer the research hypotheses: can a statistical or machine learning model based 
on a company's internal historical project data predict the profitability of a new project better 
than a baseline model? And would these predictions have a positive impact on the overall profits 
earned by the business? Then, a discussion finalises each chapter, where the results are 
examined more deeply and analysed in a broader context. The nature of the results is also 
debated in terms of how surprising they were, their impact on the research hypotheses and 
limitations as well as suggested future work. The final chapter, the Conclusion, summarises the 
findings of the project, how the research answered the hypotheses and how the work could be 
viably applied in industry. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 
Assessing outcomes of comparable past studies may impart how to best approach the problem 
and reveal shortcomings that can be improved upon. This chapter provides an overview of the 
literature describing early and current cost estimation methods. The most prominent machine 
learning and statistical methods shall then be reviewed followed by a summary of papers on 
more general business applications that have tried a wider variety of methods. Gaps in past 
research will also be highlighted. 
2.1 Project Cost Estimation Methods 
The practice of estimating fixed fees is usually represented by the terms 'cost estimation' or 
'effort estimation' in the literature. The bulk of research to date has been performed with project 
data in either the construction industry or software development. The different methods and 
outcomes in each of these industries are reviewed below. Finally a gap in the literature will be 
highlighted which this research addresses. 
2.1.1 Cost Estimation in the Construction Industry 
Research in the construction industry has primarily focused on predicting the final building cost 
of construction. Some studies reported surveyed cost estimation practices while others tested 
new methods such as building information modeling (BIM) analysis, CBR, and predictive 
algorithms. The cost estimation methods of detailed analysis (the 'inside view'), CBR, and 
predictive algorithms are reviewed in this section. 
2.1.1.1 Detailed Analysis in the Construction Industry 
Detailed analysis refers to the process of an engineer or builder in the construction team 
carefully reviewing construction drawings to sum the cost of materials, labour, machinery hire, 
overheads, and profit etc. (Akintoye & Fitzgerald, 2000). As referenced in the Research 
Motivation, Akintoye and Fitzgerald's (2000) study found that this was the most popular method 
amongst contractors. 
Elfaki, Alatawi, & Abushandi (2014) discuss how much detailed cost estimates for construction 
projects can vary from estimator (engineer) to estimator. This contributes to the lack of accuracy 
in predicting final costs of a project. They argue that an engineer's expertise is not documented 
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or measured in any way and therefore their expertise and, in turn, their estimate is prone to 
subjectivity. Shane, Molenaar, Anderson, & Schexnayder (2009) theorise that final cost can be 
subject to so many different unpredictable parameters, such as weather, unexpected ground 
conditions, duration or sub-contractor issues, that it is almost impossible to achieve an accurate 
cost prediction manually. 
Groundbreaking methods into calculating construction costs by Ma & Liu (2014) mobilised data 
from building information modeling (BIM) models, although this is still technically a detailed 
analysis of the costs. The idea is to quantify the cost of building a structure directly from a three 
dimensional BIM model created by the design consultants (engineers and architects). Ma and 
Liu's (2014) first trial was to automate the cost calculation of a reinforced concrete structure. 
They programmed their algorithm to intelligently establish construction techniques for each 
element, as architectural or engineering models do not provide this. From the construction 
technique and material, a cost was derived for each element. This was successful and Ma & Liu 
(2014) aim to further their work so that more construction information can be intelligently 
obtained from BIM models. A system like Ma and Liu's (2014) would definitely accelerate the 
cost estimation process and reduce human error, however it is still an 'inside view' and could still 
deliver inaccurate estimates similar to detailed analysis by a person. The detailed view does not 
'step back' and take into account setbacks in construction that may have affected past similar 
projects. There is potential for this innovation to be combined with an 'outside view' system. 
Detailed analysis remains the most prevalent method for construction cost estimation despite the 
industry having a long history of projects running over time and budget using the same 
technique (Shane et al., 2009). Next, the method of detailed sums shall be compared to results 
from parametric algorithms and CBR ('outside view'). 
2.1.1.2 Statistical and Machine Learning Models in the Construction Industry 
Dozens of studies have built machine learning and statistical models to predict construction 
costs. This section will first review the previous studies and most accurate algorithms and finally 
summarise industry uptake of the methods. 
Elfaki et al. (2014) completed a review of cost estimation research from 2004 to 2014. They 
found that artificial Neural Networks and SVM's were the most common machine learning 
techniques. These techniques also deal well with uncertainty, however lack technical 
justification for the decision maker (known as a black box predictor). Neural networks are also 
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time consuming to train, and must be re-trained and re-tested with each additional piece of data 
(Kim et al., 2004). Nevertheless, Neural Networks and SVM's received significant attention in 
the 1990's for their ability to accurately predict construction costs with limited detailed 
information (Kim et al., 2004; Shin, 2015). 
Shin (2015) pioneered the application of Boosted Trees to cost estimation in construction 
projects. This is surprisingly late given the rapid uptake of Boosted Trees over the past decade. 
In their study, data from 234 school building construction projects in Korea were used. Boosted 
trees were compared to Neural Networks and were found to predict costs slightly more 
accurately than Neural Networks, but not statistically significantly (p-value < 0.05). 
A notable amount of literature tested the predictive power of Multiple Linear Regression in the 
construction cost estimation problem. Often, Linear Regression was the only model assessed, 
without comparison to other methods such as Neural Networks, which first started appearing in 
literature in the 1990's (Kim et al., 2004). However, even post-1990, many studies focused on 
Linear Regression only. This may be because the technique is straightforward, easy to use and 
widely available in statistical packages (Chan & Park, 2005). Some studies showed that Neural 
Networks outperform Regression, however other studies established they are approximately 
equal (Attalla & Hegazy, 2003; Kim et al., 2004). Dissanayaka & Kumaraswamy (1999) 
suggested that Regression models could be performed first to determine variable importance and 
condense the number of variables, and then Neural Networks could be used for better 
estimation. Boosted Trees may perform as well as Neural Networks while providing even more 
insight than Regression models because it is possible to produce partial dependency plots. These 
visualise the relationship between each variable and the response variable (cost). 
Regression models from different studies tended to use a wide range of variables, each of which 
influenced the models to varying degrees. This is likely because construction projects are 
multidisciplinary and involve many parties such as the clients, consultants, contractors and 
suppliers, (Chan & Park, 2005). Chan and Park's (2005) study on 87 building projects in 
Singapore included special, complex projects. Therefore, variables such as contractor's 
specialised skills, who the client was (public vs. private), the client level of experience, and the 
contractor's financial management highly influenced final cost of the project. Other studies 
found variables such as project complexity, duration, team experience, information availability, 
site requirements, and labour climate to contribute most (Akintoye & Fitzgerald, 2000; Pinto & 
Slevin, 1988; Trost & Oberlender, 2003). As these studies obtained information from 
questionnaires, the available variables depended on the questions. Despite the differences in 
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qualitative outcomes, the studies all generally reported their mean absolute error or a similar 
metric from the tested models, and results were generally positive. 
Similar result statistics are useful, however there is a gap in the literature rationalising which 
model industry should adopt, how to adopt it into a business, and how much loss can be reduced. 
This gap may explain why uptake of these algorithmic models is sparse, as indicated by 
Akintoye and Fitzgerald's (2000) survey, despite 20 years of prior research. Akintoye & 
Fitzgerald (2000) hypothesised this could be due to a lack of knowledge about the techniques, 
doubts whether these techniques are applicable to the construction industry, and the availability 
of sound data to ensure confidence. 
The literature on construction cost estimation does not acknowledge that dozens of consultants 
and sub-contractors contribute to a large project. Most consultants, such as engineers and 
architects, produce their own cost estimates for their effort that contributes to the project. Their 
contracts are often fixed price, with minimal room for movement, and they wear the risk of 
over-spending their time (H. Harris, 1999). Furthermore, the existing studies collected data from 
many businesses for a single study, which leaves a gap in research exploring a single 
contractor's history of projects at one time. 
2.1.1.3 CBR in the Construction Industry 
CBR is a systematic method of expert judgment, where the decision maker manually compares 
similar projects from his or her experience (Shepperd, Schofield, & Kitchenham, 1996). The 
idea is that in the case of a new project, similar projects are chosen, before generalisations about 
the data are made. This contrasts to algorithmic models that are built from the entire set of data 
(Elfaki et al., 2014). Research into the application of CBR to construction cost estimation began 
in the 1980's (Kim et al., 2004). The general procedure involves: 
1. Storing a collection of projects with key variable values 
2. Once a new project or case arrives, similar cases are retrieved. This can be achieved either 
algorithmically with a distance function applied to the variables, or manually by users 
reviewing past cases. The Nearest Neighbour algorithm has been used to find the distance 
between cases in previous studies. It is programmed to calculate the Euclidean distance in 
n-dimensional space between cases, where each variable is a dimension (Kumar & Ravi, 
2007). 
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3. The cost of the new project is estimated by extrapolating characteristics of the similar cases 
to the new case. An experienced decision maker can also do this either algorithmically or 
manually. 
A study by Kim et al. (2004) compared CBR to Neural Networks and Linear Regression in 
construction cost estimation. For CBR, the ESTEEM software package algorithmically 
calculated the similarity of variables, weighted the variables using gradient descent, and deduced 
the cost using the most similar cases (the specific method for this last step was not explained). 
The discussion compared mean absolute error rates of the three methods and showed that CBR 
was more accurate than Regression, but less accurate than Neural Networks in estimating cost. 
Despite Neural Networks outperforming CBR, CBR maintained advantages over Neural 
Networks, which have been referenced in other studies as well. 
Advantages of CBR include algorithmic efficiency as well as user engagement. In Kim, An, and 
Kang's (2004) study, it was noted that CBR models were simple to update with new data in 
comparison to Neural Networks, which must be slowly re-trained and re-tuned. New cases also 
did not need to have every variable complete, which can occur often in 'real world' data. Neural 
Networks on the other hand require complete data. Another advantage of CBR is the ability for 
users to review chosen similar cases and make sense of the prediction, as opposed to Neural 
Networks (Elfaki et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2004; Kumar & Ravi, 2007). One disadvantage is that 
accuracy can be highly dependent on the number of selected cases (Elfaki et al., 2014). Overall, 
CBR may provide prediction accuracies between regression and Neural Networks but the results 
can be justified by the user - a valuable asset. 
CBR that is performed manually through personal experience, without the assistance of 
algorithms, was the second most popular method for construction estimation in Akintoye and 
Fitzgerald's (2000) survey in the UK. This indicates it is quite an intuitive method that allows 
decision makers to cross check their detailed cost estimates, although an algorithmic version of 
CBR has not found success in industry. 
2.1.1.4 Summary of Cost Estimation in the Construction Industry 
In summary, research into cost estimation in the construction industry has tested a variety of 
methods ranging from detailed manual analysis, algorithmic models, and CBR. Neural Networks 
generally outperformed other methods, such as Regression and CBR, but had the significant 
disadvantage of being a black box. Alternative methods such as Boosted Trees have the 
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potential to perform as well as Neural Networks and provide insight into the structure of the 
algorithm. This is true for CBR as well, although it has not been shown to predict as accurately 
as Neural Networks. There exists a gap in the research in ways to intelligently combine CBR 
with machine learning methods that could predict well, provide insight to the structure, and 
engage the user in reviewing similar projects. Also, as stated previously, there exists a gap in the 
application of cost estimating in the construction industry to smaller contributors to projects. 
These contracting companies face a similar problem in estimating their fixed fee. They could 
mobilise information in their internal project databases, as opposed to the current body of 
literature that used data from dozens of companies in one study. 
2.1.2 Effort Estimation in the IT Industry 
In the software industry, the main component of cost is effort as opposed to the cost of building 
materials in the construction industry. A parallel can be drawn between software development 
effort estimation and consultants' effort estimation in the construction industry - which was 
highlighted as a gap in the previous section. Plenty of research has been dedicated to the 
problem of effort prediction, with methods that can be categorised similarly to the construction 
industry: detailed analysis, algorithmic modeling, and CBR. 
2.1.2.1 Detailed Analysis in the IT Industry 
Similar to the construction industry, expert judgment or detailed analysis, is the most widely 
practiced method for effort estimation (Moløkken & Jørgensen, 2003; Shepperd et al., 1996). 
This is despite many years of research being dedicated to developing algorithmic models that, in 
the research context, outperform expert judgment. Another study by Heemstra (1992) found 
there was no evidence estimation accuracy improved when estimation tools were used. Bergeron 
& St-Arnaud (1992) similarly found jobs that used algorithmic models were actually associated 
with less accurate estimates. However, this trend may be coincidental due to a lack of cases 
where estimation tools were used (Moløkken & Jørgensen, 2003). The scarcity of real project 
evidence that algorithmic estimation tools improve estimations and an unintuitive mental jump 
could be reasons contributing to detailed expert analysis remaining the most widespread 
technique and mirrors what was found in the construction industry. 
2.1.2.2 Algorithmic Methods in the IT Industry 
This section assesses the details and performance of the algorithmic models in the IT industry, 
important variables, and gaps in the literature. 
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Multiple studies have shown that Neural Networks definitively outperform regression models in 
effort estimation, although Regression is the most popular method (Finnie et al., 1997; Matson 
& Mellichamp, 1993; Pai et al., 2013). Interestingly, several studies have found that even if 15 
or so variables are included, often only one variable contributes significantly to the model's 
accuracy: size (Finnie et al., 1997; Pai et al., 2013; Shepperd et al., 1996). Size can refer to the 
expected number of lines of code in the software package or function point, which refers to the 
amount of business functionality expected from the product. This is easier to guess correctly at 
the beginning of a project than lines of code, and therefore leads to more accurate predictions 
(Finnie et al., 1997). One study used a single variable approach (size) with a linear coefficient 
and an exponential coefficient as follows: !""#$% = ! ∗ !"#!!! = !"#$%&'()('* !"#$$%!%#&'! = !"#$#%&!' !" !"#$% !"#$$%!%#&'!"#$ = !"#$%&#!' !"#$% !" !"#$  
This model was compared to CBR, which outperformed the above model (Shepperd et al., 
1996). 
There are disadvantages to algorithmic methods, similar to the construction industry. First, there 
are often not enough cases to create a good model, particularly if the cases must be from within 
the company (Finnie et al., 1997; Pai et al., 2013). A study by Mendes & Kitchenham (2004) 
demonstrated using 67 web projects that cross-company models were significantly less accurate 
than a within company model, so it is in the company's interest to create an in-house model. This 
means that effort estimation tools should be refined in-house and adapted by statistical experts to 
each company (Shepperd et al., 1996). 
Algorithmic estimation tools have not been successfully adopted by the IT industry. This may be 
because no model has proved to be outstandingly successful at consistently predicting required 
effort (Finnie et al., 1997). Again, Neural Networks were criticised for their inability to explain 
their results (Finnie et al., 1997). 
In comparison to the construction industry, infrastructure projects do not have a function point 
variable and need to utilise other information such as expected total project cost (which is 
notoriously hard to predict based on the previous section), client characteristics, and other 
project characteristics. 
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2.1.2.3 CBR in the IT Industry 
CBR applications have been researched using similar methodologies to the construction 
industry. In a study by Shepperd et al. (1996), once the similar cases were narrowed down, 
Linear Regression was employed to predict effort for the new case. CBR was found to perform 
approximately equally to algorithmic methods such as Neural Networks. This contrasts results in 
the construction industry where Neural Networks performed better (Finnie et al., 1997; 
Shepperd et al., 1996). It was also highlighted that CBR is intuitively similar to how an expert 
thinks about pricing projects (Finnie et al., 1997). 
2.1.2.4 Summary of Effort Estimation in the IT Industry 
Effort estimation in the software industry has followed a similar path to cost prediction of 
construction projects. Expert judgment via detailed analysis is still the predominant method for 
effort/cost estimation. Case based reasoning and algorithmic methods such as Neural Networks 
have found some success in effort estimation (at similar levels) but have not been successfully 
adopted by industry. It was again noted that CBR and visibility of model structure resonated 
more with decision makers. The software industry is unique in that agile methods of delivery are 
changing the contractual approach of consulting (Badenfelt, 2011).  
There is a need for research into algorithmic models that predict effort (and not construction 
cost) for consulting companies in the construction industry. For industry adoption, the models 
should reveal their predictive structure to decision makers and provide decision framework that 
outlines how to integrate the predictive model in a way that optimises profits. 
2.1.3 Summary Comparison between the Construction and IT 
Industry 
As previously stated, there are many parallels and some contrasts in cost estimation research in 
the Construction industry vs. the IT industry. These have been summarised into a table below, 
which is coloured according to similarities and differences. 
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Table 1 Summary of similarities and differences between cost estimation research in the IT and 
Construction industry 
  Industry 
Subject Construction IT 
  Comments Grade Comments Grade 
Response variable  Cost of construction - Cost of effort - 
Detailed analysis Most popular historically 
and currently 
Poor Most popular in practice Poor 
Algorithmic models 	   	   
NN, SVM Black box High Black box High 
Boosted Trees Slightly better than NN High No literature - 
Linear Regression Most popular in the 
literature 
Med - 
high 
Most popular in the 
literature 
Med 
  Outperformed by NN, but 
sometimes equal 
  Outperformed by NN   
  
Multiple variables 
included in the models 
  
Only one variable 
contributes  
  
  Explanatory variables 
differ across studies 
  
Significant variable is size 
of project in most studies 
  
  Not adopted by industry   Not adopted by industry   
Case Based 
Reasoning 
Better than regression, 
worse than NN 
Med-
high 
Performed approx. equal to 
NN, Can outperform 
regression  
High 
  
Good user engagement. 
Can update without 
remodeling. 
  
Similar to how manager 
thinks 
  
Alternative contract 
structure 
Industry tradition and 
competition means 
inflexible contracts 
  
Industry adoption of Agile 
Methodology 
  
 
Table 2 Key for cell colours in Table 1 
Key 
Comment Equivalent findings between Construction and IT industries 
Comment Almost equivalent findings 
Comment Different findings 
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2.2 Statistical and Machine Learning Methods 
2.2.1 Introduction 
As stated, the aim of this project is to use statistical and machine learning techniques to model 
the profitability of projects. Several techniques will be tested and this section reviews a range of 
predictive algorithms that have been applied to business and social data. These vary from simple 
methods such as Linear Regression to complex, deep learning Neural Networks. The review of 
methods applied to the construction and IT industry highlighted the use of Linear Regression, 
Neural Networks, SVM's and in one case Boosted Trees, however research on other business 
problems utilised a wider range of methods. These included Naive Bayes, Random Forests, and 
machine learned Bayesian Networks. The following section presents an explanation of each 
method, their advantages and disadvantages and an example of a successful application. 
2.2.2 Linear Regression 
Linear Regression is one of the simplest and most popular statistical prediction methods. An 
equation for a line is learned, which is defined by a constant and coefficients multiplied by each 
explanatory variable. This can be mathematically represented by the equation below (Hastie et 
al., 2009): 
!(!) = !! + !!!!!! !! 
Where !! represents the !th input variable!! is the coefficient or parameter being solved for!! is the y intercept  
The most popular method to find the coefficients is to minimise the residual sum of squares 
(ordinary least squared method). The residuals represent the Y distance of each point from the 
line (predicted values), and the residual sum of squares is the sum of the squared value of each 
point's residual. It can be represented by the equation below (Hastie et al., 2009): 
!""(!) = (!!!! !! − !(!!))! 
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Where ! represents the set of coefficients for a model! is the number of points in a data set!! is the response variable value for the !th case in the data set!(!!) is the predicted response variable value for the !th case in the data set 
The reason for this method's popularity is that it is simple, provides stable predictions, and can 
be adapted for categorical variables (Seng & Chen, 2010). The integration of categorical 
variables is called Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) Linear Regression, which compares group 
mean variances within the categorical variables. 
If structured correctly, Linear Regression results can show the importance of the explanatory 
variables. The variables must be first standardised to one another (i.e. scaled to the same mean 
and standard deviation). Then, their coefficients can be directly compared (Putler & Krider, 
2012). The magnitude of the coefficients (the slopes) indicates how much a variable changes 
with the response variable. However, if two or more predictor variables are correlated, the 
values of their coefficients are unstable. More specifically, this means that if a model has two 
correlated variables, and is re-run with a slightly different set of data, the coefficients for the two 
variables may be quite different. This is because explanatory variables are assumed to be 
independent, and if variables are correlated, it breaks this assumption. On the other hand, 
correlated variables do not impact the predictive accuracy of the model (Putler & Krider, 2012). 
In Linear Regression, no assumptions are made about the distributions of the variables. Skewed 
explanatory variable distributions are acceptable but it is generally better to normalise them by, 
for example, taking the logarithm or square root of the variable. The reason for this is that the 
more extreme values from the skewed distribution may create high leverage points and influence 
the slope (variable coefficients) too strongly (Chatterjee & Hadi, 1986). The distribution of the 
residuals on the other hand, should always be Gaussian with a mean of 0. This is because if 
modeled well, the regression equation should follow the shape of the data (Hastie et al., 2009). 
Unfortunately many real world phenomena do not have linear relationships, which can make it 
difficult to produce accurate results using this method (Breiman, 2001b). There are methods to 
model non-linear relationships such as including polynomial terms and interaction terms. For 
example, in the linear equation, as well as !!, include the terms !! = !!! and !! = !!! to build a 
third degree polynomial. Interactions between explanatory variables can be modeled by 
including a term such as !!, where !! = !! ∗ !!. This versatility is advantageous, however it 
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can be challenging to know which non-linear terms of which variables to include. Sometimes 
data cannot be closely modeled by any equation and this is where other non-linear non-
parametric methods can outperform linear regression. 
Despite the limitations of Linear Regression models, they have widespread business applications 
due to their simplicity and ease of application. Regression is used to predict risk in the finance 
and insurance industries, predict who to target in marketing exercises, and predict consumption 
spending in the field of economics (Harrell, 2013). Its simplicity and success in other 
applications make Linear Regression a good starting point for analysis and can serve as a 
performance benchmark against complex models. 
2.2.3 Logistic Regression 
The ordinary least squared regression method described in the previous section cannot be 
applied to binary classification problems, where the objective is to predict the probability of an 
event occurring. Probability is a continuous response variable, however predictions from a linear 
regression would not be bound by 0 and 1. Instead, predicted values could reach further along 
the fitted line, outputting probabilities greater than 1 and less than 0 which is difficult to 
interpret. Also, residuals from linear regression should be normally distributed, but this is not 
possible when the response variable consists of only two values (Lowry, 2016). 
Nevertheless, the theory behind Linear Regression can be adapted to the prediction of 
probabilities pertaining to a binary response variable. First, a sigmoid function is assumed as the 
functional form of the probabilities against an example variable X. This is because it is 
pragmatic and works well: sigmoid functions can be bound by 0 and 1, and a logit 
transformation of the probability results in a linear relationship between the log odds and X. 
Refer to the equation below where p represents probability (Macdonald, 1975): 
logit(!) = log !1 − ! = log(!""#) 
Because of the linear relationship, an equation can be fit to the log odds of the binary response 
variable against each of the explanatory variables using linear regression. Then, the linear 
equation describing the log odds can be transformed back to probability by taking the inverse 
log, i.e. the exponential and rearranging (Macdonald, 1975): 
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log(!""#) = !! + !!!!log !1 − ! = !! + !!!!−log 1 − !! = !! + !!!!−log 1! − 1 = !! + !!!!log 1! − 1 = −!! − !!!!exp log 1! − 1 = exp(−!! − !!!!)1! − 1 = exp(−!! − !!!!)1! = 1 + exp(−!! − !!!!)! = 11 + exp(−!! − !!!!)
 
The result in a sigmoidal function bound by 0 and 1 that describes the probability of the binary 
response variable against X. The sigmoidal function originates from a linear fit of the log odds 
in the data. This transformation is visualised graphically below: 
 
Figure 2 Plot of log odds vs. an 'X' variable and probability vs. the 'X' variable. To convert log 
odds to probability, an exponential transformation is first made followed by the transformation 
from odds to probability (Lowry, 2016) 
The result of this linear fit and non-linear transformation is a model that predicts the probability 
(between 0 and 1) that an input case will result in a 0 or 1 (i.e. success or failure) (Moore & 
McCabe, 1989). Further tests must then be done to determine at what probability threshold a 
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case would be predicted as 0 vs. 1. This would depend on the purpose of the predictive model, 
but an example would be the threshold that results in the highest number of correctly predicted 
0's and 1's. 
If two variables are being used to predict a binary response variable, the linear equation for the 
log odds can be transformed into a linear boundary in the two variables' feature space. First, a 
probability threshold must be chosen; say this threshold is 0.5. The linear equation for log odds 
can then be rearranged as follows: log(!""#) = !! + !!!! + !!!!log !1 − ! = !! + !!!! + !!!!log 0.50.5 = !! + !!!! + !!!!log(1) = !! + !!!! + !!!!0 = !! + !!!! + !!!!!!!! = −!! − !!!!!! = − !!!"#!! − !! !!!!
 
This results in an equation for a line in the !! vs. !! feature space, where points are classified in 
the response variable according to whether they fall above or below the line (above or below the 
threshold). An example of what this looks like graphically is shown below: 
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Figure 3 Example Bivariate Decision Boundary for Probability Threshold = 0.5 
Similar pros and cons exist for Logistic Regression as Linear Regression, however the 
interpretation of the linear coefficients is more complex in Logistic Regression. A coefficient 
represents the change in the log odds of the response variable for each unit increase in an 
explanatory variable. Therefore, taking the exponential of the coefficient is the change in odds 
of the response variable. If the change in odds was 2, then if the explanatory variable increased 
by 1, the response variable event would be twice as likely to occur. Similarly to Linear 
Regression, Logistic Regression is a good benchmark to compare other binary predictive models 
due to its simplicity and speed. Many business problems have binary response variables, such as 
yes/no, male/female, buy/do not buy, success/failure, or survival/death (Moore & McCabe, 
1989). 
2.2.4 Naive Bayes 
The Naive Bayes method works by making conditional independence assumptions about the 
explanatory variables in order to simplify probability calculations for the response variable (the 
response variable must be categorical). To demonstrate the simplified calculation, consider a 
problem where Y is the response variable, and there are two explanatory variables, !! and !!. If 
conditional independence is not assumed, the probability of !! and !! given Y is as follows: 
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!(!!!!|!) = !(!!|!) ⋅ !(!!|!!!) 
If conditional independence is assumed, the equation becomes: !(!!!!|!) = !(!!|!) ⋅ !(!!|!) 
Therefore, if conditional independence is assumed, each variable's probability contribution can 
be calculated by looking at the probability of a variable's value given the response class only. 
This simplification can be favourably integrated into Bayes Theorem, which is shown below: 
!(!|!) = !(!|!) ⋅ !(!)!(!)  
Say the probability of 'yes' or 'no' (in a binary response variable Y) given the explanatory 
variables !! and !! is being sought. The equation above could be rewritten for both possible 
response categories: 
!(!"#|!!!!) = !(!!!!|!"#) ⋅ !(!"#)!(!!!!)  
!(!"|!!!!) = !(!!!!|!") ⋅ !(!")!(!!!!)  
The aim is to find which category has a higher probability, which means the denominator can be 
dropped to simplify calculations. Because the denominator is the same for both equations, it 
does not affect the final ratio of the probability of 'yes' to the probability of 'no'. Also integrating 
the assumption of conditional independence, the equations can be written as follows: !(!"#|!!!!) = !(!!|!"#) ⋅ !(!!|!"#) ⋅ !(!"#) !(!"|!!!!) = !(!!|!") ⋅ !(!!|!") ⋅ !(!") 
These equations are simple to compute given the data, and the class with the highest probability 
can then be chosen (F. Provost & Fawcett, 2013). 
The advantages of this method are that the conditional independence assumption enables very 
fast calculations and predictions. The method can perform well in real world tasks because the 
assumption of independence does not significantly damage predictions. If multiple variables are 
actually related, the variables still separately direct the prediction in the correct direction. The 
correlated variables will double or triple their emphasis on the predicted response variable, 
however this does not necessarily impact classification accuracy because the final step is to 
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choose the class with the highest probability (F. Provost & Fawcett, 2013). This is fine for 
ranking but the output probabilities are not accurate statistical probabilities (Caruana & 
Niculescu-Mizil, 2006). Another disadvantage is that the distribution of numeric variables must 
be assumed (often Gaussian) in order to calculate the likelihood terms, and the data may not fit 
into these distributions neatly (Caruana & Niculescu-Mizil, 2006). 
Example Gaussian probability densities of two response classes can be visualised on a bivariate 
feature space. The two normal distributions represent the probability of each class given values 
of the two explanatory variables (x and y axes): 
 
Figure 4 Plot of Gaussian probability density distributions of two response classes given two 
explanatory variables (represented by the x and y axes) (Bulatov, 2010) 
Where the density functions intersect becomes the decision boundary between the two classes. 
In one industry application, this classifier succeeded because of its ability to be refined 
incrementally with each piece of new data, as opposed to re-calibrating the entire model. Naive 
Bayes was used in a complex spam detection system where new spam emails or toxic text 
themes could be quickly added to the filtering model. Although the given example is different to 
cost estimation, the Naive Bayes method generally provides a good benchmark to compare 
against more complex models that should outperform it (Caruana & Niculescu-Mizil, 2006). 
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2.2.5 Decision Trees/ Ensemble Trees 
Decision trees are one of the simplest and most intuitive machine learning methods. There are 
several brands of basic decision tree algorithms including ID3, C4.5, CART, and CHAID with 
CART and C4.5 being the most popular (Kabra & Bichkar, 2011). Kumar & Ravi (2007) 
recommended the CART algorithm as it is capable of solving both classification and regression 
problems whereas the remaining decision trees solve classification problems only. Single 
decision trees create intuitive rules that a decision maker can follow in real-life scenarios but 
also tend to overfit the data and provide low predictive accuracy (Kabra & Bichkar, 2011; Putler 
& Krider, 2012). Ensemble trees were developed to solve this problem and several ensemble 
techniques are described in this section. 
Decision trees have a different theoretical foundation to traditional prediction methods such as 
regression. They are created by a progression of binary splits of the data set that attempt to 
group similar response variable values. Before a split is made, each explanatory variable and 
each value within the explanatory variables is tested for how 'purely' it partitions the response 
variable into two subsets. For example, the explanatory variable 'gender' might split a response 
variable 'hair length' of a class of students into two subsets of students with more similar hair 
lengths. This similarity is called 'purity' and can be measured using several formulas. An 
example for regression (a problem with a numeric response variable) is (Hastie et al., 2009): !"#$%& = !!" − (!!" + !!") 
And !!" = ∑(!! − !)! 
Where !!" is the sum of squared errors of a node (dataset before the split)!!" is the sum of squared errors in the left dataset that resulted from the split!!" is the sum of squared errors in the right dataset that resulted from the split!! is the !th response variable value! is the mean response variable value in the node  
Other purity formulas also exist for categorical response variables such as Gini purity and 
information gain (Hastie et al., 2009). After the first split is made on the data set, each subset is 
split by another variable (or the same explanatory variable again) and so on resulting in final 
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subsets of data with similar response variable values (high purity). If this process is visualised 
graphically, it is clear that non-linear relationships can be captured. 
 
Figure 5 Graphical illustration of non-linear splits derived from a decision tree with two 
variables (Jeevan, 2015) 
Once the splitting rules have been learned, a new case is run through the tree from the top. It 
follows the path provided by which side of the binary split its explanatory variable values fall 
under and finds its way to an end node. The mean response variable value from the training data 
that ended up in that node is the predicted response value for the new case. Decision trees are 
easy to overfit on the training data. This means that if the splitting rules are continued until no 
more splits can be possibly made, when the test data is run through the tree, the predictions will 
be too closely aligned to the exact structure of the training data. Prediction rules need to 
generalise trends found in the training data. This can be managed in a single tree by using 
'stopping rules' such as a minimum number of data in a final node or a minimum purity increase 
for a split to occur (Perlich, Provost, & Simonoff, 2003). 
As stated previously, single decision trees also suffer from low predictive accuracy and 
instability, so to combat these problems, ensemble tree methods were pioneered in the 1990's 
(Breiman, 1996). Three examples of these methods are bootstrap aggregating (bagging), 
Random Forests, and Boosted Trees. Bagging builds multiple trees from different training 
sample data sets (which are sampled from the full data set with replacement) and then combines 
tree results (Breiman, 1996). The method of combination is generally averaging numeric 
predictions or taking the majority rule for categorical variables. 
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Random forests is an advanced form of bagging and builds on the idea of training multiple trees 
from the same data by sampling bootstrapped training sets with replacement. However, when 
creating each tree, a random subset of attributes (variables) is considered at each split. The 
reduced subset of attributes is resampled for each split in the tree. This allows dominant 
variables to be suppressed for a fraction of the splits, allowing the algorithm to explore signals 
in weaker variables. It also prevents the trees from becoming too correlated (Breiman, 2001a). 
Lastly, the boosted decision tree approach applies gradient descent theory to a series of decision 
trees. The trees are limited to a certain depth to maintain simplicity, and each tree models the 
residuals (or errors) of the preceding tree. By modeling the errors, misclassified cases are 
weighted higher than correctly classified cases and influence the structure of the latest tree more 
(Hastie et al., 2009). This increased weighting on errors is why the algorithm is called boosting. 
The boosting idea can be visualised in a simple scenario consisting of a single explanatory 
variable (shown on the x-axis) and response variable (y-axis). Each tree is limited to one split, 
and the first tree is shown below, where the vertical line is the splitting point: 
 
Figure 6 First tree in short progression of Boosted Trees (Ihler, 2012) 
The horizontal lines indicate the mean response variable value in the left and right subset after 
the split. It is the value the first tree would predict for data that falls into each subset. The next 
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tree is built on the residuals of the preceding tree. 
 
Figure 7 Second tree in short progression of Boosted Trees (Ihler, 2012). 
The y-axis represents the distance each point was from the predicted response value (horizontal 
lines) in the preceding tree. The new split is represented by the vertical line, which creates two 
subsets of data with more similar residual values. Again, the horizontal lines are mean residuals 
from the previous tree, which become the predicted residual for each point. The boosting 
algorithm combines the series of tree predictions. In this case, this is done by adding the 
predicted residuals from the second tree to the predicted response variable values of the first 
tree. Visually, the y values of the horizontal lines are added: 
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Figure 8 Graphically combined sequence of two boosted trees (Ihler, 2012) 
The combination of tree predictions and residual predictions becomes the final predicted 
response values in boosted trees. The limited depth of each tree prevents overfitting at each 
stage and the combined result of up to thousands of trees is very powerful (Elith et al., 2008). 
The three methods of combining hundreds or thousands of trees turn decision trees into high 
performing, stable predictors. 
Further advantages of ensemble tree methods are numerous. Similarly to Linear Regression, the 
predictor variables in trees do not need to be transformed as no assumptions need to be made 
about the data's statistical distributions (Louppe & Prettenhofer, 2014; Radenkovic, 2010). 
However, it is often wise to transform skewed distributions to achieve more even segmentation. 
Additionally, ensemble tree methods are faster than SVM's and Neural Networks but can 
perform just as well and even provide insights such as variable importance and variable 
relationships (Sealfon & Gymrek, 2012). Random Forests in particular have the benefit of being 
unaffected by noise in the data and have the capacity to handle a large number of variables 
(Sealfon & Gymrek, 2012). Caruana & Niculescu-Mizil (2006) tested Boosted Trees, Random 
Forests, Neural Networks, SVM's, Logistic Regression and Naive Bayes on 11 binary 
classification problems and found that Boosted Trees performed best, followed by Random 
Forests. This demonstrates how ensemble tree methods are capable of competing with high-level 
machine learning algorithms. 
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Although ensemble trees have numerous advantages it is just as important to understand their 
limitations. Trees are not built on a probabilistic framework, and therefore their results cannot be 
provided in this framework. For example, statistical confidence intervals for predictions are not 
available for standard ensemble methods (Louppe & Prettenhofer, 2014). Solutions for this 
problem will be addressed in the summary of this section as the problem occurs in several 
methods. Also, variable importance tables can be output by Random Forests and Boosted Trees, 
but are often biased towards variables with many categories. Another type of ensemble method, 
conditional forests, should be used to check variable importance (Radenkovic, 2010). Finally, 
the methods can also be prone to overfitting if not tuned carefully (Caruana & Niculescu-Mizil, 
2006; Louppe & Prettenhofer, 2014). 
2.2.6 Bayesian Networks 
A Bayesian Network is a graphical probabilistic model that illustrates the conditional 
dependencies between variables in a data set. The model is visually represented by a directed 
acyclic graph (DAG) and is capable of linking the conditional dependency between any variable 
to another variable. Arcs or edges represent links in the DAG (Heckerman, 1998). The 
conditional relationships are Bayesian, where the probabilities in one node are conditional upon 
values in nodes directed towards it as well as preceding nodes. Refer to the simple example 
below: 
 
Figure 9 Simple 4-Node Bayesian Network 
If each variable, A, B, C, and D are binary categories, there are 2!, or 16 unique possible 
combinations of results and each variable is linked to each of the other variables with a 
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conditionally dependency. The probability of each combination could be calculated using the 
chain rule for probabilities (Barber, 2012): !(!"#$) = !(!|!"#) ⋅ !(!|!") ⋅ !(!|!) ⋅ !(!) 
However, domain knowledge or reasoning through the data could indicate that some variables 
are conditionally independent from one another. Then the calculations could be simplified 
(Barber, 2012). For example, if B and D, A and D, and A and C are conditionally independent, 
the DAG would be: 
 
Figure 10 4-Node Bayesian Network with conditional independencies 
Now, the dependencies that no longer exist can be deleted from the equation: !(!"#$) = !(!|!") ⋅ !(!|!) ⋅ !(!) ⋅ !(!) 
In this way, Bayesian Networks reduce computations required to find the probability of a unique 
combination given other explanatory variable values, while still taking into account many 
conditional dependencies that Naive Bayes, for example, cannot (Barber, 2012). Also, some 
equations for a combination are now clones of another combination and do not require 
recalculation. Calculating the conditional probability tables for each variable is still much more 
computationally expensive than Naive Bayes (as Naive Bayes is the simplest form of a Bayesian 
Network) and variables with many categories dramatically increase the expense (Zhang, 2004). 
Network relationships can be learned from the data, however this is not widely included as part 
of the suite of machine learning methods. The conditional variable dependencies are calculated 
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from the data, which in turn can define the graph structure. Some conditional dependencies can 
be set before the structure is learned (Barber, 2012). 
Drawbacks of Bayesian Networks include the difficulty for them to process continuous 
variables. These demand sampling from conditional density models or complex algebra whereas 
categorical variables require comparatively simple calculations (Hofmann & Tresp, 1996). It is 
therefore common to discretise continuous variables, which simultaneously decreases precision 
of that variable (Kragt, 2009). 
Bayesian networks have found success in combining deterministic models with observed data as 
well as expert knowledge. Conditional probability dependencies can be calculated from different 
data sources and separately input into the network. They are therefore excellent at combining 
knowledge from different origins, and then visually communicating results to decision makers 
(Kragt, 2009). Another benefit of Bayesian Networks as decision support tools is they allow the 
user to fix certain variable values, re-run the network and observe changes in probabilities. This 
is a kind of sensitivity testing that gives users a feel for whether the model makes sense. Popular 
applications of Bayesian Networks are modeling uncertainty in natural resource management 
and modeling complex business network structures such as airports (Wu & Mengersen, 2013). 
2.2.7 Neural Networks 
Neural Networks of the human nervous system inspired algorithmic Neural Networks. In the 
human body, biological neurons receive electro-chemical input into their dendrites from the 
terminals of adjacent neurons. If enough electro-chemical input is received, the neuron will 'fire', 
which means a signal will be sent from the dendrite end, through the axon to its terminal. Its 
terminal then sends signals to adjacent dendrites of other neurons and the process propagates. 
Neurons are able to learn over time by strengthening the connections of adjacent neurons that 
frequently cause the next one to fire. This means the required firing threshold for the receiving 
neuron lowers in strengthened connections (Putler & Krider, 2012). 
Algorithmic Neural Networks replace neurons with layers of nodes set out in the following 
structure: 
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Figure 11 Layer structure of a Neural Network (Karpathy, 2016) 
A wide variety of neural network structures and dynamics exist, so a simple popular version is 
explained here. The first input layer is passive, and each input variable is passed through one 
input node. These nodes simply pass the input variable values to each of the nodes in the next 
layer, called a hidden layer. Neural networks may have any number of hidden layers with any 
number of nodes as selected by the analyst. Often however, a single hidden layer is adequate. 
Calibration for predictions is done in the hidden nodes, where each input variable is weighted 
then combined (similar to linear regression) to produce a single value. This is then transformed 
and assessed by a threshold function to determine if the hidden node should 'fire' to the next 
nodes. Once the signals and values have propagated to the final layer they are recombined to 
produce an output value, or a prediction (Putler & Krider, 2012). 
The algorithm learns from the data by starting with trial weights for each node. This produces a 
set of predictions from which errors are calculated. Then optimisation techniques are used to 
adjust the weights and reduce the error. This process can result in overfitting, so stopping rules 
such as regularisation strength should be used, however these details are outside the scope of 
this review (Karpathy, 2016). 
Because of the interwoven network of nodes, Neural Networks can model complex non-linear 
relationships. An example of a possible decision boundary in bivariate space is shown below: 
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Figure 12 Non-linear decision boundary created by a Neural Network (Karpathy, 2016) 
Clearly, Neural Networks can mimic a flexible range of relationships, and if more nodes are 
added, more flexibility is available (Putler & Krider, 2012). A previously mentioned 
disadvantage is that the algorithm is a black box because the internal structure is too complex for 
interpretation. They also require a lot of training data relative to other methods. Despite these 
disadvantages, Neural Networks have found success in high-level tasks where the model 
structure does not need to be understood. These include hand writing recognition, vehicle 
control, and face recognition (Haykin & Network, 2004). 
2.2.8 SVM's 
SVM's are non-probabilistic learning algorithms that are typically used for binary classification, 
although multi-class and regression problems can be solved. The method works by 
geometrically determining the best decision boundary, called a hyperplane, between two classes 
in multi-dimensional space (Byun & Lee, 2002). A hyperplane is simply a plane in more than 3 
dimensions, i.e. more than 3 explanatory variables. The simplest type of SVM resembles 
Logistic Regression because the hyperplane is a linear boundary, and like Logistic Regression, 
the category of future cases depends on which side of the boundary they fall. 
The method for finding the boundary, however, is different to Logistic Regression. The aim is to 
find the hyperplane with the widest clear margin between data points from the two categories, 
while allowing a certain number of misclassifications (this is usually optimised for the problem). 
To do this, the equation for the hyperplane is expressed as follows (Fletcher, 2009): 
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! ⋅ ! + !! = 0 
Where ! and ! are vectors with lengths corresponding to the number of explanatory variables. 
For two variables, ! would be !!!!  and ! would be !!!!  (Fletcher, 2009). Expanding the dot 
product of these two vectors gives the equation for a line: !!!! + !!!! + !! = 0 
The plane is expressed with vectors because they can be defined such that ! is perpendicular to !. This aids optimisation calculations to find the hyperplane with the widest margin, i.e. two 
hyperplanes with the largest perpendicular distance between them that contains less than the 
allowable number of misclassified points (Fletcher, 2009). The plot below demonstrates this 
concept and has no misclassifications: 
 
Figure 13 Linear boundary with the widest clear margin between data points of different 
categories (F. Provost & Fawcett, 2013) 
The hyperplanes at the boundaries of the margin are defined by the points closest to the margin. 
These points are called Support Vectors and during optimisation, these are the only points that 
matter in defining the final hyperplane position and direction [Auria2008]. 
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The SVM concept can be adapted to nonlinear relationships by performing kernel 
transformations on the explanatory variables (Auria & Moro, 2008). There are several types of 
kernel transformations that can be applied, but the common aim is to add another dimension to 
the data points. This can enable a linear hyperplane to be found in multi-dimensional space that 
separates the response variable classes better (Fletcher, 2009). A simple example of this is 
shown below. The left plot shows two classes that cannot be cleanly separated with a plane. 
After a radial basis kernel transformation, the binary data in the right hand plot could be 
separated with a tilted linear plane: 
 
Figure 14 Data set before and after a radial basis kernel transformation for an SVM model 
(Fletcher, 2009) 
Advantages of SVM's include the ability to model nonlinear relationships in data, and that no 
assumptions about the distributions of the data must be made as the model is non-probabilistic. 
They are also known to be robust over different samples and perform well in high-dimensional 
feature space (Auria & Moro, 2008). On the other hand, the output is in the form of distance to 
the boundary (as opposed to probability) and results are not transparent (similar to Neural 
Networks) (Caruana & Niculescu-Mizil, 2006). Also, SVM's can be very slow to train and 
sometimes not suitable for industry purposes (Auria & Moro, 2008). Because SVM's perform 
well in high-dimensional space and can form non-linear rules they have been applied to protein 
classification (medicine) and text and image recognition (Byun & Lee, 2002). 
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2.2.9 Summary 
This section reviewed the advantages and disadvantages of statistical and machine learning 
techniques that have been successfully applied to business problems. These included Linear 
Regression, Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes, Decision Trees and Ensemble Trees, Bayesian 
Networks, Neural Networks, and SVM's. Linear/Logistic Regression and Naive Bayes are 
computationally very fast with a simple concept that make some parametric assumptions about 
the variable relationships, but work well as baseline models against which to compare complex 
models. In certain cases complex models outperform these simpler models, however it is 
important to compare both. 
Ensemble Tree methods are capable of performing as well as Neural Networks and SVM's and 
make no assumptions about the structure of the data, but provide insights into the model such as 
variable importance and variable relationships. Bayesian Networks are excellent for visually 
presenting the structure and reasoning behind the predictive model, however are very slow to 
train and have been minimally included in the machine learning literature compared to the other 
methods. This may be due to low awareness of learned Bayesian Networks or lower 
performance. Neural Networks and SVM's are excellent machine learning predictors but are 
slow black box algorithms. Because it is so important to engage decision makers with a model 
that can explain its results, these two methods are not appropriate for the effort estimation 
problem. 
None of the methods output statistical uncertainty or statistical confidence interval associated 
with each prediction. Understanding uncertainty should always be sought in decision-making, be 
it from a confidence interval or sensitivity testing. One way to achieve this would be to build 
hundreds of models using the same method but based on different training divisions of the data. 
This would produce a range of results for each case, and a statistical confidence interval or 
classification probability can be calculated for each prediction. Another way for a decision 
maker to get a feel for uncertainty is to perform sensitivity testing on a prediction. This means 
the user would run a case through a model several times, each time altering one of the 
explanatory variables to test the degree of variation in the model predictions. Both strategies 
would give an idea of the confidence with which a model is outputting response values. 
In conclusion, simple models such as Linear/Logistic Regression and Naive Bayes are good 
baseline models to implement, while Ensemble Tree methods and Bayesian Networks may 
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handle bigger unstructured data better than the simpler models while providing insight to 
decision makers. 
2.3 Review of Statistical and Machine Learning Applications 
to Business Problems 
Literature pertaining closely to the cost prediction topic has been reviewed in the first section of 
this chapter, however it is relevant to broaden the critique to advanced machine learning 
methods that have been applied to general business problems. This is to discover whether other 
methods have succeeded in the business literature that was excluded from cost estimation 
research. The simpler statistical methods have been covered already, so the focus of this section 
is the machine learning prediction methods developed for business decisions. Popular applied 
topics include predicting stock fluctuation, customer churn analysis, fraud prediction, customer 
classification, market segment analysis, product success prediction, and recommendation 
systems (Seng & Chen, 2010). First, the performance of the advanced machine learning methods 
will be discussed, followed by a case study of employee-churn prediction. 
2.3.1 Summary of Advanced Methods 
Kumar & Ravi (2007) performed a detailed review of statistical and machine learning 
techniques that were applied over 37 years in the context of bankruptcy prediction in banks. The 
most widely used model was Neural Networks, however Logistic and Linear Regression, 
decision trees, SVM's, discriminant analysis (DA), and statistical clustering techniques (such as 
K Nearest Neighbour) were also popular. It was found that DA and Linear Regression 
techniques were not preferred due to their low accuracy. The overall assessment was that SVM's 
outperformed Neural Networks (back propagation Neural Networks were used most 
extensively), which sometimes outperformed decision trees, and the rest of the methods were 
generally inferior. Although SVM's performed the best, as discussed, they are often complex 
and slow, requiring a great deal of memory (Kumar & Ravi, 2007). In further support of SVM 
predictive performance, a study by Davenport & Harris (2007) concluded that many statisticians 
experienced in predictive machine learning algorithms agree that SVM's yield the highest 
predictive accuracy compared to other machine learning algorithms. 
When comparing Neural Networks to ensemble trees, Kumar & Ravi (2007) found that Neural 
Networks and ensemble trees were both capable of out-performing the other, depending on the 
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context. For example in financial credit scoring, a study by Brown & Mues (2012) found that 
Random Forests and Boosted Trees consistently outperformed Neural Networks in 
classification. Logistic regression also outperformed Neural Networks which may align with a 
theory that most credit scoring data sets are only weakly non-linear (Brown & Mues, 2012). 
This demonstrates how method performance can depend on the data set and the problem. 
Kumar and Ravi's (2007) review also assessed ensemble techniques, which refers to 
combinations of two completely different algorithms, and found they can often outperform 
individual methods. For example, combining the contrasting advantages of Neural Networks and 
decision trees is a worthwhile ensemble technique. Tsai & Chiou's (2009) study combined these 
two methods after trialing each one. They were run successively with the Neural Network 
running first because it had a higher predictive accuracy in this case. Then, to resolve the 
notorious lack of explanatory qualities, decision trees were employed. The 81% of cases that 
were correctly predicted by the Neural Network were used to generate decision trees, and in turn 
decision rules that could be understood by decision makers (Tsai & Chiou, 2009). This strategy 
is a promising way to benefit from the strengths of well performing complementary techniques. 
2.3.2 Employee Churn Case Study 
Beside effort estimation, predictive business models in the literature generally focus on response 
variables external to the inner workings of a business such as product popularity, customer 
behaviour, or stock performance. There are far fewer studies that analyse problems affecting 
internal business decisions such as dealing with employees, teams, and clients. An exception is 
Saradhi & Palshikar's (2011) study on employee churn, where 'churn' refers to the number of 
individuals moving out of a group within a certain time. Saradhi & Palshikar (2011) applied 
popular customer churn predictive models to employee churn - a novel application that focused 
internally on employees rather than externally on customers. The project tested three machine 
learning classification algorithms that have been commonly applied to customer churn. The 
associated costs of losing customers and finding new customers can be connected to the costs of 
losing staff and hiring new staff. 
Naive Bayes, Random forests and SVM's were built. All three models performed at similar 
levels for overall accuracy at around 80% (Random Forests had the best results, followed by 
SVM then Naive Bayes). However, when the true positive rates (TPR, accuracy in predicting 
employee resignations) were compared, the SVM model far out performed Random Forests and 
Naive Bayes by achieving 81% TPR vs. 51% and 55% respectively. This was attributed to the 
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ability of SVM's to incorporate class penalties whereas the other methods were limited by the 
class imbalance problem (Saradhi & Palshikar, 2011). This means that SVM's had an effective 
method of increasing the importance of 'positive' cases which was advantageous because the 
data set was skewed towards the majority of employees who kept their job versus the minority 
who left (25% churn). It should be noted that the Boosted Tree ensemble method performs a 
similar task of weighting misclassified cases or outliers and it would have been worthwhile 
comparing this method to SVM's. Furthermore, Boosted Trees provide insight into the 
predictive model to the decision makers. It is noteworthy that their study proved employee churn 
models for customers could be translated to predicting internal churn of employees. 
Another idea Saradhi & Palshikar (2011) adopted from customer churn analysis was the value 
models. Companies calculate customer lifetime values (CLV's) in order to structure which 
potentially churning customer's should be acted upon. Then the optimal number of customers to 
reach out to can be determined by optimising the cost of reaching out against preventing 
financial loss from churn. A system was developed for determining the value of each employee 
in terms of the importance of the projects they were on and their monthly chargeability. This 
allowed them to rank employees identified as 'high risk of churn' by value and provided a clear 
ranking for manager's to act upon. Managers could then start brainstorming actions to prevent 
high value, high-risk employees from leaving. This extension of the study provided a 
comprehensive framework for how business managers could adopt their findings to improve 
business operations. It was a valuable addition that is absent from most cost and effort 
estimation research. 
2.3.3 Research Gap 
Prediction studies on business problems found success in a similar suite of methods as cost 
estimation, but with much more attention given to ensemble tree methods. This study aims to 
explore this gap. The limited literature on work similar to Saradhi & Palshikar's (2011) 
Employee Churn study highlights a gap in the application of predictive techniques that use 
internal data to model internal decisions. This is particularly relevant to consulting companies 
that have complicated internal processes necessary for each project. In this research, internal 
employee team structure as well as client records shall be used to aid prediction. The literature 
on machine learning applied to general business problems revealed SVM's were usually the 
most accurate technique followed by Neural Networks and ensemble tree methods. A gap exists 
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in applying these cutting edge machine learning techniques to the wide range of internal 
decisions that businesses make. 
2.4 Literature Review Conclusion 
The literature pertaining to the aim of this research project, cost prediction using internal 
consulting CRM data, has been extensively reviewed. Previous studies addressing the problem 
have generally been limited to prediction of construction costs for buildings/infrastructure and 
effort estimation for IT projects. The prediction models consisted of CBR, Linear Regression, 
Neural Networks and in one or two instances ensemble trees or SVM's. This leaves a gap in 
effort estimation for consulting companies in the construction industry in combination with 
trialing a broader range of prediction methods, and propagating the research into business 
adoption methods. 
A comprehensive list of machine learning and statistical models were reviewed in the broader 
scope of business problem prediction. It was determined that Bayesian Networks and ensemble 
tree methods have potential to perform estimation as well as complex algorithms such as Neural 
Networks while providing insights into model structure. Strategies and research into how a 
business could integrate the model into decisions will be developed. 
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Chapter 3 Method 
This section outlines the chosen methodology for fulfilling the research aim - predicting project 
profitability using internal company data and testing how much it improves the business' bottom 
line. The Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) methodology was 
employed and guided the progression of the project through data collection, exploration, data 
preparation, modelling, and evaluation (Shearer, 2000). 
 
Figure 15 Diagram outlining the Cross-Industry Standard for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) 
methodology 
CRISP-DM emphasises the cyclical nature of data mining projects, where the work can progress 
to one phase, and after exploration or validation of results, reverse back to a previous phase. The 
explanations in this section would enable an experienced practitioner to replicate the study. 
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3.1 Data Understanding 
3.1.1 Obtaining Data 
An assessment of the literature revealed that the capacity of internal time sheet data (extracted 
from a company's CRM software) to predict project profitability has not yet been tested in the 
context of consulting companies in the construction industry. Alternate sources of project data 
were considered including interviewing project team members, emails, accounting records, and 
project drawings and calculations. However the CRM data from this case study could be 
extracted in a spreadsheet format and housed a detailed account of time spent on each project 
(time sheet data) along with client information and invoicing records for the preceding twelve 
years. This source of data was not only the most accessible and suitable for statistical analysis, 
but had the potential to reveal information not typically investigated by the company. 
The twelve years of project data was extracted via the CRM software interface, which described 
4,169 projects. Projects varied from total invoiced amounts of $500 to over $1,000,000 and were 
divided between four internal company disciplines. During data extraction, it was not clear 
whether the full twelve years were relevant to predicting future project profitability but this was 
determined later in the analysis. 
Once the data was extracted from the CRM, an employee from the case study company 
performed the task of de-identification. This is an important step before research commences, as 
the privacy of project employees, clients, and project names must be removed for ethical 
reasons. In the case of employee names, professional titles replaced the names, and client codes 
replaced client names. Project names and addresses were removed, and a number identified each 
project. The resulting de-identified data consisted of three .csv files of different data structures, 
which are described in the next section. 
3.1.2 Data Cleaning and Reshaping 
The data contained a rich source of project information and a lengthy process of cleaning the 
data was required. Then, potentially meaningful variables were engineered which could be 
tested alongside original variables. The three initial data sets described: 
• Invoicing records: dated invoiced amounts for each project and whether the invoice had 
been paid or alternatively, written off. 
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Table 3 Example Invoicing Data Structure - Note data is fabricated 
Job 
Number 
Date 
Issued 
Amount 
Invoiced ($) 
Amount Paid 
($) 
Invoice 
Status 
1.2.300 2014/09/01 5,000 5,000 Paid 
1.2.300 2014/10/02 2,000 2,000 Paid 
1.2.300 2014/11/04 3,000 3,000 Paid 
1.2.300 2014/12/02 4,000 4,000 Paid 
1.2.300 2015/02/02 5,000 0 Outstanding 
1.2.400 2014/08/05 20,000 20,000 Paid 
1.2.400 2014/09/01 2,100 0 Outstanding 
... ... ... ... ... 
 
• Time sheet entries: the number of hours spent on each project and on which day. Entries 
were input by individual employees, but names for each entry had been replaced with 
employee positions (such as mid-level technical) 
Table 4 Example Timesheet Data Structure - Note data is fabricated 
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2014/09/01 4 640 400 P12 Civil 1.2.300 Yes Concept 
2014/09/03 4.5 720 450 P12 Civil 1.2.300 Yes Preliminary 
2014/09/03 2 480 320 P34 Civil 1.2.300 Yes Preliminary 
2014/09/08 7 1120 700 P12 Civil 1.2.300 Yes Preliminary 
2014/09/09 1 160 100 P12 Civil 1.2.300 Yes Preliminary 
2014/09/15 3 390 240 P3 Struc 1.2.400 Yes Site 
... ... ... ... ... ... … ... ... 
 
• Project summary data: information describing each project such as client code, client 
contact code, discipline, subject, post code, director code, and suburb 
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Table 5 Example Project Summary Data Structure - Note data is fabricated 
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1.2.300 "Disguised" D1 "Disguised" Civil 4002 C5030 P12 ... 
1.2.400 "Disguised" D2 "Disguised" Struc. 4122 C2000 P24 ... 
1.2.500 "Disguised" D3 "Disguised" Water 4230 C2045 P30 ... 
1.2.600 "Disguised" D2 "Disguised" Struc. 4004 C3001 P1 ... 
1.2.700 "Disguised" D3 "Disguised" Water 4570 C3020 P5 ... 
1.2.800 "Disguised" D3 "Disguised" Water 4222 C4010 P1 ... 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
 
 
These three sources needed to be compiled into a single data set that detailed one project per 
row, as the model was to predict the overall profitability of a project. Before compilation could 
begin however, thorough cleaning was required where the data was plotted and assessed so that 
outliers could be visually or statistically discovered. Outliers were then investigated for data 
entry errors. Many such errors were encountered. For example, a common glitch in the data 
collection process translated a user entering a 123 kilometer drive in a car as 123 hours. Or an 
expense printing claim of $9.50 would be translated to 9.5 hours spent on that job. Once these 
errors were detected, they were discussed with the company directors and appropriate corrective 
action to the data was taken. Notes that a user had entered into the system could often correct 
mistakes in data entry. It is possible that some data entry errors were not detected and this is a 
problem that also must be dealt with during implementation of the model. 
3.1.3 Variable Engineering 
Although dozens of variables were available from the initial data set, further descriptive 
variables were engineered to trial in the models. This was particularly advantageous in the 
invoicing data set and time sheet data set where a project could have thousands of rows of 
relevant data that needed to be converted into a single row per project. On top of this, variables 
were engineered to produce qualities likely to influence the target variable: profitability. It was 
not know at this stage whether the final response variable would be continuous or categorical i.e. 
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how profitable a project was (continuous) or whether a project was profitable or not (binary 
classification). Predicting the degree of profitability (continuous) for a project would directly 
advise managers how much to inflate standard prices. On the other hand, predicting whether a 
project is profitable or not as a binary classification could be an easier predictive task and could 
be integrated more easily into the decision-making processes. Both engineered and original 
variables would all eventually be tested for variable importance with respect to project 
profitability and this process is explained in section 3.2.2. Examples of the engineered variables 
include: 
Timesheet Data 
• Percent of hours performed by each professional role over the course of a project 
• Time span of the entered project hours 
• Percent of hours performed by 'professional' employees as opposed to 'technical' 
employees 
• Position of the employee that completed the most hours on each project 
• Percent of hours done by the majority contributor to a project 
• Total cost of employee hours per project 
• Total cost of external subcontractors or disbursements per project 
• Total number of employees that entered hours on each project 
• Mean number of hours per day entered on a project 
• Number of disciplines active in a project     
 
 
Invoicing data 
• Total amount invoiced and remunerated per project 
• Mean invoice size per project. For example, if a project had four invoices totaling $10,000, 
the mean invoice size would be $2,500 for that project. This was done for all invoices sent 
to a client across all their projects and the mean was taken. This gives an indication of 
whether the client generally does fast paced big jobs, which would result in large monthly 
invoices for example, or small jobs with small monthly invoiced amounts. 
• Client invoice frequency, which gives an indication of how much work the company does 
for that client.     
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Project Data 
• Text analysis of project descriptions detected a list of key words that could classify 
projects into 16 categories. This key word analysis was done in conjunction with a 
company employee and the resulting classifications were reviewed by the employee to 
ensure accuracy. For example, project descriptions containing the words 'residence', 
'house', 'apartment', 'home', 'townhouse', 'unit', and 'dwelling' were classified as 'residential' 
• Number of projects completed with each client and client contact 
With the engineered variables, all three data sources could be represented in the single-row-per-
project format. The three data sets were then combined and further variables were engineered 
using combinations of variables across the original data sets: 
• Profit. Note the cost of employee hours includes a margin to account for the business 
overheads. 
  !"#$%&' !"#$%& = !"!#$ !"#$!%&' !"#$%! − !"#$ !"#$ !"#$%&!! ℎ!"#$ 
• 'Return per dollar' as the measure of profitability 
  !"#$!% !"# !"##$% = !"#$%&' !"#$%&!"#$ !"#$ !!"#$ 
Besides the engineered variables, original variables included in the project summary data set 
were client industry, internal company discipline, job description, and postcode. A list of all 
original and engineered variables is provided in Appendix A, section 10.1. 
After numerous potentially important variables were engineered, the most important ones could 
then be selected. This practice improves the accuracy of a model because unnecessary or 
irrelevant variables add noise to the prediction of target values. Variable selection also increases 
computational efficiency and simplifies understanding of the prediction structure (Weisberg, 
2005). 
3.2 Data Preparation for Modelling 
After variable engineering, the contribution of each variable was assessed to ensure a succinct 
list of meaningful and important variables were fed into the predictive models. To evaluate 
variable importance, several models predicting 'return per dollar' were built using all explanatory 
variables. The models then output which variables contributed significantly or most improved 
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results. Different types of predictive models have different methods of calculating variable 
importance and since the best predictive model was unknown, a few importance outputs were 
reviewed. These included one linear and two ensemble tree methods, which are explained 
further in the chapter. Before variable importance models were built, outlier cases were deleted 
because they are often the result of unusual events or errors in data entry. 
3.2.1 Outlier Deletion 
Case study projects with extreme 'return per dollar' values could be the result of mistakes or 
special scenarios that the model is not intended to predict. Several methods could have been 
used for outlier detection including the distribution of the response variable, an analysis of high 
leverage cases, and cluster-based methods. Guidelines for the first method were initially defined 
by Tukey, the inventor of the box plot (Tukey, 1977). He recommended investigating cases with 
response variable values sitting outside 1.5 x the interquartile range (IQR) from the upper and 
lower quartiles. 
Alternatively, defining outliers in terms of high leverage requires solving for statistical measures 
such as Cook's distance or DFFITS for each case. Cook's Distance is the scaled change of all 
predicted values resulting from the deletion of an observation using linear or logistic regression 
(Nurunnabi & Nasser, 2009). In contrast, DFFITS measures the change in the predicted value of 
a single case when the case is left out of the regression model (Nurunnabi & Nasser, 2009). 
Cluster based outlier detection involves clustering your data via unsupervised learning, and 
inspecting the cases with the highest distance to the centroid of their cluster (Schubert, Zimek, & 
Kriegel, 2014). For this project, Tukey's method was initially chosen so that the case study 
company would have a simple intuitive method to follow for excluding future outlier data 
points. A simple method was also appealing because the outliers would be reviewed with an 
employee so that their domain knowledge could interpret causes for outliers and refine the rules. 
Upon review of the outliers with an employee, many projects that appeared wildly profitable 
were actually small jobs and high profitability ratios only indicated extra profits of a few 
hundred dollars. It was concluded that small job outliers most likely required so little time that 
busy employees did not bother writing down their hours for that job. Other bigger outlier 
projects had unrealistically low hours logged against them which could have been the result of 
data entry errors or errors from when the data was transferred across databases about 4 years 
prior to data extraction. Based on the employee's domain knowledge and assessment of the 
outlier cases, reasonable cut-off values for the range of 'return per dollar' values were revised. 
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In summary, projects with 'return per dollar' values greater than 3 were removed and one project 
with a very low 'return per dollar' was removed because it contained incorrect invoiced amounts. 
26 of the 36 outlier cases with a high 'return per dollar' were small projects worth less than 
$4,000. This may indicate small projects are not suitable to predict due to time sheet entry habits 
on these projects, however after outlier deletion, 1,159 projects below $4,000 remained in the 
data set. The prediction model would therefore still be applicable to small projects under $4,000. 
3.2.2 Variable Selection 
Once outliers were removed, the next step was to determine a succinct list of variables that 
contributed most to the prediction. The three chosen variable importance methods assessed both 
independent linear correlations with the response variable, and non-linear relationships between 
each covariate and the response while taking into account covariate interactions. These methods 
were ANOVA Linear Regression, conditional inference forests (cForests), and Random Forests. 
The literature classifies feature selection methods into three categories: filter methods, wrapper 
methods and embedded methods (Saeys, Inza & Larrañaga, 2007). For this research, the 
algorithms that would be used for the profitability predictions had feature selection capabilities 
and were therefore the preferred choice. Decision trees (from which Random Forests and 
Conditional Inference Forests are composed) are technically classified as embedded algorithms, 
because the search and selection of important features is built into the algorithm (Saeys et al., 
2007).  Filter methods on the other hand, use metrics of explanatory variables independently 
assessed against the target variable, while wrapper methods automatically compare different 
subsets of the explanatory variables fit by an algorithm (Saeys et al., 2007).  
Between the two forest methods, it was expected that Random Forests would favour variables 
that had more categories in comparison to conditional inference forests. This is a well-
documented bias of Random Forest feature importance calculations, and cForests have been 
shown to overcome this bias (Strobl, Boulesteix, Zeileis, & Hothorn, 2007). ANOVA is based 
on linear theory, which provides a contrast to conditional forest and Random Forest's free-form 
structure. It is beneficial to compare the methods' assessments of variable importance during 
variable selection. 
For all variable importance models, the continuous response variable, 'return per dollar', was 
chosen because the continuous response, the degree of profitability, also produces the binary 
classification (profitable or unprofitable). 
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3.2.2.1 ANOVA Variable Importance 
ANOVA is closely related to linear fit models but incorporates the analysis of differences in 
group means (i.e. categorical variables) (Lunney, 1970). It is good practice to normalise numeric 
variables before analysis to minimise effects of any high leverage data points. ANOVA assumes 
linear relationships between explanatory variables and the response variable, which can be a 
disadvantage as real world data is not necessarily linear (Breiman, 2001b). 
In order to compare variable importance, two ANOVA outputs were assessed: the linear 
coefficients for each variable and the p-values for the coefficients (Markham, 2016). The 
coefficient does not indicate importance relative to the other variables because its magnitude 
reflects values within the variable. The sign of the coefficient however indicates whether the 
variable is directly or inversely related to the response variable. A significance test for whether 
the coefficient equals zero is performed on each coefficient and the p-value is reported. 
Therefore, if the null hypothesis is rejected (p-value < 0.05), changes in the explanatory variable 
are indeed related to changes in the response variable. P-values are a good indication of whether 
variables have a relationship with the target variable, however they do not necessarily rank 
importance. Precision of variable values can influence p-values; for example a variable with 
high precision will have a smaller p-value, whereas a variable measured roughly will have a 
higher p-value. This does not necessarily make the more precisely measured variable more 
important than the other. It is also true that with a dozen variables, chance alone can produce a 
variable with a p-value < 0.001 7% of the time (Rice, 1989). 
The p-value output from ANOVA models gives a good indication of which variables have a 
statistically significant relationship with the target variable. However, the values should not be 
used to rank the variables against one another, and significant p-values can occur by chance. 
3.2.2.2 Random Forest Variable Importance 
The Random Forest algorithm can produce a permutation variable importance for each variable 
as part of its output. Variable importance is represented as a score, which is calculated 
sequentially for each variable by comparing predictive accuracy between out-of-bag (OOB) data 
run through the trees without, then with a variable permutation (reordering). Since each tree is a 
bootstrapped sample of the complete data set, approximately 1/3 of the data is held aside as the 
OOB sample for each tree. It is passed through its partner tree and produces an unbiased 
estimate of error and in this case, is also used to estimate variable importance. After the original 
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OOB sample has been run through the trees, a variable is permuted in all OOB samples and are 
run through all of the trees again. 
The purpose of permuting is to mimic the absence of that variable. Now the accuracy of the trees 
where the covariate has been permuted can be compared against the original Random Forest. 
For a categorical response variable, refer to the equation describing variable importance score 
below (Breiman & Cutler, 2005): 
!"# !"(!!) = !! − !!,!!!"#$$%!!! !"#$$%  
Where !"#$%(!!) = raw variable importance for variable !!!"#$$% = number of trees specified in the Random Forest!! = Number of correctly classified cases in the nth tree using the OOB sample!!,!! = Number of correctly classified cases in the nth tree using the OOB sample  with permuted values for!!
 
If the accuracy of the permuted forest is much less than the original forest, then that variable was 
important. As shown in the equation, permutation importance scores are calculated from the 
mean decrease in accuracy over all trees for the permuted variable in the OOB samples 
(Breiman & Cutler, 2005). 
These scores provide valuable insight because they represent the impact of each predictor 
variable individually as well as in multivariate interactions with other predictor variables (Strobl 
et al., 2007). However, a severe disadvantage is that the scores are not reliable when the 
variables differ in their numeric scales or their counts of categories. Also, the importance of 
correlated predictors is overestimated and the algorithm tends to favour variables that have 
many possible splits or many missing values (Strobl et al., 2007). The intuition behind this is 
that if a variable has more points to split the data, there are more opportunities for it to split the 
response variable favourably. However this does not necessarily indicate the variable predicts 
the response variable the most. Overall, the permutation importance is useful to compare 
variables in a non-linear environment and can include multivariate interactions, but 
overestimates the importance of variables with many categories and some numeric variables. 
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3.2.2.3 CForest Variable Importance 
CForests are an alternative ensemble tree method that overcomes the aforementioned shortfalls 
of Random Forest scores. It is built from cTrees, which are decision trees based on a conditional 
inference framework. The key difference between cTrees and standard decision trees is that a 
significance test is used for splitting instead of a purity measure such as the Gini coefficient 
(which is centered around information gain). 
The procedure behind the significance test at each split in a cTree is as follows. To determine 
which explanatory variable should be used at each split, each variable is permuted in every 
possible way, and a correlation value is calculated between the tested variable and response 
variable, for each permutation. The unchanged variable correlation is then compared with the 
correlation values for all permutations of that variable. From this, a p-value for the true 
correlation value compared to the permuted correlation values can be calculated. The predictor 
variable with the lowest p-value is then selected as the splitting variable (Hothorn, Bühlmann, 
Dudoit, Molinaro, & Van Der Laan, 2006). Using an ensemble forest of these trees, variable 
importance is then calculated in the same fashion as Random Forests, via permuting a variable 
in the OOB sample, re-running the forest and comparing the decrease in response variable 
accuracy. Several sources recommend cForests variable importance methods because its 
statistical p-value tests at each split removes the bias present in other tree ensemble variable 
importance outcomes such as Random Forests (as discussed) and Boosted Trees (Hothorn et al., 
2006; Strobl et al., 2007; Strobl, Hothorn, & Zeileis, 2009). 
3.2.2.4 Variable Selection Summary 
Limiting the predictive model to a concise set of meaningful variables reduces noise and 
improves predictions. Less variables and a simpler model is easier for stakeholders to 
understand (Weisberg, 2005). For these reasons, a subset of the most important variables was 
chosen before modeling. This was done by first eliminating outliers, then comparing important 
variables from ANOVA as well as Random Forests and cForests. It can be inferred from the 
literature that cForests would suit this project's data best as it is unbiased and not limited to 
linear theory (Strobl et al., 2007). 
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3.3 Model Selection 
Previous studies predicting profitability in software and construction projects were 
predominantly limited to case-based reasoning, regression and Neural Networks. There is a gap 
in testing other sophisticated machine learning algorithms that are as powerful as Neural 
Networks but provide insight into the reasoning behind predictions. Ensemble trees (Boosted 
Trees and Random Forests) and Bayesian Networks fit these criteria. Regression and Naive 
Bayes models were also included as simple baseline models because the complex models should 
be measured against simple models that can be built at a fraction of the computational cost. 
Black box methods such as Neural Networks and SVM’s were not included in this study 
because managers in the case study company indicated clear requirements that the models show 
insight into their structure if they are to be trusted. This was also investigated in the literature 
review with respect to the lack of industry uptake of existing predictive algorithms (Akintoye & 
Fitzgerald, 2000). Furthermore, models providing insight into their predictive structure can help 
determine reasons behind unprofitable projects and direct organisational change. The complete 
list of models tested in this study is: 
• Regression - baseline model 
• Naive Bayes - baseline model 
• Bayesian Network 
• Random Forest 
• Gradient Boosted Trees 
Some models have limitations and required additional data processing steps such as normalising 
numeric variables (Bayesian Networks and Regression) and discretising continuous variables 
(Bayesian Networks). Discretisation was performed by generating a hierarchical dendrogram of 
each variable to visualise the clusters. Between four and six clusters were chosen and 
summarised to find the maximum and minimum values within each cluster. For example, the 
diagram below illustrates the hierarchical dendrogram for time span with 6 clusters boxed. 
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Figure 16 Hierarchical dendrogram of the “time span” variable with 6 clusters highlighted (R 
Core Team, 2016) 
The number of clusters was determined both visually from the dendrogram and experimentally. 
Visually, the height of the dendrogram 'branches' indicates the change in 'tightness' of the data 
points to their cluster centroids as the number of clusters increases. Tightness in the case of 
Ward's method is the sum of squared distances of each data point to the centroid of its respective 
cluster (ESS). For example, the height of the top horizontal bar indicates the ESS for one cluster 
and the height of the second from top horizontal bar is the ESS for two clusters. The difference 
in the two heights indicates the improvement in ESS by adding a cluster (Putler & Krider, 2012). 
As more clusters are added, decreases in ESS are less significant and the aim is to choose the 
number of clusters at an optimal level in this process. After initial comparisons of predictive 
methods had been trialed, the number of clusters for each discretised variable was re-assessed by 
trialing one more or one less cluster and comparing model output. 
Once the number of clusters had been decided, each case was assigned a cluster label to replace 
its numeric variable. It was decided that for time spans and invoiced amounts, the discretised 
variables should be applied to all models (not just Bayesian Networks) because managers must 
guess these values initially when operating the model and it is easier for a manager to predict a 
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time span category than the exact number of days a project will last. For example, a small job 
could be confidently assigned to less than three weeks and a large job could be assigned to 1.5 - 
3 years. A category describing timespan and invoiced amount indicates the size of the project in 
terms of man-hours and duration. These factors may influence whether projects are profitable or 
not. 
The revised discretised categories for ‘time span’ and ‘total amount invoiced’ were as follows: 
‘Time span’ Categories 
• 1 day - 3 weeks 
• 3 weeks - 2.5 months 
• 2.5 - 9 months 
• 9 months - 1.5 years 
• 1.5 - 3 years 
• More than 3 years 
‘Total Invoiced Amount’ Categories 
• $100 - $600 
• $600 - $2,500 
• $2,500 - $8,000 
• $8,000 - $60,000 
• $60,000 - $1.8m 
Although five methods were being tested, the response variable (profitability) could be numeric 
or categorical, i.e. 
• The 'return per dollar' of each project (numerical) or 
• Whether each project made a 'profit' or 'loss' (categorical). The category for each job was 
determined by converting all 'return per dollar' values less than or equal to zero to 'loss 
making' jobs and 'return per dollar' values greater than 1 to 'profitable' jobs. 
This means the problem could be framed as either a regression or binary classification problem, 
and each predictive method could be applied to both. Since it was uncertain which framework 
would provide the most benefit, the models were built for both regression and classification. 
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3.3.1 Binary Response Class Distribution 
When building binary classification models, the distribution of the response variable classes 
must be considered, and the possible need to balance the dataset accordingly. Imbalanced 
classes are common, such as in credit fraud, where the algorithm is predicting a fraudulent class 
that is thousands of time scarcer than the safe case. When fed highly imbalanced data, 
algorithms tend to over-predict the more common case (resulting in high predictive accuracy) 
but fail to learn patterns describing the uncommon case (Galar, Fernandez, Barrenechea, 
Bustince, Herrera, 2012).  
There are methods for coping with and improving predictions from imbalanced response classes 
including over-sampling, under-sampling, and generating synthetic samples based on 
distributions of existing cases (Galar, 2012). The dataset in this research was imbalanced by a 
ratio of 19.5/80.5, and according to research by Batista, Silva, & Prati, R. (2012) balancing a 
dataset with this degree of class imbalance actually barely improves predictive performance. 
Their work showed that using a response class with a 20/80 ratio degraded predictive 
performance on average by only 1.33% in comparison to a balanced response variable. In 
contrast, datasets with 1/99 imbalanced class ratios degraded predictive performance by over 
20%. Their experiment consisted of 100 models built for each of 22 different binary 
classification datasets by 7 different learning algorithms, and performance was measured using 
AUC. The 7 learning algorithms included decision trees, Naïve Bayes, SVMs and Neural 
Networks. Batista et al. (2012) progressed their work and found that, when additional cases were 
simulated to balance the 20/80 response class, only 15-20% of the 1.33% loss in performance 
was recovered. Because of the aforementioned evidence that a 20/80 ratio is almost unaffected 
by class imbalance, along with limited time and scope, the process of trialling balancing 
methods were not pursued in this study. 
3.4 Model Comparison 
To compare the models, the root mean squared error (RMSE) statistic was used for regression 
models and the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) statistic was 
used to measure binary classification. 
The RMSE is a popular method for gauging numeric predictions and is represented by the 
equation below: 
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!"#$ = (!!!! !! − !!)!!  
Where ! = number of data points!! = predicted values of the response variable!! = observed values of the response variable  
RMSE was the chosen metric for the regression models because a judgment could be made 
about how tolerable the mean error was in terms of business decisions. For example, was a mean 
error of 5 cents in return per dollar a tolerable business risk upon which to base future decisions? 
This single metric is used as an indicator of goodness of fit before the models are again 
rigorously evaluated in terms of improvements on the business’ overall profits. 
An ROC graph visualises the curve from which an AUC score is calculated. Its two axes are the 
false positive rate (FPR) on the x-axis and true positive rate (TPR) on the y-axis. In this problem 
a 'positive' is a loss making job so a TP is a case when the model predicts a job will be loss 
making, and it did indeed lose money. A false positive (FP) is when the model predicts a job 
will be loss making but in reality it was profitable. These values are calculated as follows: 
!"# = !"#$!"#$%!"#$%"&'"()%)*+( 
!"# = !"#$%"&'(!"#$%"&'()*%+,(- 
Only predictions made on the test data should be entered into the equations above, therefore a 
model must be first created using a training set. The model can then make predictions on the test 
set. Binary class model predictions are probability values between 0 and 1, which cannot be 
entered into the equations above. In order to classify each case in the test set as 0 or 1, a 
probability threshold must be chosen. That is, if a probability threshold is chosen to be 0.6, each 
case in the test set can then be classified as 0 or 1 depending on whether its predicted probability 
is greater or less than 0.6. Once the 0 or 1 classifications have been assigned for a certain 
threshold, the TPR and FPR can be calculated for that threshold. This is plotted as a single point 
on the ROC curve, say point C. Refer the diagram below: 
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Figure 17 Points with TPR's and FPR's as coordinates for different probability thresholds (F. 
Provost & Fawcett, 2013) 
A model that is perfectly classified would have all positives correctly classified (1.0 TPR) and 
no incorrectly classified positives (0.0 FPR). If a model has a 1.0 TPR and 1.0 FPR (top right 
corner) it has correctly classified all positives at the expense of incorrectly classifying all 
negatives as positive. It is 'dumbly' classifying all cases as positive. If a model classifies 0.8 of 
its positives as TP but also 0.8 of its negative cases as positive it is 'dumb' in a similar way to the 
previous example. There is an 80% chance any case will be classified as positive. Therefore, a 
point that lies on the diagonal line classifies cases with the same capability as random chance. 
To plot the curve in an ROC, a series of points and their coordinates must first be calculated. 
This is done by choosing numerous threshold probability values between 0 and 1, then 
classifying each probability outcome in the test set as 0 or 1 based on the threshold value. 
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Finally the TPR and FPR for that threshold point can be calculated which are the coordinates. 
Once enough points are plotted, a curve can be drawn. The closer the curve reaches toward the 
top left hand corner, the closer the algorithm is to perfectly predicting positive and negative 
cases at some optimal threshold. A curve that squarely reaches the top left hand corner would 
have an area under its curve (AUC) of 1. An AUC between 0.5 and 1 means the model is 
performing better than random chance (since the diagonal line represents a model randomly 
assigning positives to all cases at a certain rate and would have an AUC of 0.5). 
 
Figure 18 An ROC defined by data points calculated from 5 probability thresholds (F. Provost 
& Fawcett, 2013) 
For binary classification, AUC is a more meaningful statistic than classification accuracy when 
the output is a probability that can be applied to the problem. The AUC indicates model 
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performance across many thresholds while classification accuracy represents a single threshold. 
The AUC statistic is therefore useful in problems where cases can be ranked and a cut-off 
threshold that will optimise the rates of true positives (TP's) and true negatives (TN's) can be 
found (Huang & Ling, 2005). Note the 'probability' outputs from the models are not true 
statistical probabilities, but a score the model has assigned to a case using its own measure of 
certainty. Because the AUC summarised a range of thresholds, it was the only metric used to 
initially evaluate classification models. All classification models with AUC metrics higher than 
the baseline models were then evaluated again in terms of their impact on the business’ bottom 
line. 
In order to compare which models performed significantly better than others, an adequate 
sample size of results statistics is required. Using different data in the training vs. testing sets 
could produce multiple models, each providing a resulting test statistic (RMSE or AUC). 5 fold 
cross validation was used, which created 5 models, then the division of 5 folds was repeated 
using a different random seed to create another set of 5 training/testing data sets. Initially, 20 
models of each method were created in this fashion. Then a two-sample power calculation was 
run using the two sets of 20 results to determine the sample size to achieve a statistical power of 
0.8. Once the number of required samples was determined, more models were built via 5 fold 
cross validation to obtain additional results statistics. The highest performing models were 
advanced to the next stage where various methods of combining, or blending, methods were 
tested. 
3.4.1 Missing Data Imputation 
All methods except gradient Boosted Trees and Naive Bayes could not handle missing data. 
Therefore, preliminary runs of each method used subsets of the data that had complete data. It 
was possible that if missing data was imputed, predictions from the models that were limited by 
missing data could improve. Also, a complete data set allows for complete sets of predictions 
from each method, and these predictions could then be blended to further improve results. The 
procedure behind model blending is addressed further in the next section. The imputed data set 
was compared to gradient Boosted Tree results since Boosted Trees can handle missing values 
and should perform equally well with imputed data. 
The MICE Random Forest method was chosen for imputation because it has been proven to 
work well with complex data sets (Shah, Bartlett, Carpenter, Nicholas, & Hemingway, 2014). It 
first performs a standard Random Forest imputation of missing values in the full data set, which 
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are treated as initial 'place holders'. The Random Forest imputation process will be explained in 
more detail later in this section. Next, the imputations for one variable are deleted and the 
remaining full variables are used to impute the missing values from the single variable. Random 
Forest is again used for the imputation. This is repeated for each variable and their initial 'place-
holder' imputations are replaced by an imputation targeted at the single variable. This cycle is 
programmed to repeat five times for the full set of variables when using the 'mice' package, but 
can be increased (Azur, Stuart, Frangakis, & Leaf, 2011; van Buuren & Groothuis-Oudshoorn, 
2011). 
Random forest imputation is a complex process that works by first doing a rough imputation of 
the missing values (using averages and majority votes). Then a ten-tree forest is run to calculate 
proximities between all cases. Proximity between two cases is a measure of similarity and 
represents the number of trees in a forest where the two cases were assigned to the same end 
node in a tree. For each tree, the points can be run down the tree from the training or OOB 
sample. It can be represented by the equation below (Breiman & Cutler, 2005): 
!!!,! = 110   !!"!!! (!!,! = !!,!) 
Where !!!,! = proximity between datapoints ! and !!(⋅) is the indicator function!!,! = is the end node that case ! falls into in tree ! 
Once proximities are calculated for each pair of data points, missing values for a variable (say 
variable 'm') are filled. This is done for each data point by averaging the other complete 'm' 
values weighted by the proximity of the case representing each 'm' value to the current point. 
The final imputed data set, which was created using the mice package and Random Forest 
imputation, was fed into a Boosted Tree algorithm. If similar predictive results were obtained 
using Boosted Trees imputed data and imputed data, the imputed data must be reasonable. The 
imputed data set was then trialed on the remaining methods and compared to unimputed trials. 
3.5 Model Blending 
Several research groups involved in the high profile data science competition, Netflix Prize, 
developed sophisticated methods of model stacking, otherwise known as ensemble methods or 
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model blending (Sill, Takács, Mackey, & Lin, 2009). In this document, the term 'blending' will 
be used to avoid confusion with ensemble tree methods. The idea behind model blending is to 
combine predictions from several models derived from different methods that have different 
theoretical foundations. In this way, the strengths of each method can be combined. Historically, 
in statistics this was called model averaging and since the 1990's research has shown that 
averaging results from different methods provides better predictive accuracy than any single 
model (Madigan & Raftery, 1994). 
New methods of model blending were developed for the Netflix Prize that applied sophisticated 
machine learning techniques to big socially generated data. The prize-winning solution was a 
complex blend of sub-blends that interacted results of individual models with the original 
variables. When original variables are used in blending they are called meta-features (Sill et al., 
2009). The multiple layers of blending gave incremental improvements in predictive accuracy, 
but the computational cost of all the complex layers did not justify the benefits for Netflix in 
practice and a simplified model was adopted. In the literature, model-blending techniques have 
not yet been applied to cost estimation despite their success in other fields. This research will 
address this gap by testing whether combinations of methods with contrasting theoretical 
foundations can significantly improve predictions. Blended models are not as directly 
interpretable as ensemble tree and linear methods, however insights from the contributing 
methods are still available. As mentioned previously, complex blending layers do not justify 
their computational cost, and therefore in this project, a single layer of blending was trialled.  
Six blending methods, ranging from simple to complex, were tested using predictions from the 
top performing individual models. These included simple averaging of the individual model 
results, building a Logistic Regression model using the individual model results only, a Boosted 
Tree model using individual model results only, feature weighted linear stacking (FWLS), 
Random Forests, and Boosted Trees. Where possible, these methods shall be expressed as 
equations in an example problem with three original explanatory variables, !!, !!, !!, and two 
full sets of predictions from individual predictive models, !! and !!, with a response variable ! (!"#$%$!"!#$). Values in !! and !! are probabilities between 0 and 1. 
The first two models are simply the average, and weighted average of the three individual model 
predictions. 
Simple Average: 
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! = 12 ⋅ (!! +!!) 
Simple Logistic Regression: 
log !1 − ! = !! + !!!! + !!!! 
The third method builds Boosted Trees from the individual models, i.e. using !! and !! only to 
predict ! in a Boosted Tree model. The last three methods take advantage of potentially 
meaningful interactions between the individual models' predictions and meta-features. For 
example, if the !! model predicted profitability better than !! for projects in category ! of !!, 
the blending model would take advantage of this interaction. !! would be weighted higher than !! for projects where !! = !. 
A simplified explanation of FWLS is as a Linear Regression where meta-features as well as 
model predictions from individual models are included as explanatory variables. Then, each 
meta-feature is interacted with each set of model results (Sill et al., 2009). A Logistic Regression 
is performed to weight each term's contribution to the final predictive accuracy and can be 
expressed for the example problem by the equation below: 
log !1 − ! = !! + !!!! + !!!! + !!!! + !!!! + !!!! +  !!(!! ⋅ !!) + !!(!! ⋅ !!) + !!(!! ⋅ !!) +  !!(!! ⋅ !!) + !!"(!! ⋅ !!) + !!!(!! ⋅ !!) 
Random Forests and Boosted Trees were also used to blend meta-features with output from the 
best models. Feature interaction is performed passively due to the nature of how trees are built. 
A split in a node determined by one variable is conditional upon the preceding split, which was 
based on another variable and so on. Random Forests and Boosted Tree models are difficult to 
express as equations, but for the example problem, !!, !!, !!, !!, and !! would all be 
included as explanatory variables to predict !. 
The six blended model types were built on training and testing data sets multiple times using the 
same procedure used with the individual models. A single training set for a blended model must 
be built from the test results of the individual models. Therefore, five-fold cross validation was 
performed using each individual model to create a full data set as a compilation of test data 
results. The complete test data predictions were then added to the complete original data set, and 
training and testing data could be partitioned to test the blended models. A maximum of five 
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blended models were created from a complete set of test results (built from the individual 
models), then a new set of test results were created for the next five blended models. This 
ensured the blended models were trained on a thorough mix of the complete data set. 
20 models of each blending method were initially created. Then, a two-sample power 
calculation was performed to calculate the number of samples required to achieve statistical 
power of 0.8. The specified number of models was then developed so that the highest 
performing blended model could be tested against the others for statistical significance. The next 
step was to assess the blended models' performance in terms of improving overall profits for the 
company. This analysis differed from accuracy in predicting profitability, so several blended 
models as well as individual models were carried forward for this analysis. 
3.6 Model Evaluation using Profit Curves 
Although predictive power of the final model was important, for the method to be integrated into 
a company's decisions, the effect on a business' bottom line was examined. This was done using 
a profit curve - a chart that plots the change in profit the company earns on the y-axis vs. the 
probability threshold on the x-axis. 
A simple approach was taken for this analysis, where projects with a probability to be a loss 
making job greater than the threshold were rejected entirely. Therefore all profits and losses 
from jobs above the threshold were discounted. An equation defining the change in profit as a 
percentage of the original profit using threshold rejection is shown below: 
! !"#$%&& !"#$%& (%) = !!!!! (!!! < !ℎ!"#ℎ!"#) ⋅ !"#$%!!!!!!! !"#$!! ⋅ 100 
Where !(⋅) = the indicator function!  = the number of individual projects that are being included in the analysis!!! = probability output from the algorithm for project !. Values are  betweeen 0 and 1 where 1 is loss making)!ℎ!"#ℎ!"# = a chosen value between 0 and 1.  ! !"#$%&& !"#$%& is calculated for  several !ℎ!"#ℎ!"# values which defines the profit curve!"#$%!! = profit for individual project !
 
If the threshold was zero, all jobs were rejected and the profit would be $0. If the threshold was 
1.0, all jobs were accepted and the profit would be the same as the profit the company actually 
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experienced since the data is a sample of historic projects. The aim was to find the optimal 
threshold point where saying 'no' to a job above that level would result in higher profits, because 
jobs that were likely to make a loss were being rejected. This chart will clarify what percentage 
of profit increase the company could expect by integrating the algorithm into decision-making. 
It also provides a clear way to implement the algorithm and promote industry uptake of the 
research. 
Finally, since a profit curve is made from a single training/testing instance of the data, the curve 
varies with different divisions of the data. Therefore, in order to understand the uncertainty 
around the profit curve and to determine which blended or individual model performed 
statistically better than others, a large sample size of curves was required. Again, 20 curves of 
each method were built and a power calculation was performed to achieve a power of 0.8. This 
determined the required sample size, which was achieved by repeating 5-fold training/testing 
splits. This enabled the highest (optimal) threshold points of each curve to be statistically 
compared to one another. A 95% confidence interval could also be determined around the 
highest point on each curve. The final expected increase in profit and the percentage of projects 
to be rejected presented a clear scenario that the case study business managers could assess in 
terms of their business strategy. 
3.7 Method Conclusion 
The procedure outlined in this section described how to statistically determine the best methods, 
including blended methods, for predicting project profitability. Furthermore, it was explained 
how the models could be statistically compared to each other in terms of improving the 
company's overall profits and to what certainty. The following chapters present results and the 
discussion from these steps. 
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Chapter 4 Variable Selection 
To create a high-performing model, only important variables were selected in order to reduce 
the effect of noisy explanatory variables and enhance simplicity and model comprehension. 
Initially there were 34 explanatory variables for the single response variable, 'return per dollar'. 
By the end of variable selection, only 11 remained. This reduction provided insight into which 
variables have a significant affect on profitability, and enhances usability of the decision support 
tool that would be based on the model. The use case scenario for the tool entails a manager 
manually entering in project specifications, running the model, and assessing insights and 
output. Fewer but more important input variables improve user experience, trust, and cognitive 
compatibility. As stated in the previous chapter, three predictive methods were selected that 
output variable importance scores. These were Linear Regression, Random Forests, and 
cForests, which have unique theoretical foundations. 
4.1 Linear Regression 
Linear Regression must be fed complete data sets but the case study data had a core set of only 
13 complete variables (including the response variable). If an incomplete variable were added to 
the core variables, the 'complete' data set would shrink to the complete rows of the incomplete 
variable. If another incomplete variable were added, the complete set of data would shrink 
again. Therefore, to make the most of the available data, each incomplete variable was added to 
the core variables one at a time, where a Linear Regression model was built for each. That 
meant a model was made for each incomplete variable, resulting in 21 separate ANOVA 
models. The p-values for the F-statistic of each variable are plotted below. The core variables 
received p-values in all 21 models, while 'add.variable' represents the p-values for the unique 
additional incomplete variable in each model. 
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Figure 19 P-values of ANOVA regression F-statistics that were used to interpret variable 
importance 
The ANOVA models indicated that the following variables have a median p-value below 0.05 
and therefore significantly contribute to the rejection of the regression null hypothesis: 
• Number of employees on the project team (no.users) 
• Percent of hours completed by a professional as opposed to technical employee (pc.pro) 
• Business category of the client (Business) 
• Internal discipline (Discipline) 
• Number of internal disciplines involved in the project (Num.disc) 
• Time span of the project from first hours to final hours entered in time sheets (time span) 
• Total amount invoiced for the project (inv.mlsto) 
Four of the added incomplete variables (represented as 'add.variable') had F-statistic p-values 
below 0.05 in their ANOVA models: 
• Client id (code.client) 
• Internal project category (JD.Second) 
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• Position of the main professional working on the project, i.e. mid-level, senior etc. 
(ProjEng.Pos) 
• Id of the main professional working on the project (code.ProjEng) 
The variables listed above had p-values below 0.05, meaning the null hypothesis, that the 
continuous explanatory variables have no linear relationship with the response variable or that 
categorical variables have the same mean response values for each group, could be rejected. The 
important variable relationships found in linear ANOVA regression shall be compared to output 
from Random Forests and cForests below. 
4.2 Random Forests 
The Random Forest algorithm can process data sets with missing values, however it does so by 
automatically imputing those missing values (Liaw & Wiener, 2002). This was not desirable in 
the early stage of variable selection. Instead, the completeness of the variables was assessed and 
it was decided that all variables with at least 2300 overlapping complete cases would be chosen. 
Additionally, the Random Forest algorithm cannot process categorical variables with more than 
53 categories. This eliminated more variables and the resulting 'core' data set contained 15 
variables and 2364 complete cases. Because of the Random Forest algorithm's known biases and 
limitations with numbers of categories, a briefer approach to variable importance analysis was 
taken in comparison to Regression and cForests. 
As explained in the Literature Review, each tree in a Random Forest is created with a 
bootstrapped training sample of the data. The random sampling means the results of each forest 
are slightly different. To cater for the variation in results, 10 forests were run and the mean rank 
of each variable was recorded. Variable importance output from a single forest is simply a 
ranked list of the variables where rank 1 indicates the most important variable: 
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Table 6 Random Forest variable importance rankings 
Variable Description Mean 
Rank 
Amount Invoiced for Project 1.0 
Timespan 2.0 
Number of employees on Project 3.0 
Total Amount Invoiced from the Client - Past Jobs 4.0 
% of Hours Completed by a Professional-level Employee 5.4 
Business Category of Client 5.6 
Mean Number of Invoices Submitted to Client - Past 
Jobs 
7.2 
Mean Invoice Size for Client - Past Jobs 7.8 
Number of Past Jobs with Client 9.1 
Director 10.4 
Number of Internal Disciplines Involved 10.5 
Number Bad Debt Client Invoices - Past Jobs 12.1 
Client Size in Number of Employees 13.1 
Discipline 13.8 
Broad Client Business Category (Gov, Private etc.) 15.0 
4.3 CForest 
CForests were also run using the core 15 complete variables with 2364 complete cases. 
Incomplete variables were added to the core variables individually, each with their own separate 
run. Variables with an unlimited number of categories can be included in the cForest function, 
which is an advantage over Random Forests (Hothorn et al., 2006; Strobl, Boulesteix, Kneib, 
Augustin, & Zeileis, 2008; Strobl et al., 2007). CForests compute a variable importance ranking 
which is a score relating to the reduction in error that the variable provides (a similar method to 
the permutation importance in Random Forests). The variable importance rankings for the core 
15 variables were as follows: 
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Figure 20 Variable importance output from a cForest built from 15 core variables 
Four incomplete variables that were added individually ranked in the top 6 most important 
variables in their model: 
• Percent of Hours completed by the main employee on the project (pc.majpos) 
• Client id (code.client) 
• Client contact id (code.contact) 
• Project category (JD.Second) 
Once several methods of variable importance analysis had been completed, the separate results 
were rationalised and final variables were selected for the predictive models. 
4.4 Variable Selection Results Summary 
Based on the results of the three methods for variable importance, 11 explanatory variables were 
selected for predictive modeling. They are listed in the table below along with the methods that 
highlighted each variable as important (Random Forest = RF, cForest = CF): 
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Table 7 Summary of important variables 
Variable Description ANOVA RF CF 
% of Hours Completed by a Professional-level Employee x x x 
Time span x x x 
Number of Employees on Project x x x 
Amount Invoiced for Project x x x 
Business Category of Client x x x 
Project Category x  x 
Total Amount Invoiced from the Client - Past Jobs  x  
Discipline x   
Position of Main Project Employee - new variable from ANOVA 
findings 
x   
% of Hours by Main Project Employee   x 
Billing Type (requested by case study company)    
4.5 Variable Selection Discussion 
The variable importance results from the three types of models: ANOVA Regression, Random 
Forest, and cForest showed more similarities than differences. All three models ranked five 
variables highly: 
• Percent of hours by a professional 
• Project time span 
• Number of employees in project team 
• Total amount invoiced 
• Business category of client 
This was not necessarily expected, particularly between ANOVA and the ensemble tree 
methods, because ANOVA measures linear relationships in contrast to non-linear ensemble 
trees. 
Random Forests favour variables that are numeric or have many categories and this held true for 
the analysis. Its 6 highest-ranked variables were numeric with one categorical variable, ‘business 
category of the client’, which had 28 categories. The two lowest ranking variables had only 4 
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categories. It was expected that cForests would rank the categorical variables with only 4 
categories more fairly. This was the case with ‘discipline’ and it received a mid-level ranking. 
‘Business category of the client’ and ‘broad business type’ however, were ranked similarly to 
Random Forests. 
The overall qualities of the higher ranked variables were not surprising, and were generally 
centered around who did how much of the work internally, client characteristics, project time 
span, and project category. It was expected that ‘billing type’ would play a more important role 
in predicting profitability as it describes the structure of the incoming fees. For this reason, and 
with advice from the case study business, the ‘billing type’ was kept in the model. 
For IT software projects, the literature indicated size was the most important variable predicting 
effort, and in construction projects size was also often an explanatory variable. Size could mean 
size of a building or function point (level of functionality of the software) (Finnie et al., 1997; 
Pai et al., 2013; Shepperd et al., 1996). In this case study, profitability is the dependent variable, 
not total effort and the size variable plays a different role. Instead of predicting total effort, it is 
describing whether the size of a project correlates with how profitable the project is. The closest 
estimate of size in this case study is the ‘invoiced amount’ variable, which did rank as very 
important. The exact invoiced amount is difficult to guess before a project begins, and is part of 
the problem this study is addressing. Therefore, the ‘invoiced amount’ was binned into 
categories that a manager could much more confidently choose as an estimate. The other 
variables indicated as important in this study (including the number of employees on a project, 
client business type and percent of hours by certain types of employees) have not been strongly 
represented in the literature to date. This is because the variables were easily calculated from 
internal CRM data but would not be easily obtained from an external standpoint for projects 
across many companies or regions. 
The 11 explanatory variables from Table 7 were progressed to the next stage where they were 
used to build the first set of predictive models. The outcomes of the regression and categorical 
models are summarised and discussed in the next two chapters. 
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Chapter 5 Regression Models 
Prediction of 'return per dollar' as a regression problem was attempted first followed by 
prediction of profit or loss as a binary classification problem. Linear Regression, Random 
Forests and Boosted Tree methods were applied to both problems. 
5.1 ANOVA 
In ANOVA, categorical and continuous explanatory variables are treated differently. For 
categorical variables, differences in the mean values and variances of the response variable in 
each group are tested. In contrast, linear relationships are examined between continuous 
explanatory variables and the response variable. The continuous variables were normalised to 
curb the effects of possible high leverage points, and logarithmic or cube root transformations 
were used for this. Trials of various variable interactions revealed that interactions between 
• Total amount invoiced * percent of job by professional level employee 
• Project category * number of employees on the job 
were statistically significant. Two types of ANOVA models were built. The first used only a 
'core' list of 6 variables that were largely complete along with relevant interaction terms: 
• Total amount invoiced 
• Discipline 
• Time span 
• Team size 
• % of hours completed by a professional level employee 
• Client business category 
The second method was developed to overcome the problem of missing data. When all variables 
were combined, only 15% of the project cases had complete data and therefore the ANOVA test 
would eliminate 85% of the data upon execution. Imputing the missing data was undesirable at 
that stage due to the volume of missing categorical data and an inability to ensure the imputed 
data did not adversely influence results. The second method was a complicated procedure that 
required dozens of models but allowed variables with missing data to be included. First, a 
project was randomly selected (a row in the data set) which would have certain variables 
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complete. The data was then filtered for all projects that had at least the same columns complete, 
and an ANOVA model was built on this reduced data set. This method allowed variables with a 
larger proportion of missing data to be included while not attempting to analyse all variables at 
once.  
The results of the ANOVA models were assessed using the RMSE statistic of the 'return per 
dollar' predictions. These were compared against a baseline RMSE, which was the RMSE of the 
predicted 'return per dollar' values less the mean 'return per dollar' of all projects. For the core 
complete variables, the baseline RMSE using the mean 'return per dollar' was $0.53 and for the 
random subset of projects the baseline RMSE ranged between $0.51 and $0.56. 
!"#!! = (!!!! ! − !!)!!  
Where !"#!! = baseline root mean squared error! = number of data points! = mean ′return per dollar! as predicted value of the response variable!! = observed ’return per dollar’ values  
Then, the RMSE from each model was subtracted from the baseline RMSE: ! !"#$ = !"#!! − !"#$ 
If the models were effective, the RMSE should be lower for ANOVA model predictions, so the 
difference would be greater than 0. Because the size of the data set was limited, different 
divisions of the data into training and test sets would yield different RMSE statistics from the 
test set. Therefore, multiple models were built for each method in order to understand the 
distribution of resulting test statistics. Below is a histogram of ! !"#$ across 50 models run on 
randomly sampled 75% train and 25% test sets using core variables only (method 1 ANOVA). 
Note, only 18 samples (models) were required for a statistical power of 80% (Champely, 2015). 
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Figure 21 Distribution of the difference in RMSE between ANOVA model predictions (built on 6 
core variables) and a baseline predictor that uses the mean 'return per dollar' as its prediction. 
If the ANOVA model was effective, the difference should be greater than 0. 
A student t-test indicated !"#$% was significantly above 0 with a p-value of 8.9e-21. 
Therefore, the null hypothesis that the difference is less than or equal to zero can be rejected. In 
other words, the ANOVA model improved estimates of 'return per dollar' over using the mean 
'return per dollar' to a statistically significant degree. However, the mean difference was only 
$0.04. Furthermore, the mean RMSE in 'return per dollar' was $0.49, which is unacceptably 
high. Almost 50 cents is a large error when the value is estimating the profit after spending $1. 
Results from 100 models using method 2, which captures incomplete variables, are shown 
below: 
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Figure 22 Distribution of the difference in RMSE between ANOVA model predictions (built on 
all variables) and a baseline predictor that uses the mean 'return per dollar' as its prediction. If 
the ANOVA model is effective, the difference should be greater than 0. 
A student t-test indicated the difference was not significantly above 0, which is clear from the 
plot (p-value = 1). This method clearly performed poorly in comparison to the core variables. A 
reason for this could be that the mean number of cases in the data set was 2364 for the core 
variables but averaged only 876 for the sampled set of all variables. Overall, the Regression 
results from Linear ANOVA models were poor and the Random Forest algorithm was trialed 
next. 
5.2 Random Forests 
Numeric predictions of 'return per dollar' were attempted first with core variables that were 
largely complete followed by a method of sampling a mix of core and less complete variables in 
every run (similar to the two ANOVA methods). The Random Forest parameters were first 
tuned using the caret package and the optimal values mtry = 5 (the number of randomly selected 
explanatory variables to consider at each split) and ntree = 500 (the number of decision trees to 
ensemble) were determined (Jed Wing et al., 2015). A density plot of 50 models of the core 
variables using different training/test sets is shown below. The plot was created using the same 
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procedure used in the ANOVA models where the x-axis measures !"#$%. Note, only 45 
samples (models) were required for a statistical power of 80% (Champely, 2015). 
 
Figure 23 Distribution of the difference in RMSE between Random Forest predictions (built on 
6 core variables) and a baseline predictor that uses the mean 'return per dollar' as its 
prediction. 
This plot shows a mean 'return per dollar' RMSE improvement of $0.04, which is the same as 
the ANOVA model. The p-value for the null hypothesis that the difference is less than or equal 
to zero is 6.4e-24 and could be rejected. Results from 100 Random Forest models using method 
2 are shown below: 
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Figure 24 Distribution of the difference in RMSE between Random Forest predictions (built on 
all variables) and a baseline predictor that uses the mean 'return per dollar' as its prediction. 
The p-value for these models and the aforementioned null hypothesis is 0.00013. The null 
hypothesis was rejected which contrasted the matching ANOVA test. On the right hand tail of 
the graph above, the RMSE is improved by almost $0.20 but also worsens by over $0.10 per 
dollar on the left tail. A density plot of the unaltered RMSE values for the models is shown 
below: 
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Figure 25 Distribution of RMSE's of 'return per dollar' from 100 Random Forest models built on 
random subsamples of the variables 
Although the Random Forest algorithm performed better than ANOVA when incorporating less 
complete variables, the spread of RMSE for 'return per dollar' was wide and the mean RMSE 
was high ($0.51). 
The two regression models predicting 'return per dollar' resulted in high mean RMSE's ranging 
from $0.48 to $2. Example individual results from the ANOVA Linear Regression and Random 
Forest regression models can be found in Appendix B, section 11.1. The next section discusses 
possible reasons for the poor results and the decision to halt development of regression models. 
5.3 Regression Models: Discussion 
Both ANOVA and Random Forest models produced a similar lowest RMSE value, but 
performed differently when directly comparing models built on the same list of variables. Both 
methods predicted at best within an average of $0.48 for the response variable, 'return per 
dollar', using either core variables or a sample of core and incomplete variables. Random Forest 
predictions were much more accurate than ANOVA's with a mix of core (almost complete) and 
less complete variables while Random Forest and ANOVA performed similarly with the core 
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variables only. There was much less data available for training the models that used less-
complete variables so it was interesting that Random Forest performed considerably better 
(RMSE of $0.50 for Random Forest vs. $2 for ANOVA). The main difference between 
ensemble tree methods and ANOVA is that ANOVA assumes linear relationships between 
variables (some of which are normalised) whereas trees are capable of capturing non-linear 
relationships. It is possible the less complete variables had non-linear relationships with the 
response variable. Random Forest is also an ensemble method while ANOVA is not. Each 
Random Forest is the average of 500 single trees, whereas each ANOVA model is a single 
model only. 50 Random Forest models produce improved overall performance. 
If the best RMSE achievable at that point was $0.48, what does that imply in terms of the 
business decision? The magnitude of the RMSE can be evaluated from the end-user's 
perspective (the manager who is proposing fees for new projects). To give a feel for typical 
project performance, refer to the plot below of historic 'return per dollar' values: 
 
Figure 26 Distribution of 'return per dollar' for all projects 
The 95% confidence interval for this data is $-0.65 to $1.43. If a project returns $0 for every 
dollar spent (return per dollar = $0), the project has earned only enough to cover the cost of 
doing the project (salary costs and business costs). If the 'return per dollar' is -$0.50, the project 
has earned enough to cover half of the costs of doing the job. Finally, if the 'return per dollar' is 
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$1, the project earned double what it cost to perform. Using this reasoning, if model predictions 
have an average error of $.50 for 'return per dollar', this represents an error in revenue of half of 
the project cost. Unfortunately, this is clearly not informative enough to bring into the business 
decision-making process. 
Further regression methods could have been pursued, however Random Forest is a high-
performing algorithm and was far from providing usable results. It is likely that either not 
enough data was available or that the given variables did not capably explain all the factors 
affecting 'return per dollar'. Each row of data is a project, which can take a few weeks or in some 
cases, years, to complete. Therefore, more data could not be easily accessed or created. It was 
decided binary classification should be pursued next, and if it resulted in more accurate 
predictions, this study would focus on producing the best possible classification solution. 
Predicting whether a job will be profitable or not may be a simpler task than predicting the 
degree of profitability, and could more effectively leverage the limited data. 
This conclusion differs to case studies in the literature, which tended to predict total cost or 
effort as a regression problem (Akintoye & Fitzgerald, 2000; Chan & Park, 2005; Kim et al., 
2004). This is likely because a simple profit or loss prediction would not be useful for the way 
the problem was framed in the literature. The problem was to estimate costs better for project 
budgeting, without considering contract structure or the choice to not do a project at all. The 
case study company on the other hand may find a profit/loss binary prediction useful because 
they complete hundreds of small projects a year, and if risky projects are identified, the project 
could be rejected or have a conservative contract structure. If binary classification is successful, 
applications of the predictions must be explored along with contributions to the company 
decisions and profits. 
In summary, because of the poor results when predicting 'return per dollar', further development 
of regression models was deferred in favour of binary classification models. Binary 
classification is a simpler task than regression because it requires less precision. The challenge is 
how to gainfully apply the results to the business scenario. 
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Chapter 6 Binary Classification Models 
The cost estimation problem analysed in the literature review has been translated to a 
profitability estimation problem and was finally converted to a binary profit/loss prediction. The 
predictive formula was re-structured so that the 11 explanatory variables predicted a new 
response variable: profitable/unprofitable projects. The original 'return per dollar' response 
variable was transformed by converting all 'return per dollar' values less than or equal to zero to 
'loss making' jobs and 'return per dollar' values greater than 1 to 'profitable' jobs. The following 
section summarises results from the trialled methods. 
6.1 Results from Five Methods 
The five prediction methods, Boosted Trees, Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression, Random Forests 
and Bayesian Networks, were initially built without imputing data, by using the maximum 
amount of data possible depending on the method. Boosted Trees and Naive Bayes are able to 
process data with missing values, so all data could be input (Meyer, Dimitriadou, Hornik, 
Weingessel, & Leisch, 2014; Ridgeway, 2015). Logistic Regression, Random Forest and 
Bayesian Networks require data sets without missing values so a subset of complete data was 
used. It was expected that Boosted Trees would perform best as they are known to have 
powerful predictive capabilities and can use incomplete data (i.e. could make use of all the data). 
For this reason, 4 x 5-fold runs of each method were performed (20 models each) and 
statistically compared against Boosted Trees' results. A power calculation was then used to 
calculate the number of runs required to achieve a statistical power of 0.8. 
The models were compared using the AUC test statistic calculated from the ROC as this gives a 
good indication of model performance under binary classification (Putler & Krider, 2012; Robin 
et al., 2011). An example plot of five ROC's built from 5-fold cross validation using the Boosted 
Tree algorithm is shown below. 
Before the plot could be made, the Boosted Tree algorithm parameters were tuned to optimise 
the AUC outcomes. The caret package was used to tune the following parameters (Jed Wing et 
al., 2015): 
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• Shrinkage = 0.001 
• Number of trees = 10,000 
• Minimum terminal node size = 20 
• Maximum tree depth = 5 
 
Figure 27 ROC's for five boosted tree models built on different train/test partitions of the data 
set (Robin et al., 2011) 
In the plot above, the average AUC was 0.763, which indicated that altogether, taking into 
account a range of possible thresholds, the model was predicting profit/loss better than random 
chance (AUC = 0.5) but not perfectly (AUC = 1). 20 models and their resulting AUC statistics 
from each method were initially determined. These were used to calculate how many models 
were required to achieve a minimum statistical power of 0.8 when compared to the Boosted Tree 
results. The comparison of logistic regression required 100 models, while Random Forest 
required over 700 because the AUC distributions were close. Bayesian Networks and Naive 
Bayes did not perform as well and the power calculations revealed only 5 and 8 models were 
required respectively. Bayesian Networks were then dropped as Naive Bayes performed slightly 
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better and were faster and simple enough to work as a baseline comparison to the higher-
performing methods. 
It was finally decided that Random Forest and Boosted Trees would likely not be distinguishable 
since the power calculation indicated that 700 models were required. Hence, 100 models of each 
method were built as calculated for Logistic Regression. This was achieved by performing 10-
fold cross validation 10 times. The violin plot below summarises the distributions of the AUC 
values, where each violin is built from a pair of rotated kernel density plots of the subset of 
AUC values. The 'violins' are coloured according to whether the distributions significantly vary 
to Boosted Trees using a critical value of 0.05. 
 
Figure 28 Violin plot vertically illustrating the distribution of AUC values from each of the 
methods when predicting profit/loss. Subsets of the data were used for Logistic Regression and 
Random Forests in order to provide datasets without missing values. 
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The AUC performance of Logistic Regression and the Random Forest algorithms cannot be 
statistically differentiated from Boosted Trees. 
Next, data imputation methods were trialled, which would make the complete data set available 
to Logistic Regression and Random Forests. It was possible this would improve AUC results 
and the same process as above could be repeated. Imputation was done using the MICE method 
with Random Forest imputation (van Buuren & Groothuis-Oudshoorn, 2011). Again, 100 
models were required to achieve a power of 0.8 with respect to Boosted Trees, although this 
could not be achieved for Random Forest unless over 450,000 models were made. 
 
Figure 29 Violin plot vertically illustrating the distribution of AUC values from each of the 
methods when predicting profit/loss. Each method was fed the same imputed full dataset. 
Boosted Trees, Logistic Regression, and Random Forest all performed significantly better than 
the baseline algorithm, Naive Bayes, however none outperformed Boosted Trees. The results 
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from each method using reduced data sets (to cater for missing values) alongside results using 
imputed complete data are shown below. 
 
Figure 30 Combined violin plots comparing AUC results for each method predicting profit/loss 
using subsets of data vs. the full imputed data set. 
Summaries of an example model from each of the individual classification methods can be 
found in the Appendix B, section 11.2. These examples use a full imputed data set, except for 
Bayesian Networks, which were not progressed to the use of imputed data. 
6.2 Binary Classification: Discussion 
Testing Boosted Trees, Random Forests, Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression and Bayesian 
Networks on the binary classification problem showed that Boosted Trees, Logistic Regression 
and Random Forests performed best (according to AUC). Bayesian Networks were not popular 
in the Literature and required discretised variables, so this algorithm was not expected to 
perform as well as more highly regarded methods (Boosted Trees and Random Forests). Naive 
Bayes and Logistic Regression were included as baseline models and it was expected that the 
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more complex models would outperform these. Therefore it was surprising that results from 100 
Logistic Regression models were not statistically significantly lower than Boosted Trees. 
A possible explanation for this, according to the literature, is that there was not enough data for 
the ensemble trees to learn the complex decision rules at which they excel. Trees tend to overfit 
the patterns in a smaller training set. Logistic Regression on the other hand is capable of only 
one decision boundary (which does not have to be parallel to the variable axes) and is not prone 
to overfitting (Perlich et al., 2003). This may explain Logistic Regression's comparatively high 
performance on the case study's small but complex data set. 
Boosted trees, Random Forests and Logistic Regression all had mean AUC values between 
0.756 and 0.767. The tests were repeated using imputed data and again the means sat in a similar 
range from 0.755 to 0.764. Many variables were categorical which are not particularly well 
suited for imputation. These included variables such as job category, percent of job completed 
by a professional level employee, and the position of the majority worker on a job. Therefore it 
is logical the AUC's did not improve, in fact they marginally reduced. The benefit of having an 
imputed data set that performs acceptably well is that each model is fed the full data set and 
therefore produces predictions for the full data set. Before, Random Forest and Logistic 
Regression models were limited to complete original data, which implied a reduced final data 
set. With complete sets of model predictions, the high performing models could be blended to 
test whether better predictions were possible. For this reason, the imputed data models were 
chosen to be progressed to the development of blended models. 
In summary, the individual binary classification models performed well above random chance 
(AUC = 0.5) and implementing a model is expected to improve a manager's ability to predict 
whether a new job will be profitable or loss making. Whether the model is worth implementing 
in the work place is dependent on the extent to which the algorithm would improve 'bottom line' 
profits for the business and if the model can affect decisions in practice. Results from model 
blending and overall profit impact are presented and discussed in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 7 Model Blending 
7.1 Blended Models 
Blended models combine the predictions from each high-performing individual model to create 
averaged or 'blended' predictions. In other fields, these models have been found to improve upon 
predictions from any single model, and have not yet been applied to cost estimation (Sill et al., 
2009). In this case, the Random Forest, Boosted Trees, and Logistic Regression models were 
chosen and as outlined in the method, 6 techniques for model blending were trialled ranging 
from simple to complex. The simplest method averaged the probability output (a number 
between 0 and 1) of all three models. The next two simplest methods consisted of building a 
Logistic Regression and Boosted Trees model from the three prediction model outputs only. 
Feature Weighted Linear Stacking (FWLS), Random Forest and Boosted Trees were also tested 
as blending methods in a more complex scenario where the predictions from each model became 
additional variables to the original explanatory variables (called meta-features in this context). 
The model predictions were interacted with each original variable so that models that performed 
more strongly under certain meta-feature states could be weighted as such. Some meta-features 
may have been dispensable in the blending process, so in order to maintain simple 
comprehensible models, a variable importance study was conducted again. 
7.1.1 Variable Selection: Blended Model 
Explanatory variable assessments were completed and compared using cForests, Logistic 
Regression, Random Forests and Boosted Trees. CForests have the favourable characteristic of 
being unbiased, and the remaining methods are known to perform well with the data and were 
chosen for blending. The results are summarised in the sections below. 
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7.1.1.1 Variable Importance: cForest 
 
Figure 31 Variable importance output from a cForest blended model. The results from the three 
best performing models were added as explanatory variables. 
The cForest highlighted predictions from the Logistic Regression and Boosted Trees as the most 
important variables. This was followed by the results from the Random Forest model and the 
project team size, project category, total invoiced amount (category) and time span (category). 
7.1.1.2 Variable Importance: Logistic Regression 
A logistic regression found the p-values from the following variables were significant in 
rejecting the null hypothesis for a p-value < 0.05: 
Interaction terms between: 
• Time span * results of logistic regression model 
• Total amount invoiced * results of logistic regression model 
• Total amount invoiced * results of Random Forest model 
• Client Business type * results of Boosted Tree model     
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As well as the following variables as individual terms: 
• Total amount invoiced for the job 
• Time span 
• Team size 
• Client business category 
• Project category 
• Results from each individual model     
7.1.1.3 Variable Importance: Random Forest 
 
Figure 32 Variable importance output from a Random Forest blended model. The results from 
the three best performing models were added as explanatory variables. 
Permutation importance by Random Forest rated all three prediction models highest followed by 
team size for the project, percent of hours done by the chief employee on the project, time span 
(category), project category, and client business type. 
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7.1.1.4 Variable Importance: Boosted Trees 
 
Figure 33 Variable importance output from a Boosted Tree blended model. The results from the 
three best performing models were added as explanatory variables 
 Boosted Trees ranked output from all three individual prediction models highest (Logistic 
Regression was positioned first) followed by Project category, Client Business type, and time 
span (categorical). 
7.1.1.5 Variable Importance Summary 
Upon reviewing important variables ranked by cForest, Logistic Regression, and each method of 
model blending, the following variables were deemed important by at least two methods and 
were used in the development of blended models: 
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• All three results of prediction models, particularly logistic regression 
• Project category 
• Client business type 
• Total amount invoiced for a project (category) 
• Team size on a project 
• Time span 
Random Forests and Boosted Trees passively interact explanatory variables, but for Logistic 
Regression, these must be manually input. Only interaction terms with statistically significant p-
values from the Logistic Regression were included in order to reduce noise. 
7.1.2 Comparison of Blended Models 
Only three of the model blending techniques used the 6 variables determined above. These were 
FWLS, Random Forest, and Boosted Trees. The remaining 3 techniques used only the 
predictions of the three individual models. All six methods were compared against the original 
Logistic Regression model. Initially 100 train/test runs were performed for each blending 
method by running 20 iterations of 5-fold cross validation. Summaries of a single example 
model from each of the blending methods can be found in the Appendix B, section 11.3. The 
AUC results of the 100 iterations are displayed below: 
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Figure 34Violin plot vertically illustrating the distribution of AUC values from each of the 
blending methods when predicting profit/loss. 100 models were built for each method. 
The above plot shows that 4 methods had a higher mean AUC than the original Logistic 
Regression model: 
• the simple blended Logistic Regression 
• the simple average 
• And the two Boosted Tree models. 
To achieve a power of 0.8, a two-sample power analysis was performed on the 100 AUC results 
from each blended model against the AUC results from the original Logistic Regression. The 
boosted models required over 1000 samples while the simple averaged and simple Logistic 
Regression models required only 120. Therefore, 50 more iterations of the simple averaged and 
simple Logistic Regression models were performed. The Boosted Tree models would not 
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achieve a statistical power of 0.8 with only 150 samples when compared to the original Logistic 
Regression and were therefore dropped from the next stage of analysis. 
The results of the 150 iterations are shown in the plot below. Simple model averaging resulted in 
a p-value of 0.0019 while the simple Logistic Regression blended model had a two-sample t-test 
p-value of 0.0021. 
 
Figure 35 Violin plot illustrating the distribution of AUC values from the best three blending 
methods when predicting profit/loss. 150 models were built for each method to achieve a 
statistical power of 0.8. 
The simple Logistic Regression blend and simple averaging of the individual models (Logistic 
Regression, Boosted Trees and Random Forests) gave virtually the same distribution of results, 
where both AUC distributions were significantly greater than the original Logistic Regression 
model. The p-values from the two-sample t-tests were 0.0019 and 0.0021 for simple average and 
simple Logistic Regression methods respectively. It was encouraging that blended models 
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produced higher AUC values than the original Logistic Regression model, however for the case 
study business, the real measure of success is the model's impact on the business' overall profits. 
Higher AUC values did not guarantee more lucrative profit curves so several methods, including 
the original individual models as well as blended methods, were progressed to the profit 
analysis. 
7.2 Blended Models Discussion 
The AUC distributions from the two best blended models, simple Logistic Regression and 
simple averaging, were statistically significantly higher than the AUC distribution of the original 
Logistic Regression model. Blended models improved the mean AUC from 0.759 to 0.77, which 
is an increase of 1.4%. The original Logistic Regression model was chosen for comparison 
because it was a fast baseline model that had an AUC distribution not statistically different to 
the other high performing original models. It was expected that model blending would improve 
predictions because it combined the strengths of individual models with different theoretical 
foundations. Next, the performance of different blended models is discussed. 
The trials of different blending methods demonstrated that again, the simplest methods worked 
best with the case study data. In this incident, averaging the results of the best three single 
models (Logistic Regression, Random Forests, and Boosted Trees) or taking a Logistic 
Regression of the three models outperformed more complex Boosted Trees, Random Forests, 
and Logistic Regression blends that facilitated interaction of the individual model results and 
original variables (meta-features). 
Simple blended models could perform better than complex methods if the data is not big enough 
for the complex models to learn the more intricate patterns at which they excel. This was 
observed in the single model methods (previous chapter) when Logistic Regression performed 
as well as Random Forests and Boosted Trees. There is limited literature on blended machine 
learning methods, however their success in the 2009 Netflix competition generated some 
publications. The Netflix data set comprised of almost 3,000,000 observations, so the size of the 
data could have enabled the success of complex blending methods such as FWLS (Sill et al., 
2009). That being the case, it was still surprising that simple averaging of probabilities from the 
individual models performed almost as well as Logistic Regression. Logistic Regression's ability 
to weight the prediction variables while maintaining a simple model structure was expected to 
give an advantage over averaging. 
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The blended Logistic Regression model did indeed weight predictions from the original models 
differently. A summary of the resulting coefficients from an example blended Logistic 
Regression model is shown in the table below. 
Table 8 Summary of simple blended Logistic Regression coefficients 
Model Results as 
Variable 
Coefficient (Log 
Odds) 
Odds Increase in Variable 
Input 
Increases in 
Odds 
Logistic Regression 1.7223 5.60 0.1 56% 
Random Forest 1.4753 4.37 0.1 43.7% 
Boosted Trees 2.7943 16.35 0.1 163.5% 
As displayed in the table, if the predicted probability from the original Logistic Regression 
model increased by 0.1, the odds of the blended model predicting a loss making job increased by 
56.0%. This same interpretation can be made for the Random Forest and Boosted Trees values, 
which means the results from Boosted Tree models were weighted highest. Clearly, the 
weightings contrasted the equal weightings from the simple averaged model, yet their AUC 
results were similar. It was not clear why this was the case, however both simple models were 
compared again in the analysis of the impact each model could have on the company's overall 
profits. The analysis of overall profits did not directly relate to AUC measurements, so a range 
of models was carried forward for comparison. These included the three original individual 
models, three simple blended models and three complex blended models. 
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Chapter 8 Extended Analysis 
This chapter first presents the full range of method results in terms of improvements to the case 
study's bottom line. A business decision making scenario was created so that profit curves based 
on the decision rule could be built and analysed. From the profit curves, optimal probability 
thresholds could be derived for each method (individual and blended methods). These threshold 
points allowed the probability output from each model to be converted to categorical output 
(profit or loss), which in turn could generate confusion matrix statistics for each method. The 
confusion matrix statistics are discussed after the profit curve results and discussion. Then, 
output from the method which produced the best profit curve was used to create two subsets of 
profitable and loss making projects. The characteristics of these subsets are compared and 
contrasted to gauge any overall trends. Finally, alternate ways of framing the business decision 
scenario are proposed. 
8.1 Profit Curve Analysis 
The first research question, whether machine learning and statistical techniques can predict 
project profitability based on historic data, has been answered. The measure of profitability 
could not be modeled well, but simplifying the profitability prediction to a binary (profit/loss) 
model was successful and a mean AUC of 0.77 was achieved for the best blended model. This 
falls midway between a model that predicts perfectly (AUC = 1) and a model that predicts as 
well as random chance (AUC = 0.5). To answer the second research question, whether the 
model would improve the business' profitability, a profit analysis was performed. 
The predictive models output a 'probability' between 0 and 1 that each project will be a loss 
making job (where probability = 1 indicates a loss making job). The question then arises, at what 
probability would a decision-maker round the probability up to 1 or down to 0? And what 
business decision would then be made? To find the threshold point for rounding, an 
experimental business-scenario was tested. At a given threshold, all projects with probability 
outputs above the threshold were considered too risky, and were rejected. All profits and losses 
from these projects were forfeited, while the profits from the remaining jobs (below the 
threshold) were summed to give a revised total profit. 
Using this logic, if the threshold was 0, all projects were rejected and the total profit would 
equal $0. If the threshold was 1, all projects were accepted and the total profits would be the 
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same as historical figures. This profit calculation was made on a range of thresholds between 0 
and 1 at 0.05 increments. The total profits were plotted for each threshold and joined to make a 
profit curve where at the optimal threshold, the total profits were highest (refer plot below). 
Profit curves for the three simple blended models as well as the three individual models were 
calculated. However, the total profit coordinates were based on probability outputs in test data 
sets. This means that the profit curve for the simple Logistic Regression blend (for example) 
would be different for different training/testing data divisions. In other words, the total profits at 
each point in the profit curve depend on the model parameters that were calculated using the 
training data and which projects were analysed in the test data. Therefore, the process of training 
a blended model, then calculating the profit curve from the test data, was repeated multiple 
times to create a distribution of profit curves for each method (blended and individual). 
To start, 10 curves for each method were calculated (using 2 x 5-fold cross validation). Two-
sampled power calculations (for a power of 0.8) were performed between the results of each 
method (at their optimal threshold points) against the best performing method (simple Logistic 
Regression blend). For example, the optimal threshold for the simple Logistic Regression 
blended model was 0.55 while the optimal threshold for the original Boosted Tree model was 
0.60. The 10 'total profit' values at these two thresholds were compared in the two-sample power 
calculation to determine the number of samples required to achieve a power of 0.8. Out of all the 
methods compared against the Blended Logistic Regression, the maximum required number of 
samples was 64, so 100 models of each method were built (20 x 5-fold cross validation). 
The plot below illustrates the distribution of profit curves for each method, where the solid lines 
join the mean values at each threshold point. The grey ribbon illustrates the 95% confidence 
interval for the profit improvement ratio at each threshold point for the 100 models. 
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Figure 36 Profit curves summarising results from 100 models of 9 methods: 3 simple blends, 3 
complex blends, and the original 3 best methods. 
Two blended models clearly outperformed the individual models as shown in the above plot 
with higher profit ratios as well as tighter confidence intervals. The table below denotes each 
model’s optimal thresholds and the corresponding increase in total profits: 
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Table 9 Summary of each method's profit curves at their optimal threshold points 
Threshold Method Mean profit 
ratio 
STD profit 
ratio 
Lower bound 
95% CI 
Upper bound 
95% CI 
0.60 Simple LR 109.0 1.28 106.5 111.5 
0.55 Simple 
average 
108.7 1.56 105.6 111.8 
0.55 Simple BT 105.6 3.21 99.3 111.9 
0.50 Complex BT 105.4 3.23 99.1 111.7 
0.60 Original RF 103.2 2.58 98.1 108.3 
0.60 Original BT 103.2 2.77 97.8 108.6 
0.75 Original LR 102.5 2.93 96.8 108.2 
0.65 Complex RF 101.3 2.72 96.0 106.6 
0.65 FWLS 101.0 1.18 98.7 103.3 
The simple Logistic Regression blend performed best with the highest mean profit ratio of 109% 
with a standard deviation of 1.28%. This means that for the simple blended Logistic Regression 
model, if all jobs above the probability threshold 0.6 were rejected, the profits would increase on 
average by 9% in comparison to historical profits. 
For clarity, the plot for the simple blended Logistic Regression model is shown below: 
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Figure 37 Profit curve of the best performing method: the simple Logistic Regression blended 
Method 
8.2 Profit Analysis: Discussion 
In this section, the results from the models that delivered the highest performing profit curves 
are reviewed first and analysed in a broader business context. Then, all the methods that 
produced profit curves are compared and possible explanations for differences are evaluated. 
8.2.1 Examination of the Highest Profit Curves 
Profit curves from the simple average blend and Logistic Regression blended models 
outperformed the complex blended models, which follows logically from their significantly 
higher AUC distributions. The simple average blended model produced a profit curve with an 
almost identical profit improvement (and standard deviation) to the Logistic Regression blend. 
As summarised in the previous section, the blended Simple Logistic Regression produced a 9% 
increase in profit by rejecting jobs with a probability of loss over 0.6. In a business context, this 
means that if the company's yearly profits were $1,000,000, the mean increased profit could be 
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$90,000 by rejecting all jobs with a probability higher than 0.6. In the data, projects assigned a 
probability higher than 0.6 represent only 4.3% of all projects. 
The plot below illustrates the relative profits and losses that sit within the range of probability 
levels, as assigned by the simple Logistic Regression blend. 
!"#$%&'" !"#$%!! = !"#$%!!!"#$%!!!!!!  
Where !"#$%!! = Profit from project !. Negative values indicate loss making projects! = Number of projects  
The red line sits at the profit curve's optimal threshold point, 0.6, so projects greater than the 
threshold point would be rejected: 
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Figure 38 Distribution of projects according to the probability outputs from a typical simple 
Logistic Regression blended model. A bar graph of counts and relative profits are shown. 
As shown in the upper plot, a low count of projects fall above the optimal threshold for the 
simple Logistic Regression blend. The lower plot illustrates the relative profits (and losses for 
negative values) within each probability score bin, which are normalised by the sum of the 
absolute value of all profits and losses. The model has assigned low probability scores to 
profitable projects and high scores to unprofitable jobs well. The heights of the bars reduce from 
left to right, and loss making jobs dominate projects on the right hand side of the optimal 
threshold point. This is advantageous as these jobs would be rejected. 
8.2.2 Comparison of All Profit Curves 
The tested profit curve models can be divided into three categories: original individual methods, 
simple blends of the individual methods, and complex blends of the individual methods that 
employed interactions with original features. All original methods did achieve improvements of 
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profit at their optimal thresholds, but did not necessarily consistently improve profits across all 
cross-folded models. The shaded grey 95% confidence intervals in the profit curve plot shows 
that with the 100 sample models that were analysed, none of the lower bounds for the original 
methods were above 100% on the y-axis. That is, it cannot be said with 95% confidence that the 
original methods would produce a mean profit higher than historical profits in the given decision 
framework. This framework stated that projects higher than the optimal thresholds (jobs that are 
likely to be loss making) should be rejected. Clearly this level of certainty is not beneficial for 
the case-study business to adopt. 
The complex blended models had mixed results. FWLS and Random Forests performed more 
poorly than the individual methods while Boosted Trees produced a marginally higher 
profitability ratio (105.4%) but the lower bound of its confidence interval was 99.1%, i.e. not an 
improvement on original profits. 
The simple blended models performed much more favourably, as already discussed, particularly 
the simple average and Logistic Regression blends. The blended Boosted Tree's lower bound 
confidence interval was 99.3% at its optimal threshold point. This is not above 100%, and again 
does not make a convincing argument to the case study business. 
It is not clear why simple linear models and the averaging model outperformed ensemble tree 
blending methods. As previously stated, the ensemble trees may not have received enough data 
to adequately learn the complex series of rules they develop. It was also surprising FWLS was 
ineffective given the success it had in the Netflix Prize competition (Sill et al., 2009). The only 
differences between FWLS and the simple Logistic Regression (that performed best) were two 
additional explanatory variables and four interaction terms. The number of variables was not 
high for the amount of data since according to Peduzzi, Concato, Kemper, Holford, & Feinstein 
(1996), 10 events per explanatory variable or more avoids the risk of biased estimation of 
variable coefficients in Logistic Regression. The data contained 315 events per explanatory 
variable and did not pose that risk. Nevertheless, the additional variables might have added 
misleading noise to the model. 
The performance of the models so far has been evaluated in terms of the AUC statistics and 
profit improvements, however further insight into may be gained by reviewing confusion matrix 
statistics such as TPR's and FPR's. 
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8.2.3 Profit Analysis Conclusion 
To conclude, because of the promising AUC results, it was logical that the models translated 
into financial benefits for the company. The 9% improvement in profits produced by the simple 
blended Logistic Regression is reasonable, and may be high enough to trigger further cost-
benefit analyses and the development of a more comprehensive framework describing different 
decision scenarios. 
8.3 Categorical Predictions Analysis and Discussion 
The probability thresholds derived from the profit curves enabled the numeric model probability 
outputs to be converted to categorical output: profitable and loss making projects. The final 
classification of projects drove alternative ways to review method performance. These include 
an analysis of TPR's and FPR's for the various methods as well as a review of project 
characteristics of rejected vs. accepted projects. Finally, alternate decision rules are proposed 
and considered. 
8.3.1 Comparison of Confusion Matrix Statistics from All Methods 
To review method performance further, confusion matrix statistics were scrutinised. For each 
method, 100 full data sets of results were generated via 5-fold cross validation. Each data set of 
probability results differed to the next because of the random division into the five-fold data sets 
used for training and testing. For this analysis, nine full data sets of results were chosen that 
produced the mean profitability ratio at each of the nine method's optimal threshold points. 
These were deemed a 'typical' set of predictions for each method. Then, the confusion matrix for 
each set of results at their respective thresholds could be calculated. The plot below shows the 
breakdown of FN's and TP's on true loss making projects. If the project was predicted correctly 
as loss making, this was a TP, and the job was rejected (in the fabricated decision scenario). If it 
was predicted incorrectly as a profit-making job, this was a false negative (FN), and the project 
was completed, resulting in a loss for the business. 
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Figure 39 True positive and false negative rates for each method using a typical model from 
each - displayed as a bar graph. 
Choosing the right probability threshold point is about finding the right balance point in an 
imperfect model. In this case, projects above a threshold point will include profitable and loss 
making jobs. The optimal point is where the savings from rejecting loss making jobs (TP's) most 
outweigh the lost profits from rejecting profitable jobs (FP's). All models were capable of 
different TP and FN ratios at alternate threshold points. 
The plot above shows the complex Boosted Tree blended model has the highest TPR followed 
by the simple Logistic Regression blend and the simple averaged blend. All of these TPR's are 
below 25%, which shows it was not worth rejecting a large percentage of loss making jobs in 
comparison to the accompanying losses in rejected profitable jobs (FP's). This also implies the 
models were not able to cleanly divide loss making jobs from profitable jobs. 
A summary of predicted results on true profitable jobs is shown below at each method's optimal 
threshold point. If a job was predicted to be profitable, and was therefore accepted, it was 
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classified as a TN. If a job was profitable but labelled loss making, the business would reject the 
job and forfeit the profits (FP). 
 
Figure 40 TNR and FPR for each method using a typical model from each - displayed as a bar 
graph. 
The complex Boosted Tree method had the highest TPR, but also had a high FPR. The increased 
number of FP's (i.e. rejected profitable jobs) offset the more accurate rejection of loss making 
jobs so much that the simple averaged blend and simple Logistic Regression blend outperformed 
it. The aforementioned simple blends performed similarly, with a higher than average TPR and 
average FPR in comparison to other methods. The complex Random Forest blend and FLWS 
both had lower TPR's than the simple blends but higher TN rates. In the end, the improved TN 
rate did not outweigh the lower TPR, i.e. the higher rate of accepting profitable jobs did not 
outweigh the lower rate of accurately rejecting loss making jobs. 
It should be noted that the optimal thresholds as defined by the profit curve are very 
conservative, rejecting around only 4.3% of projects. The threshold for the simple logistic 
regression blend that resulted in the most improved profits had a TPR of only 16.1% in 
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conjunction with a TNR of 97.7%. It is interesting that such a low TPR was preferable over 
other thresholds from the same model, which result in much higher TPR’s. For example, a 
threshold of 0.169 gives a TPR of 70.3% with a TNR of 75.7%. The simple Logistic Regression 
was capable of much higher TPR’s than 16.1%, but again, the benefit of performing as many 
profitable jobs as possible outweighed the benefit of correctly rejecting loss-making jobs. This is 
likely due to the substantially higher number of profitable projects. 
All individual original methods used substantially lower TPR's at their optimal thresholds, while 
their TN rates were spread out. This means, as the trialled threshold values moved, and the TPR 
improved, the increasing lost profits from FP's was too great to justify a TPR higher than 4.6%. 
Blending the individual methods has made use of their unique strengths and seems to have 
clustered the probabilities of the actual loss making jobs more accurately towards 1, and the 
profitable jobs towards 0. This allowed for higher TPR's with lower FPR's at the blended 
methods' optimal thresholds. 
8.3.2 Review of Jobs Rejected by Simple Logistic Regression 
The profit curves and TP/FP rates give a good indication of overall performance of the methods, 
however an analysis of the characteristics of the predicted loss making projects can provide 
more detailed insight. 
All below plots and comments summarise results from one simple blended Logistic Regression 
model. The results from this model were chosen because it represented the mean improvement 
in profits output by this blending method. The plot below illustrates how the ratio of profitable 
to unprofitable jobs compares in the full project population vs. the rejected projects. 
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Figure 41 Proportion of profitable and loss-making jobs in the full data set of projects vs. the 
rejected projects only. Predictions from a typical simple Logistic Regression were used. 
Originally, 25% of projects were loss making. The model rejects a population of projects that 
are over 60% loss making. This represents a significant swing in proportions, but is not perfect. 
The class imbalance towards profitable jobs in the initial data set may have weakened the 
model's ability to classify losses. Saradhi & Palshikar (2011) took advantage of SVM's ability to 
adjust class penalties to address class imbalance, however SVM's were avoided because of their 
black box predictions in this work and the remaining methods could not accommodate class 
penalties. 
The plot below illustrates the monetary size of profits and losses from rejected projects. The 
coloured bands indicate different projects and it can be observed that the financial magnitude of 
rejected profits and losses vary greatly. They range from profits/losses of just $20 to losses of $-
156000. 
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Figure 42 Proportion of the absolute value of profits and losses from profitable and loss making 
jobs in the rejected projects only. Colours are alternated between different jobs to indicate 
profit/loss magnitude. Predictions were from a typical simple Logistic Regression blended 
model. 
The variable 'percentage of hours completed by a professional level employee' had an interesting 
contrast in the statistical distribution of all projects vs. the rejected projects (refer plot below). 
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Figure 43 Distribution of the percentage of hours completed by a professional level employee in 
the full data set of projects vs. the rejected projects only. Predictions from a typical simple 
Logistic Regression blend were used. 
The model tended to accept projects that were completed 100% by a professional level 
employee and rejected more projects with 0-60% of hours by a professional employee. This 
could either indicate that professional level employees complete projects more efficiently or that 
the types of projects that do not require technical employees are more profitable. 
The distribution of time spans of rejected projects differed significantly to the time span 
distribution of all projects. The chart below shows that proportionally very few short jobs were 
rejected, i.e. projects that lasted between 1 day and 2.5 months. These projects are likely small 
and may be easier to estimate fixed fees. A much higher relative proportion of projects lasting 
1.5 - 3 years were rejected. They may face an opposite challenge to the small projects. On the 
other hand, large projects can provide long-term security for a small business and it is unlikely 
the company would want to reject them. It may make more sense to adjust the contract structure 
of large projects that have been highlighted as a risk. Alternate uses of the algorithm results are 
discussed in the next section. 
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Figure 44 Proportion of each ‘timespan’ category for projects in the full data set vs. the rejected 
projects only. Predictions from a typical simple Logistic Regression blend were used. 
The statistical distribution of 'return per dollar' in the rejected projects is skewed towards 
negative returns. This means the algorithm has identified a proportionally higher percentage of 
loss making projects, which is not surprising given previous results. 
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Figure 45 Distribution of 'return per dollar' in the full data set of projects vs. the rejected 
projects only. Predictions from a typical simple Logistic Regression blend were used. 
There were a couple more revealing differences between the full set of projects and the rejected 
projects. The first was that rejected projects had disproportionately more projects with mid-level 
and senior-level technical employees as the main worker on a project. The second was that a 
comparatively high percentage of rejected projects were subdivisions, sewerage, or civil 
building works. 
The detailed analysis of rejected project characteristics gave insight into the nature of projects 
that are likely to be loss making as well as the accuracy of the algorithm. While it is interesting 
to observe characteristics of rejected projects, a complex combination of all the features (which 
is learned by the algorithms) contributes to the final probability of loss prediction. 
8.3.3 Alternate Interpretations of Blended Model Results 
Alternative strategies exist for how to deal with projects that are marked with a probability of 
loss greater than 0.6. For example, contracts for these projects could be changed to hourly rate 
contracts without exception. This means that each hour booked on the project will definitely be 
charged to the client for each stage of the project. Another example would be to increase fixed 
fees for projects above the threshold by a nominal percentage. However, this method seems less 
practical as the case study projects above 0.6 would need to increase fees by 46% in order to 
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generate a 15% profit. A proposed fee increase of that magnitude may not be as palatable as an 
hourly rate contract, but this depends on the project and client. Contracts could be adjusted in 
many other creative ways to reduce risk in high probability projects. The threshold of 0.6 was 
optimised based on the accept/reject strategy but different actions could be developed for certain 
clients or project sizes via similar analyses of thresholds. 
8.3.4 Categorical Predictions Conclusion 
The confusion matrix statistics revealed that the most profitable method, the simple Logistic 
Regression blended model, was optimised at a threshold with a TPR of only 16.1% and a TNR 
of 97.7%. Despite the low TPR, it was higher than almost all other methods at their optimal 
threshold and produced notable improvements in profits to the business. Review of the rejected 
project characteristics were logical, and development of the user interface as well as some 
further data analyses must be completed before the model can be finally introduced into business 
decisions. These are described in the 'User Interface and Engagement' and 'Limitations and 
Future Work' sections below. 
8.4 User Interface and Engagement 
Industry's lack of uptake of cost estimation models was marked as a significant issue in the 
literature (Akintoye & Fitzgerald, 2000). Decision makers did not sufficiently trust the model 
output that was not directly connected to their experiences. In many studies, CBR had more 
traction than more accurate models because decision makers could justify the output. Clearly 
this is an important aspect of the study to address and could be managed at the point where the 
decision maker engages with the algorithm: the user interface. This interface should do two 
things well: 
• Communicate the model results practically and clearly 
• Create trust via a connection to the user's experiences 
User interfaces also allow input values to be tweaked and re-run so the decision maker can test 
different scenarios (active sensitivity analysis). A prototype user interface was developed using 
the Shiny package in R where a strategy was developed for how the input options and results 
would be communicated (Chang, Cheng, Allaire, Xie, & McPherson, 2015). 
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Figure 46 Opening panel and tab of user interface application for the predictive model 
The manager selects the characteristics that describe their new job in the top panel. Then once 
the 'Calculate' button is clicked, the blended Logistic Regression model works behind the scenes 
to generate a probability score between 0 and 1 where 1 represents a loss-making job. This 
output is not intuitive to understand for a manager because the probability score does not 
represent a statistical probability, rather a score the algorithm generated using its own measures. 
The optimal threshold analysis found that scores below 0.6 should be classified as profitable 
jobs and scores above 0.6 are loss making. 
The scores were re-scaled to a more intuitive numbering system where scores between 0 and 0.6 
were scaled between 0 and 10, and scores higher than 0.6 were scaled between 0 and -10. The 
shaded confidence interval was calculated from the distributed spread of probability outputs 
from the 100 models calculated in the Profit Curve Analysis. The 100 models gave 100 
probability outputs for each project, and the 95% confidence interval for these outputs was 
calculated. A typical spread for the 95% confidence interval is shaded in the graphic, which is 
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relative to the 'bin' that the score fell into (i.e. 6-8). This provides an intuitive feel for the 
model's uncertainty. 
This graphic is an initial suggestion for how to communicate model results to industry. Many 
variations are possible, which could depend on how the business wants to act on the output; for 
example whether they plan to reject risky projects outright or adjust the fee structure. Additional 
methods built on top of the current model may be able to produce statistical probabilities instead 
of probability scores. This may be achieved using Bayesian methods such as Bayesian additive 
regression trees, however it is uncertain whether this would improve practical effectiveness. 
Two strategies were adopted to facilitate user trust in the model's output: illustration of the 
model structure and a Nearest Neighbour graph. Algorithms were originally selected that could 
reveal their predictive structure by either variable importance and/or variable relationships. The 
first tab in the application displays several variable dependency plots extracted from a typical 
Boosted Tree model. Understanding the plot would require some training. The y-axis represents 
the probability a project will be loss making after taking into account average effects from 
variables other than the x-axis variable. 
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Figure 47 Graphic for model prediction and Boosted Tree partial dependency plot embedded in 
the user interface 
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Figure 48 Boosted Tree partial dependency plot for ‘timespan’ embedded in the user interface 
Secondly, the Nearest Neighbour algorithm is automatically run with the predictive model and 
its results are displayed in the second main tab. The aim was to provide the user with a cross 
check of the algorithm's results by finding projects with the most similar features to the one 
currently being assessed. This triggers memories from the user's past experiences on similar 
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projects and promotes communication with other managers who delivered the 'Nearest 
Neighbours'. Some screen shots of the Nearest Neighbour graphic are presented below. 
 
Figure 49 User interface for Nearest Neighbour algorithm input options and chart 
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Figure 50 User interface Nearest Neighbour chart coloured by the position of the main 
employee on the projects 
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Figure 51 Nearest Neighbour chart coloured by the client for the projects 
Tables detailing specific details of the most similar projects are also provided below the chart: 
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Figure 52 Tables below the chart in the application give specific details of each of the Nearest 
Neighbours 
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Figure 53 The Nearest Neighbour details are split into sections such as 'Finances' and 'Staff 
Details' 
The similar projects are calculated using a different method from the blended algorithm but it is 
important to have a form of cross-checking and to engage the user's own experiences. Further 
development and testing is required to assess how intuitive the results are for users to interpret, 
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how much users trust the algorithm output given the variable plots and Nearest Neighbour 
charts, and finally how trustworthiness may be further improved. 
8.5 Limitations and Future Work 
The 9% improvements in profit sound promising, however it is important to consider limitations 
in the data and implementation process, which in turn motivates future research. This includes 
how accurately users of the algorithm would be capable of guessing input values and how to 
integrate new data into the model. 
First, successfully estimating project variables is critical in translating this research into tangible 
business benefits. The data represents the company's records of completed projects so initially 
expected variable values were not documented. For example, if a project was originally 
expected to last 1.5 years but instead took 2 years, the company data only retains the two year 
time span. This prompts the question, how well could a user predict the variables before 
beginning a project? Uncertainty has been managed by binning variables such as 'total amount 
invoiced' and 'time span' to 5 or 6 broad categories (i.e. "1 day - 3 weeks", "3 weeks - 2.5 
months", etc.). However, two remaining categories: ‘team size’ and ‘percent of project 
completed by professional level employees’ were left as continuous variables. It would be 
interesting to test how well business managers could guess the aforementioned four variables at 
the start of a project. 
The process of initially guessing variable values and then checking them upon project 
completion is time consuming. However, it would be worthwhile integrating into the pre-
existing data-collection system. When a new project is entered into the database, it could be 
mandated that the project manager guess the time-span (1 of 6 categories), total amount invoiced 
(1 of 5 categories), team size and percent by professionals. Over time, this estimation data could 
contribute to a revised version of the algorithm. 
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Chapter 9 Conclusion 
The objectives of this research consisted of a general aim and two research hypotheses, all of 
which have been fulfilled and tested. The findings made a significant contribution to the present 
body of literature and highlighted areas of future work that would refine the outcomes. 
The general aim was to use statistical techniques to predict the profitability of projects for a case 
study consulting business using their internal CRM data. This was rigorously completed by 
approaching the prediction of 'profitability' in two ways: as a regression problem predicting the 
degree of profitability and as a binary classification problem predicting either profit or loss. 
Several statistical and machine learning approaches were applied to both problems including 
Naive Bayes, Bayesian Networks, Linear Regression, Random Forests, gradient Boosted Trees 
as well as multiple methods of blending the individual models’ output. 
Hypothesis 1 stated a statistical or machine learning model based on the CRM data could predict 
the profitability of a new project. Testing this hypothesis revealed that the degree of profitability 
(the regression problem) could not be accurately predicted. However, predicting whether a job 
would be profitable or not (binary classification) was possible to a level significantly better than 
random assignment (AUC = 0.76). This statistic was achieved by 3 individual methods while 
various techniques that blended the individual methods improved results further (AUC = 0.77). 
It is likely the simpler task of binary classification suited the complex yet small data set better. 
Lastly, hypothesis 2 proposed that predictive models developed from hypothesis 1 could be 
shown to improve the overall profitability (bottom line) of the case study business. A range of 
probability threshold values were trialed for each method using a decision framework where 
projects scored below the threshold were accepted, while projects above the threshold were 
rejected. If a project was rejected, the profits and losses were forfeited, and the remaining 
accepted profits and losses were summed. Final results showed the simple Logistic Regression 
blend of the individual Logistic Regression, Random Forest and Boosted Tree models improved 
profits the most. The 95% confidence interval for these improvements was between 6.5% and 
11.5% using a probability threshold of 0.6 (approximately 4.3% of projects). 
These results contribute significantly to the research in cost estimation in three ways: the applied 
methods, the decision framework, and the appeal to user trust. Ensemble tree methods and 
blending had been applied minimally to cost estimation previously, even though ensemble trees 
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provide insight into model structure while predicting at a similar level to Neural Networks. 
Next, previous studies have verified predictive accuracy but stopped short of how the algorithm 
would affect decisions and what the measured benefits would be. This study presented a clear 
framework for how a business could improve profits by applying the algorithm. Lastly, a 
prototype application was developed where insight into the model structure encouraged user 
trust and a Nearest Neighbour chart presented an ‘outside view’ based on the company’s 
projects. Past surveys have reported that despite decades of promising research in cost 
estimation, decision maker's still mainly use an 'inside view' during fee estimation. Further work 
is required to test user confidence in the output. 
Another topic identified for future research was to test how well managers estimate some 
numeric project input variables. In particular, time span, team size, total invoiced amount, and 
percentage of hours completed by professionals should be tested as these variables were 
calculated post project completion. Time span and total invoiced amount were discretised into 
wide categories, which should be easier for a manager to choose between.  
Overall, this work has successfully built a mathematical blend of Logistic Regression, Random 
Forests, and Boosted Tree models, from a consulting company's internal project data. This 
blended model can predict whether a project will be profitable or not and in a reasonable 
decision framework, can guide managers in rejecting financially risky projects and improving 
profitability of the business. 
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Chapter 10 Appendix A 
10.1 List of All Original and Engineered Variables 
1. Start date 
2. State 
3. Distance of project from case study company office 
4. Discipline 
5. Percent of hours performed by each professional role over the course of a project 
6. Time span of the entered project hours 
7. Number of days with hours entered 
8. Mean number of employees working on the project each active day 
9. Mean number of employee hours spent on the project each active day 
10. Director ID 
11. Percent of hours performed by 'professional' employees as opposed to 'technical' employees 
12. Position of the employee that completed the most hours on each project 
13. Percent of hours completed by the majority contributor to a project 
14. Total cost of employee hours per project 
15. Total cost of external subcontractors or disbursements per project 
16. Total number of employees that entered hours on each project 
17. Mean number of hours per day entered on a project 
18. Number of disciplines active in a project     
19. Total amount invoiced and remunerated per project 
20. Mean invoice size per project.  
21. Client invoice frequency 
22. Number of forfeited invoices with client in past jobs  
23. Number of projects completed with client 
24. Client contact ID 
25. Client business category 
26. Mean client invoice size 
27. Total amount historically invoiced from client 
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28. Number of employees in client company 
29. Size of client company (local, state, national, international) 
30. Detailed project category 
31. Number of projects completed with each client and client contact 
32. Billing type 
33. Profit  
34. Return per Dollar 
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Chapter 11 Appendix B 
Example results from a single model from each method. This is broken into the three main types 
of methods that were trialled: 
1. Regression models 
2. Classification models 
3. Blended classification models 
11.1 Regression Models 
ANOVA Linear Regression and Random Forests were applied to profitability as a regression 
problem. 
11.1.1 ANOVA Regression 
Example summary of model built with core variables only: 
##																								Df	Sum	Sq	Mean	Sq	F	value			Pr(>F)				 
##	inv.mlsto.log											1				6.4				6.40		27.256	2.00e-07	*** 
##	Discipline														3				5.0				1.67			7.120	9.41e-05	*** 
##	timespan.cbrt											1			46.6			46.61	198.660		<	2e-16	*** 
##	no.users																1				7.9				7.95		33.862	7.03e-09	*** 
##	pc.pro																		1				1.2				1.22			5.180				0.023	*		 
##	Business															27			19.7				0.73			3.103	1.62e-07	*** 
##	inv.mlsto.log:pc.pro				1				6.5				6.54		27.873	1.46e-07	*** 
##	Residuals												1737		407.6				0.23																					 
##	--- 
##	Signif.	codes:		0	'***'	0.001	'**'	0.01	'*'	0.05	'.'	0.1	'	'	1 
Example summary of model built with all variables. Note that each model used a subset of all 
variables based on the available variables for a randomly selected project: 
##																								Df	Sum	Sq	Mean	Sq	F	value			Pr(>F)				 
##	no.users																1		18.80		18.803		89.211		<	2e-16	*** 
##	Discipline														3			2.46			0.820			3.891		0.00876	**	 
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##	pc.pro																		1			7.71			7.708		36.573	1.87e-09	*** 
##	Business															27		14.92			0.553			2.623	1.23e-05	*** 
##	timespan.cbrt											1		11.39		11.392		54.051	3.26e-13	*** 
##	inv.mlsto.log											1		20.85		20.855		98.947		<	2e-16	*** 
##	client.totinv.log							1			0.06			0.059			0.282		0.59559				 
##	pc.majpos.log											1			0.20			0.197			0.934		0.33407				 
##	majority.pos												6			2.94			0.491			2.328		0.03057	*		 
##	pc.pro:inv.mlsto.log				1			0.22			0.217			1.028		0.31084				 
##	Residuals												1446	304.77			0.211																					 
##	--- 
##	Signif.	codes:		0	'***'	0.001	'**'	0.01	'*'	0.05	'.'	0.1	'	'	1 
11.1.2 Random Forest 
Example summary of model built with core variables only: 
##	 
##	Call: 
##		randomForest(formula	=	as.formula(formula),	data	=	train.df,						
mtry	=	5,	ntree	=	500,	importance	=	FALSE)	 
##																Type	of	random	forest:	regression 
##																						Number	of	trees:	500 
##	No.	of	variables	tried	at	each	split:	5 
##	 
##											Mean	of	squared	residuals:	0.228201 
##																					%	Var	explained:	16.77 
##				left	daughter	right	daughter	split	var		split	point	status	predi
ction 
##	1														2														3									3	5.843154e+00					-3		0.39
92843 
##	2														4														5									3	2.117259e+00					-3		0.52
37052 
##	3														6														7									1	7.341446e+00					-3		0.22
43860 
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##	4														8														9									6	2.325853e+08					-3		0.66
31225 
##	5													10													11									1	7.146686e+00					-3		0.46
39000 
##	6													12													13									6	1.476570e+05					-3	-0.29
44712 
##	7													14													15									5	9.287500e+01					-3		0.25
33766 
##	8													16													17									5	1.666500e+01					-3		0.46
77467 
##	9													18													19									1	7.489595e+00					-3		0.74
51982 
##	10												20													21									6	2.789750e+05					-3		0.24
74415 
##	11												22													23									2	1.100000e+01					-3		0.50
59792 
##	12												24													25									1	6.575749e+00					-3	-0.36
85225 
##	13													0														0									0	0.000000e+00					-1		0.59
41436 
##	14												26													27									6	1.764240e+08					-3		0.17
30552 
##	15												28													29									6	2.658790e+08					-3		0.39
82131 
##	16													0														0									0	0.000000e+00					-1	-0.65
51724 
##	17												30													31									1	5.299784e+00					-3		0.49
27004 
##	18												32													33									1	4.951655e+00					-3		0.66
63721 
##	19												34													35									1	7.532426e+00					-3		1.48
84154 
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##	20												36													37									4	1.500000e+00					-3		0.17
35892 
All variables: 
##	 
##	Call: 
##		randomForest(formula	=	as.formula(formula),	data	=	train.df,						
mtry	=	5,	ntree	=	500,	importance	=	FALSE)	 
##																Type	of	random	forest:	regression 
##																						Number	of	trees:	500 
##	No.	of	variables	tried	at	each	split:	5 
##	 
##											Mean	of	squared	residuals:	0.2851632 
##																					%	Var	explained:	11.1 
##				left	daughter	right	daughter	split	var		split	point	status		pred
iction 
##	1														2														3									6	4.827436e+00					-3		0.42
085376 
##	2														4														5								10	7.900000e+01					-3		0.66
871010 
##	3														6														7									7	6.980081e+00					-3		0.20
274018 
##	4														8														9									4	2.684352e+08					-3		0.60
033821 
##	5													10													11									9	4.598982e+00					-3		0.95
131390 
##	6													12													13									8	8.725117e+00					-3	-0.47
461278 
##	7													14													15									5	9.007199e+15					-3		0.28
523829 
##	8													16													17									7	5.895047e+00					-3		0.55
867089 
##	9													18													19									7	7.517226e+00					-3		1.41
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979538 
##	10												20													21									5	9.006924e+15					-3		0.71
933315 
##	11												22													23									5	9.007199e+15					-3		1.18
329465 
##	12													0														0									0	0.000000e+00					-1	-0.09
774971 
##	13												24													25									5	1.766091e+13					-3	-0.60
920673 
##	14												26													27									5	5.090745e+15					-3		0.25
844640 
##	15													0														0									0	0.000000e+00					-1		2.34
821429 
##	16												28													29									6	1.518294e+00					-3	-0.12
077295 
##	17												30													31									5	9.007199e+15					-3		0.59
506967 
##	18													0														0									0	0.000000e+00					-1		2.53
571429 
##	19													0														0									0	0.000000e+00					-1		0.86
183592 
##	20												32													33									6	4.071006e+00					-3		0.61
334582 
11.2 Classification Models 
Logistic Regression, Random Forests, Boosted Trees, Naïve Bayes, and Bayesian Networks 
were applied to profitability prediction as a classification problem (will a project be profitable or 
not?) 
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11.2.1 Logistic Regression 
Example summary output imputed data: 
 
##	Area	under	the	curve:	0.736 
##	 
##	Call: 
##	glm(formula	=	as.formula(formula),	family	=	binomial(),	data	=	df[-
folds,	 
##					]) 
##	 
##	Deviance	Residuals:	 
##					Min							1Q			Median							3Q						Max		 
##	-1.9972		-0.6471		-0.3939		-0.1798			2.9569		 
##	 
##	Coefficients: 
##																																			Estimate	Std.	Error	z	value	Pr(>|
z|)				 
##	(Intercept)																							4.818361			1.939992			2.484	0.013
002	*		 
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##	DisciplineEnvironmental	Planning		0.635049			0.339682			1.870	0.061
548	.		 
##	DisciplineStructural													-0.447249			0.293240		-1.525	0.127
210				 
##	DisciplineWater																			0.026936			0.323194			0.083	0.933
579				 
##	pc.pro																											-0.015181			0.002976		-5.101	3.39e
-07	*** 
##	b.timespan.cbrt1.5y-3y												0.011961			0.293284			0.041	0.967
469				 
##	b.timespan.cbrt1d-3wk												-2.677506			0.382719		-6.996	2.63e
-12	*** 
##	b.timespan.cbrt2.5m-9m											-0.437347			0.306691		-1.426	0.153
862				 
##	b.timespan.cbrt3wk-2.5m										-1.222501			0.345495		-3.538	0.000
403	*** 
##	b.timespan.cbrt9m-1.5y											-0.164909			0.302317		-0.545	0.585
421				 
##	no.users																										0.093948			0.030727			3.057	0.002
232	**	 
##	b.inv.log2.5k-8k																	-2.507627			0.312443		-8.026	1.01e
-15	*** 
##	b.inv.log600-2.5k																-1.242185			0.274880		-4.519	6.21e
-06	*** 
##	b.inv.log60k-1.8m																-3.851831			0.454486		-8.475		<	2e
-16	*** 
##	b.inv.log8k-60k																		-3.106774			0.336927		-9.221		<	2e
-16	*** 
##	client.totinv.log																-0.001166			0.059515		-0.020	0.984
375				 
##	Businessartist_landarch										-0.729100			0.486171		-1.500	0.133
697				 
##	Businessbiz_bldgserv_internal					0.071909			0.242655			0.296	0.766
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969				 
##	Businessbuilder																		-0.339517			0.219204		-1.549	0.121
415				 
##	Businessdeveloper/real	estate					0.075215			0.248226			0.303	0.761
882				 
##	Businessengineer																	-0.428739			0.361019		-1.188	0.234
999				 
##	Businessenviro_water													-0.611406			0.431312		-1.418	0.156
323				 
##	Businesshosp_institut_health					-0.520914			0.599071		-0.870	0.384
554				 
##	Businesslawyer_bodyC													-1.250791			1.082909		-1.155	0.248
078				 
##	Businessperson																				0.571598			0.358227			1.596	0.110
572				 
##	Businessresources																	1.038049			0.580179			1.789	0.073
585	.		 
##	Businessroad_rail_gov_util							-0.517827			0.340573		-1.520	0.128
396				 
##	Businesssign_manufac													-0.705360			0.317263		-2.223	0.026
198	*		 
##	Businesstown	planner														0.132668			0.525182			0.253	0.800
567				 
##	Businessuni_school															-1.168983			0.566896		-2.062	0.039
200	*		 
##	Businessunknown																		-0.949553			0.852530		-1.114	0.265
363				 
##	majority.posdirector													-1.426803			1.235585		-1.155	0.248
189				 
##	majority.posgradpro														-0.781634			1.261869		-0.619	0.535
636				 
##	majority.posmidpro															-1.103181			1.260775		-0.875	0.381
573				 
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##	majority.posmidtech														-0.861829			1.244961		-0.692	0.488
778				 
##	majority.posseniorpro												-1.437313			1.239895		-1.159	0.246
366				 
##	majority.posseniortech											-0.922869			1.240452		-0.744	0.456
890				 
##	pc.majpos.log																				-0.306272			0.286711		-1.068	0.285
419				 
##	JD.SecondcivBldg_subdiv_sewer					1.163511			0.453678			2.565	0.010
329	*		 
##	JD.Secondedu_exten_community						0.672576			0.339442			1.981	0.047
544	*		 
##	JD.Secondflood_h2o_harvest								0.920862			0.580465			1.586	0.112
644				 
##	JD.Secondheritage_expert										0.146420			0.582695			0.251	0.801
597				 
##	JD.Secondhosp_health_carpark						0.693419			0.425858			1.628	0.103
464				 
##	JD.Secondhotel_office_dining						0.729610			0.443125			1.647	0.099
658	.		 
##	JD.Secondindustrial															1.060843			0.534701			1.984	0.047
257	*		 
##	JD.Secondparks	and	open	spaces				0.613860			0.626155			0.980	0.326
907				 
##	JD.Secondrefurb/renovation								0.634418			0.498801			1.272	0.203
414				 
##	JD.Secondreport																			1.701259			0.624514			2.724	0.006
447	**	 
##	JD.Secondresidential														0.998016			0.323684			3.083	0.002
047	**	 
##	JD.Secondsign_product													0.527332			0.500082			1.054	0.291
658				 
##	JD.SecondSubdivision														2.413228			0.664849			3.630	0.000
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284	*** 
##	JD.Secondwaste_wat_manage									0.945204			0.437827			2.159	0.030
862	*		 
##	JD.Secondwharf_bridge												-1.192385			1.102564		-1.081	0.279
490				 
##	Billing.TypeHourly	Rate										-0.484799			0.150605		-3.219	0.001
286	**	 
##	--- 
##	Signif.	codes:		0	'***'	0.001	'**'	0.01	'*'	0.05	'.'	0.1	'	'	1 
##	 
##	(Dispersion	parameter	for	binomial	family	taken	to	be	1) 
##	 
##					Null	deviance:	2100.0		on	2127		degrees	of	freedom 
##	Residual	deviance:	1677.8		on	2074		degrees	of	freedom 
##	AIC:	1785.8 
##	 
##	Number	of	Fisher	Scoring	iterations:	6 
11.2.2 Random Forest 
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##	Area	under	the	curve:	0.7787 
##	 
##	Call: 
##		randomForest(formula	=	as.formula(formula),	data	=	df[-folds,						
],	mtry	=	mtrys[i],	ntree	=	1000)	 
##																Type	of	random	forest:	classification 
##																						Number	of	trees:	1000 
##	No.	of	variables	tried	at	each	split:	5 
##	 
##									OOB	estimate	of		error	rate:	18.61% 
##	Confusion	matrix: 
##								profit	loss	class.error 
##	profit			1624			89		0.05195563 
##	loss						307		108		0.73975904 
##																	Length	Class		Mode					 
##	call															5			-none-	call					 
##	type															1			-none-	character 
##	predicted							2128			factor	numeric		 
##	err.rate								3000			-none-	numeric		 
##	confusion										6			-none-	numeric		 
##	votes											4256			matrix	numeric		 
##	oob.times							2128			-none-	numeric		 
##	classes												2			-none-	character 
##	importance								11			-none-	numeric		 
##	importanceSD							0			-none-	NULL					 
##	localImportance				0			-none-	NULL					 
##	proximity										0			-none-	NULL					 
##	ntree														1			-none-	numeric		 
##	mtry															1			-none-	numeric		 
##	forest												14			-none-	list					 
##	y															2128			factor	numeric		 
##	test															0			-none-	NULL					 
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##	inbag														0			-none-	NULL					 
##	terms														3			terms		call 
11.2.3 Boosted Trees 
 
##	Area	under	the	curve:	0.7456 
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0 1 86.1400000 1 8 15 7.468240 1064 -0.0000389 
1 3 4.5000000 2 6 7 3.643131 406 0.0006405 
2 0 0.0000000 3 4 5 2.331512 289 0.0002566 
3 -1 0.0000108 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 244 0.0000108 
4 -1 0.0015888 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 45 0.0015888 
5 -1 0.0002566 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 289 0.0002566 
6 -1 0.0015888 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 117 0.0015888 
7 -1 0.0006405 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 406 0.0006405 
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8 6 1.0000000 9 10 14 1.486023 658 -0.0004581 
9 -1 -0.0007919 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 297 -0.0007919 
10 2 2.0000000 11 12 13 1.560115 361 -0.0001835 
11 -1 -0.0008601 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 100 -0.0008601 
12 -1 0.0000757 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 261 0.0000757 
13 -1 -0.0001835 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 361 -0.0001835 
14 -1 -0.0004581 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 658 -0.0004581 
15 -1 -0.0000389 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 1064 -0.0000389 
 
##																																	var			rel.inf 
##	Business																			Business	22.479808 
##	pc.pro																							pc.pro	14.950659 
##	b.timespan.cbrt					b.timespan.cbrt	12.586436 
##	b.inv.log																	b.inv.log	11.036452 
##	no.users																			no.users		9.570663 
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##	majority.pos											majority.pos		8.299852 
##	pc.majpos.log									pc.majpos.log		8.189291 
##	client.totinv.log	client.totinv.log		8.174421 
##	Discipline															Discipline		4.712418 
11.2.4 Naive Bayes 
 
##	Area	under	the	curve:	0.6479 
##	 
##	Naive	Bayes	Classifier	for	Discrete	Predictors 
##	 
##	Call: 
##	naiveBayes.default(x	=	X,	y	=	Y,	laplace	=	laplace) 
##	 
##	A-priori	probabilities: 
##	Y 
##									0									1	 
##	0.8049812	0.1950188	 
##	 
##	Conditional	probabilities: 
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##				Discipline 
##	Y								Civil	Environmental	Planning	Structural						Water 
##			0	0.09865733													0.04261529	0.79743141	0.06129597 
##			1	0.22168675													0.05783133	0.66024096	0.06024096 
##	 
##				pc.pro 
##	Y							[,1]					[,2] 
##			0	82.88157	26.88675 
##			1	66.94053	30.85809 
##	 
##				b.timespan.cbrt 
##	Y										>3y				1.5y-3y					1d-3wk				2.5m-9m			3wk-2.5m				9m-1.
5y 
##			0	0.04786924	0.10099241	0.26561588	0.26736719	0.17046118	0.147694
10 
##			1	0.08674699	0.20000000	0.07228916	0.30843373	0.12289157	0.209638
55 
##	 
##				no.users 
##	Y							[,1]					[,2] 
##			0	2.664915	2.695364 
##			1	4.106024	3.807358 
##	 
##				inv.mlsto.log 
##	Y							[,1]					[,2] 
##			0	8.486631	1.543706 
##			1	8.720498	1.663954 
##	 
##				client.totinv.log 
##	Y							[,1]					[,2] 
##			0	9.204055	1.414038 
##			1	9.479648	1.331772 
##	 
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##				Business 
##	Y					architect	artist_landarch	biz_bldgserv_internal					builder 
##			0	0.339171045					0.037945126											0.078809107	0.126094571 
##			1	0.450602410					0.014457831											0.093975904	0.103614458 
##				Business 
##	Y			developer/real	estate				engineer	enviro_water	hosp_institut_he
alth 
##			0											0.056625803	0.046117922		0.035610041										0.01809
6906 
##			1											0.103614458	0.031325301		0.019277108										0.00963
8554 
##				Business 
##	Y			lawyer_bodyC						person			resources	road_rail_gov_util	sign_ma
nufac 
##			0		0.013426737	0.026853473	0.006421483								0.067133684		0.0963
22242 
##			1		0.002409639	0.040963855	0.016867470								0.033734940		0.0481
92771 
##				Business 
##	Y			town	planner		uni_school					unknown 
##			0		0.010507881	0.033858727	0.007005254 
##			1		0.016867470	0.009638554	0.004819277 
##	 
##				majority.pos 
##	Y			contracttech					director						gradpro							midpro						midtec
h 
##			0	0.0005837712	0.5563339171	0.0361938120	0.0683012259	0.033858727
4 
##			1	0.0096385542	0.4313253012	0.0626506024	0.0506024096	0.110843373
5 
##				majority.pos 
##	Y						seniorpro			seniortech 
##			0	0.2492702860	0.0554582604 
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##			1	0.2072289157	0.1277108434 
##	 
##				JD.Second 
##	Y			art_facade_awn_memb	civBldg_subdiv_sewer	edu_exten_community 
##			0									0.103911267										0.041447752									0.199649737 
##			1									0.036144578										0.115662651									0.180722892 
##				JD.Second 
##	Y			flood_h2o_harvest	heritage_expert	hosp_health_carpark 
##			0							0.017513135					0.036777583									0.061879743 
##			1							0.024096386					0.012048193									0.038554217 
##				JD.Second 
##	Y			hotel_office_dining		industrial	parks	and	open	spaces 
##			0									0.037361354	0.017513135											0.012259194 
##			1									0.036144578	0.019277108											0.016867470 
##				JD.Second 
##	Y			refurb/renovation						report	residential	sign_product	Subdivis
ion 
##			0							0.033274956	0.012259194	0.270869819		0.045534151	0.004086
398 
##			1							0.021686747	0.014457831	0.327710843		0.024096386	0.024096
386 
##				JD.Second 
##	Y			waste_wat_manage	wharf_bridge 
##			0						0.085814361		0.019848219 
##			1						0.106024096		0.002409639 
##	 
##				pc.majpos.log 
##	Y							[,1]						[,2] 
##			0	4.350385	0.3021282 
##			1	4.193273	0.3235002 
##	 
##				Billing.Type 
##	Y			Fixed	Quote	Hourly	Rate 
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##			0			0.6654991			0.3345009 
##			1			0.7879518			0.2120482 
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11.2.5 Bayesian Network 
 
Figure 54Genie Smile output for an example Bayesian Network built on a subset of complete 
data (“GeNIe/SMILE,” 1998) 
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Figure 55 Example Bayesian Network showing bar graphs for nodes (“GeNIe/SMILE,” 1998) 
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Figure 56 Example Bayesian Network ROC (“GeNIe/SMILE,” 1998) 
11.3 Blended Models 
6 different methods for blending were applied. Three were simple and 3 were complex as listed 
below: 
Simple: 
• Averaging 
• Logistic Regression 
• Boosted Trees 
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Complex: 
• Logistic Regression 
• Boosted Trees  
• Random Forests 
 
11.3.1 Simple Average 
##	[1]	"average" 
 
##	Area	under	the	curve:	0.782	
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11.3.2 Logistic Regression 
11.3.2.1 Simple Blend 
##	[1]	"simp.log" 
 
##	Area	under	the	curve:	0.7755 
##	 
##	Call: 
##	glm(formula	=	f.rpdol	~	norm.log	+	norm.rf	+	norm.boost,	family	=	b
inomial(),	 
##					data	=	train) 
##	 
##	Deviance	Residuals:	 
##					Min							1Q			Median							3Q						Max		 
##	-1.4903		-0.6465		-0.4187		-0.2427			2.8028		 
##	 
##	Coefficients: 
##													Estimate	Std.	Error	z	value	Pr(>|z|)				 
##	(Intercept)		-3.4660					0.7494		-4.625	3.75e-06	*** 
##	norm.log						2.7487					0.6562			4.189	2.80e-05	*** 
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##	norm.rf							2.1758					0.5809			3.746		0.00018	*** 
##	norm.boost				0.3249					0.1787			1.819		0.06896	.		 
##	--- 
##	Signif.	codes:		0	'***'	0.001	'**'	0.01	'*'	0.05	'.'	0.1	'	'	1 
##	 
##	(Dispersion	parameter	for	binomial	family	taken	to	be	1) 
##	 
##					Null	deviance:	1866.7		on	1890		degrees	of	freedom 
##	Residual	deviance:	1561.3		on	1887		degrees	of	freedom 
##	AIC:	1569.3 
##	 
##	Number	of	Fisher	Scoring	iterations:	5 
11.3.2.2 Complex Logistic Regression Blend 
##	[1]	"FWLS" 
 
##	Area	under	the	curve:	0.7417 
##	 
##	Call: 
##	glm(formula	=	f.rpdol	~	norm.log	+	norm.rf	+	norm.boost	+	b.timespa
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n.cbrt	*	 
##					norm.log	+	b.inv.log	*	norm.log	+	b.inv.log	*	norm.rf	+	Busines
s	*	 
##					norm.boost	+	JD.Second	+	no.users,	family	=	binomial(),	data	=	
train) 
##	 
##	Deviance	Residuals:	 
##					Min							1Q			Median							3Q						Max		 
##	-1.8941		-0.6328		-0.3881		-0.1693			2.7504		 
##	 
##	Coefficients: 
##																																												Estimate	Std.	Error	z	va
lue 
##	(Intercept)																																-0.65012				1.94000		-0.
335 
##	norm.log																																			-1.53855				2.76492		-0.
556 
##	norm.rf																																					2.86084				1.65529			1.
728 
##	norm.boost																																		0.62497				0.26907			2.
323 
##	b.timespan.cbrt1.5y-3y																					-0.04511				1.46454		-0.
031 
##	b.timespan.cbrt1d-3wk																							0.29700				1.60885			0.
185 
##	b.timespan.cbrt2.5m-9m																						0.26360				1.41252			0.
187 
##	b.timespan.cbrt3wk-2.5m																				-0.26829				1.52056		-0.
176 
##	b.timespan.cbrt9m-1.5y																					-0.39759				1.44769		-0.
275 
##	b.inv.log2.5k-8k																											-1.90375				1.17544		-1.
620 
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##	b.inv.log600-2.5k																										-1.20876				0.99076		-1.
220 
##	b.inv.log60k-1.8m																										-0.87247				1.74253		-0.
501 
##	b.inv.log8k-60k																												-0.64344				1.23377		-0.
522 
##	Businessartist_landarch																				-0.79652				1.49712		-0.
532 
##	Businessbiz_bldgserv_internal														-0.65153				0.56284		-1.
158 
##	Businessbuilder																												-0.46678				0.51758		-0.
902 
##	Businessdeveloper/real	estate															0.46242				0.58379			0.
792 
##	Businessengineer																											-0.03869				1.38239		-0.
028 
##	Businessenviro_water																							-0.88513				1.51347		-0.
585 
##	Businesshosp_institut_health															-1.69301				1.28954		-1.
313 
##	Businesslawyer_bodyC																							-9.91730				7.33123		-1.
353 
##	Businessperson																														0.43408				0.74902			0.
580 
##	Businessresources																											1.18975				0.99215			1.
199 
##	Businessroad_rail_gov_util																	-0.39741				1.03772		-0.
383 
##	Businesssign_manufac																							-1.07342				0.92735		-1.
158 
##	Businesstown	planner																								0.83536				1.43413			0.
582 
##	Businessuni_school																								244.39816	7900.72715			0.
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031 
##	Businessunknown																													1.02436				2.02080			0.
507 
##	JD.SecondcivBldg_subdiv_sewer															1.16613				0.46043			2.
533 
##	JD.Secondedu_exten_community																0.87633				0.38813			2.
258 
##	JD.Secondflood_h2o_harvest																		1.04152				0.56762			1.
835 
##	JD.Secondheritage_expert																			-0.22145				0.71921		-0.
308 
##	JD.Secondhosp_health_carpark																0.72248				0.47484			1.
522 
##	JD.Secondhotel_office_dining																1.01315				0.50050			2.
024 
##	JD.Secondindustrial																									1.09371				0.58292			1.
876 
##	JD.Secondparks	and	open	spaces														0.94988				0.59891			1.
586 
##	JD.Secondrefurb/renovation																		0.67575				0.53990			1.
252 
##	JD.Secondreport																													2.29562				0.72697			3.
158 
##	JD.Secondresidential																								1.18161				0.38738			3.
050 
##	JD.Secondsign_product																							0.73285				0.50630			1.
447 
##	JD.SecondSubdivision																								3.15300				0.81751			3.
857 
##	JD.Secondwaste_wat_manage																			1.22655				0.42679			2.
874 
##	JD.Secondwharf_bridge																						-0.99006				1.12373		-0.
881 
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##	no.users																																				0.15933				0.03912			4.
073 
##	norm.log:b.timespan.cbrt1.5y-3y													0.53659				2.17610			0.
247 
##	norm.log:b.timespan.cbrt1d-3wk													-3.55789				2.73070		-1.
303 
##	norm.log:b.timespan.cbrt2.5m-9m												-0.28613				2.15904		-0.
133 
##	norm.log:b.timespan.cbrt3wk-2.5m											-0.38148				2.35492		-0.
162 
##	norm.log:b.timespan.cbrt9m-1.5y													1.05272				2.18726			0.
481 
##	norm.log:b.inv.log2.5k-8k																			0.90982				2.28808			0.
398 
##	norm.log:b.inv.log600-2.5k																		0.28226				2.11737			0.
133 
##	norm.log:b.inv.log60k-1.8m																	-5.98466				3.14494		-1.
903 
##	norm.log:b.inv.log8k-60k																				0.09489				2.27192			0.
042 
##	norm.rf:b.inv.log2.5k-8k																			-0.34531				1.98665		-0.
174 
##	norm.rf:b.inv.log600-2.5k																			0.39832				1.87124			0.
213 
##	norm.rf:b.inv.log60k-1.8m																			3.01108				2.86948			1.
049 
##	norm.rf:b.inv.log8k-60k																				-2.69050				1.87433		-1.
435 
##	norm.boost:Businessartist_landarch									-0.27572				0.65915		-0.
418 
##	norm.boost:Businessbiz_bldgserv_internal			-0.36643				0.33531		-1.
093 
##	norm.boost:Businessbuilder																	-0.26976				0.28101		-0.
170 
 
960 
##	norm.boost:Businessdeveloper/real	estate				0.38006				0.43174			0.
880 
##	norm.boost:Businessengineer																	0.16115				0.67275			0.
240 
##	norm.boost:Businessenviro_water												-0.19095				0.72694		-0.
263 
##	norm.boost:Businesshosp_institut_health				-0.69784				0.59641		-1.
170 
##	norm.boost:Businesslawyer_bodyC												-2.72234				2.03152		-1.
340 
##	norm.boost:Businessperson																			0.32040				0.56624			0.
566 
##	norm.boost:Businessresources																0.21360				0.70778			0.
302 
##	norm.boost:Businessroad_rail_gov_util						-0.06544				0.50854		-0.
129 
##	norm.boost:Businesssign_manufac												-0.48003				0.45005		-1.
067 
##	norm.boost:Businesstown	planner													0.77183				1.11316			0.
693 
##	norm.boost:Businessuni_school													123.64505	3946.77120			0.
031 
##	norm.boost:Businessunknown																		0.71431				1.12214			0.
637 
##																																										Pr(>|z|)				 
##	(Intercept)																														0.737540				 
##	norm.log																																	0.577902				 
##	norm.rf																																		0.083935	.		 
##	norm.boost																															0.020193	*		 
##	b.timespan.cbrt1.5y-3y																			0.975428				 
##	b.timespan.cbrt1d-3wk																				0.853542				 
##	b.timespan.cbrt2.5m-9m																			0.851961				 
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##	b.timespan.cbrt3wk-2.5m																		0.859947				 
##	b.timespan.cbrt9m-1.5y																			0.783593				 
##	b.inv.log2.5k-8k																									0.105318				 
##	b.inv.log600-2.5k																								0.222451				 
##	b.inv.log60k-1.8m																								0.616589				 
##	b.inv.log8k-60k																										0.602001				 
##	Businessartist_landarch																		0.594701				 
##	Businessbiz_bldgserv_internal												0.247038				 
##	Businessbuilder																										0.367140				 
##	Businessdeveloper/real	estate												0.428307				 
##	Businessengineer																									0.977674				 
##	Businessenviro_water																					0.558658				 
##	Businesshosp_institut_health													0.189224				 
##	Businesslawyer_bodyC																					0.176137				 
##	Businessperson																											0.562229				 
##	Businessresources																								0.230462				 
##	Businessroad_rail_gov_util															0.701744				 
##	Businesssign_manufac																					0.247061				 
##	Businesstown	planner																					0.560239				 
##	Businessuni_school																							0.975322				 
##	Businessunknown																										0.612217				 
##	JD.SecondcivBldg_subdiv_sewer												0.011318	*		 
##	JD.Secondedu_exten_community													0.023957	*		 
##	JD.Secondflood_h2o_harvest															0.066520	.		 
##	JD.Secondheritage_expert																	0.758151				 
##	JD.Secondhosp_health_carpark													0.128128				 
##	JD.Secondhotel_office_dining													0.042942	*		 
##	JD.Secondindustrial																						0.060620	.		 
##	JD.Secondparks	and	open	spaces											0.112735				 
##	JD.Secondrefurb/renovation															0.210710				 
##	JD.Secondreport																										0.001590	**	 
##	JD.Secondresidential																					0.002287	**	 
##	JD.Secondsign_product																				0.147770				 
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##	JD.SecondSubdivision																					0.000115	*** 
##	JD.Secondwaste_wat_manage																0.004055	**	 
##	JD.Secondwharf_bridge																				0.378291				 
##	no.users																																	4.65e-05	*** 
##	norm.log:b.timespan.cbrt1.5y-3y										0.805232				 
##	norm.log:b.timespan.cbrt1d-3wk											0.192602				 
##	norm.log:b.timespan.cbrt2.5m-9m										0.894568				 
##	norm.log:b.timespan.cbrt3wk-2.5m									0.871313				 
##	norm.log:b.timespan.cbrt9m-1.5y										0.630305				 
##	norm.log:b.inv.log2.5k-8k																0.690902				 
##	norm.log:b.inv.log600-2.5k															0.893949				 
##	norm.log:b.inv.log60k-1.8m															0.057048	.		 
##	norm.log:b.inv.log8k-60k																	0.966686				 
##	norm.rf:b.inv.log2.5k-8k																	0.862013				 
##	norm.rf:b.inv.log600-2.5k																0.831432				 
##	norm.rf:b.inv.log60k-1.8m																0.294019				 
##	norm.rf:b.inv.log8k-60k																		0.151161				 
##	norm.boost:Businessartist_landarch							0.675726				 
##	norm.boost:Businessbiz_bldgserv_internal	0.274480				 
##	norm.boost:Businessbuilder															0.337079				 
##	norm.boost:Businessdeveloper/real	estate	0.378691				 
##	norm.boost:Businessengineer														0.810685				 
##	norm.boost:Businessenviro_water										0.792801				 
##	norm.boost:Businesshosp_institut_health		0.241979				 
##	norm.boost:Businesslawyer_bodyC										0.180229				 
##	norm.boost:Businessperson																0.571501				 
##	norm.boost:Businessresources													0.762810				 
##	norm.boost:Businessroad_rail_gov_util				0.897614				 
##	norm.boost:Businesssign_manufac										0.286141				 
##	norm.boost:Businesstown	planner										0.488078				 
##	norm.boost:Businessuni_school												0.975008				 
##	norm.boost:Businessunknown															0.524410				 
##	--- 
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##	Signif.	codes:		0	'***'	0.001	'**'	0.01	'*'	0.05	'.'	0.1	'	'	1 
##	 
##	(Dispersion	parameter	for	binomial	family	taken	to	be	1) 
##	 
##					Null	deviance:	1863.9		on	1890		degrees	of	freedom 
##	Residual	deviance:	1471.2		on	1819		degrees	of	freedom 
##	AIC:	1615.2 
##	 
##	Number	of	Fisher	Scoring	iterations:	19 
11.3.3 Boosted Trees 
11.3.3.1 Simple Blend 
##	[1]	"simp.boost" 
 
##	Area	under	the	curve:	0.7962 
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##																			var		rel.inf 
##	norm.boost	norm.boost	38.80020 
##	norm.log					norm.log	36.78774 
##	norm.rf							norm.rf	24.41206 
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0 0 0.6967682 1 5 18 21.465124 946 -0.0000421 
1 0 0.5665730 2 3 4 4.944698 797 -0.0002495 
2 -1 -0.0003991 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 588 -0.0003991 
3 -1 0.0001713 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 209 0.0001713 
4 -1 -0.0002495 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 797 -0.0002495 
5 2 -0.5049536 6 13 17 2.068731 149 0.0010675 
6 1 0.4969899 7 8 12 1.212174 114 0.0008595 
7 -1 0.0000158 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 15 0.0000158 
8 2 -0.5921808 9 10 11 1.292929 99 0.0009874 
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9 -1 0.0011160 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 88 0.0011160 
10 -1 -0.0000421 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 11 -0.0000421 
11 -1 0.0009874 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 99 0.0009874 
12 -1 0.0008595 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 114 0.0008595 
13 1 0.7362037 14 15 16 1.333442 35 0.0017447 
14 -1 0.0008265 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 11 0.0008265 
15 -1 0.0021656 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 24 0.0021656 
16 -1 0.0017447 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 35 0.0017447 
17 -1 0.0010675 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 149 0.0010675 
18 -1 -0.0000421 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 946 -0.0000421 
11.3.3.2 Complex Blend 
##	[1]	"comp.boost" 
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##	Area	under	the	curve:	0.7993 
 
##																													var			rel.inf 
##	norm.log															norm.log	30.126136 
##	norm.boost											norm.boost	27.071072 
##	JD.Second													JD.Second	13.901685 
##	norm.rf																	norm.rf	11.499496 
##	Business															Business		9.383070 
##	no.users															no.users		4.494609 
##	b.timespan.cbrt	b.timespan.cbrt		1.868904 
##	b.inv.log													b.inv.log		1.655027	
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0 0 0.6967682 1 5 18 21.465124 946 -0.0000421 
1 0 0.5665730 2 3 4 4.944698 797 -0.0002495 
2 -1 -0.0003991 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 588 -0.0003991 
3 -1 0.0001713 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 209 0.0001713 
4 -1 -0.0002495 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 797 -0.0002495 
5 2 -0.5049536 6 13 17 2.068731 149 0.0010675 
6 1 0.4969899 7 8 12 1.212174 114 0.0008595 
7 -1 0.0000158 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 15 0.0000158 
8 2 -0.5921808 9 10 11 1.292929 99 0.0009874 
9 -1 0.0011160 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 88 0.0011160 
10 -1 -0.0000421 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 11 -0.0000421 
11 -1 0.0009874 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 99 0.0009874 
12 -1 0.0008595 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 114 0.0008595 
13 1 0.7362037 14 15 16 1.333442 35 0.0017447 
14 -1 0.0008265 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 11 0.0008265 
15 -1 0.0021656 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 24 0.0021656 
16 -1 0.0017447 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 35 0.0017447 
17 -1 0.0010675 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 149 0.0010675 
18 -1 -0.0000421 -1 -1 -1 0.000000 946 -0.0000421 
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11.3.4 Random Forest Complex Blend 
##	[1]	"comp.rf" 
 
##	Area	under	the	curve:	0.7631 
##	 
##	Call: 
##		randomForest(formula	=	f.rpdol	~	b.timespan.cbrt	+	no.users	+						
b.inv.log	+	Business	+	JD.Second	+	norm.log	+	norm.rf	+	norm.boost,						
data	=	train,	mtry	=	3,	ntree	=	1000,	importance	=	TRUE)	 
##																Type	of	random	forest:	classification 
##																						Number	of	trees:	1000 
##	No.	of	variables	tried	at	each	split:	3 
##	 
##									OOB	estimate	of		error	rate:	20.51% 
##	Confusion	matrix: 
##								profit	loss	class.error 
##	profit			1426			97		0.06369009 
##	loss						291			78		0.78861789 
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##																	Length	Class		Mode					 
##	call															6			-none-	call					 
##	type															1			-none-	character 
##	predicted							1892			factor	numeric		 
##	err.rate								3000			-none-	numeric		 
##	confusion										6			-none-	numeric		 
##	votes											3784			matrix	numeric		 
##	oob.times							1892			-none-	numeric		 
##	classes												2			-none-	character 
##	importance								32			-none-	numeric		 
##	importanceSD						24			-none-	numeric		 
##	localImportance				0			-none-	NULL					 
##	proximity										0			-none-	NULL					 
##	ntree														1			-none-	numeric		 
##	mtry															1			-none-	numeric		 
##	forest												14			-none-	list					 
##	y															1892			factor	numeric		 
##	test															0			-none-	NULL					 
##	inbag														0			-none-	NULL					 
##	terms														3			terms		call	
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